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Tiki more esri if costs 

says City music repirt 

LRD ddiite 

Colsra label 
THE HOUSE label of EMI's 
Licensed Repertoire Division is to 
be called Cobra and makes its debut 
on September 21 with the release of 
a single by Little Bo Bitch entitled 
It's Only Love (COB 1). 

The band's debut album will be 
issued on October 26 (CBR 1002), 
preceded by a single, Blind Man 
(COB 2), and an album, Premiere 
(CBR 1001), by Screen Idols on 
October 12. The RRP for Cobra 
singles is £1.15 and for albums 
£5.29. 

Cobra has an initial staff of six, 
comprising head of A & R Tony 
Squire, his assistant Simon Davies, 
marketing manager Julian Moore, 
head of press and artist relations 
Bernadette Kilmartin, and two 
secretaries. 

LRD managing director Alan 
Kaupe explained the formation of 
the label as a measure to restore the 
balance between in-house and third- 
party repertoire in line with EMI's 
global strategy over the past two 
years. 

"LRD is still very much part of 
EMI, but has a separate existence 
and building," he said. 

Preparation for the launch has 
been going on over, the past, seven 
months since Tony Squire was 
appointed head of A&R, bringing 
with him two acts from WEA, 
Screen Idols and Tony Eloria. 
Squire told Music Week that Cobra 
had signed six acts to date, with one 
more to be announced shortly. The 
artist rosier would be small, but he is 
always interested in good new acts 
and "realistic deals". 

The other signings are singer- 
songwriter Les Lavin; the 
Elcctrotunes, a pop band with 
reggae undertones, and Craze, a 
"futuristic" band whose Motions 
will be the third Cobra single release. 
Producers already working on 
Cobra product include Pete 
Townshend, Chris Rainbow and 
Patrick Adams, who is recording 
Tony Etoria in New York. 

A NEW financial report 
published this week analyses the 
profit and loss accounts of 99 
music industry companies and 
retailers and comes to the 
conclusion that "performances 
from this creative industry have 
not been inspired". 

And it goes on to slam the 
companies for not taking care of 
controllable costs. 

"The music industry has been hit 
by rapidly rising costs, some of 
which are totally beyond the 
industry's control. There are others, 

however, which arc controllable and 
which the industry seems either 
unaware of, or unwilling to do 
anything about," it says. 

The report cites in particular 
credit periods extended to customers 
"which have increased time and 
again". It adds: "In the 
manufacturing sector none of the 
major companies has produced a 
consistent pattern of increased 
profitability." 

Compiled by ICC Business Ratios 
(81 City Road, London, ECI. Price 
£60), the report covers the three year 
period ending October, 1978, and 
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THE MILLIONTH copy of Blondie's album Parallel Lines was sold by a 
Boors shop and to celebrate the occasion Chrysalis directors Terry Ellis and 
Doug D'Arcy presented Kings ley Grimble, a Boots buyer, with a special 
platinum disc. The new Blondie album, Eat To The .Beat, is released 
September 28 and a single, Dreaming, precedes it next week. 

The album will be backed by window displays, press and radio advertising 
including joint advertising selected dealers. 

TV blackout gives 

leeway to diiBers 

AS THE ITV blackout continued 
last week, record companies were 
busy re-thinking their campaigns. 

EMI's £250,000 launch of the 
Manfred Mann EM TV 19 LP— 
Semi Detached Suburban — has 
been put back to the end of the year 
and in a letter to dealers EMI 
Records managing director, Ramon 

BBO investigates 'rip-offs' 

A BBC programme investigating "rip offs" in the music business, broadcast 
on Radio 4 last Sunday, contained an astonishing recorded telephone interview 
with Jet Records boss Don Ardcn who told reporter Roger Cook: "I believe 
you have a tail on me and if I find him I'll break his neck". 

In the programme, Roger Cook Reports, Cook referred to Arden as "one 
man whose name came up more than any other during the course of our 
investigations". Artists in the programme who complained of being "ripped 
off" included Lynsey dc Paul who said she hoped Arden "rots in hell". 

Cook referred to Arden as "this so-called devil" and said that Arden had 
called the BBC investigators "blood-sucking pimps". At the end of the 
programme Arden told Cook: "I am leaving this in the hands of my lawyers 
and the head of the BBC." 

Lopez, explains that "all initial 
orders on EMTV 19 will enjoy 
delayed invoicing until December." 
This effectively means that dealers 
will not have to pay for orders of the 
Manfred Mann album made during 
the pre-Christmas period until 
January, when the TV advertising is 
expected to be underway. 

Already 125,000 units have been 
shipped and EMI is willing to 
consider accepting returns from 
dealers who feel they arc overloaded 
with stock. The company has backed 
the release with a one week radio ad 
campaign, press advertising and a 
promotional tour by original 
Manfred Mann members Paul Jones 
and Tom McGuiness. 

Of the majors EMI seems to 
have been most severely hit by the 
blackout with the re-promotion of 
the Beach Boys 20 Golden Greats 
also being affected. Brian Borg, 

TO PAGE4 

looks at record and tape 
manufacturers, distributors and 
retailers, musical instrument 
manufacturers, wholesalers and 
retailers and music publishers. 

It concludes that, taken as a 
whole, the industry's average profit 
margin fell to 5.6 per cent as sales 
growth slowed up and return on 
total assets declined to an average 
10.1 per cent. 

The report analyses individual 
company results in a ratio formal 
illustrating profitability as a 
percentage of assets and sales, sales 
as a ratio of assets, profit as a 
percentage of capital etc, but it is 
perhaps most fascinating in more 
general terms for its insight into the 
profit and loss figures of a number 
of companies which do not usually 
publish detailed financial results. 

WEA Records, for instance, is 
shown to have made just over £1 
million profit before tax in 1977/78 
compared to £16,000 in 1975/76, 
and CBS Records is shown to have 
made a profit of £7,456,000 in 
1977/78 — nearly double the 
previous year. 

United Artists, Pickwick 
International, Music for Pleasure 
and Virgin all show increased profits 
— Virgin dramatically turning 
round a loss in 1976/77 of £125,000 
to a profit of £200,000. On the other 
hand Phonogram appears to have 
made a drastic loss of £988,000 in 
1977/78 after a profit of £126,000 in 
the previous year. 
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Simmons to 

A&M MD 
FOLLOWING THE announcement 
of Derek Green's promotion to 
A&M senior vice president. Glenn 
Simmons has been appointed 
managing director of the UK 
operation. 

Simmons has been with A & M for 
four years. During the past year he 
has been deputy managing director 
responsible for all areas of the 
company's activities. 

Pye's Blueprint 

for a new label 
A NEW Pye label, Blueprint, was 
unveiled at their sales conference at 
Heathrow last week. Label manager 
is Brian Justice and the operation 
will be run from Great Cumberland 
Place, but autonomous from Pye. 
First product will be from The 
Crooks, B. B Gabor and Karel 
Firlka. 
O See more Pye conference reports 
on Page Four. 
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RICHIE, CoW'^odor&s'nse^^d^'J^oS^rec^TimesA^Lud^ u^\^y\sell- 

*0111 conceruot IVemble^Arena and to promote EMI's current biggest selling album Midnight Magt^ Taking the 
opponuniiy 10 pose with the star arc. left to right: Kid Jensen, (Lionel Rtchtef Round,able producer Mike Hawkes, 
Motown/EMI Head of Promotions, Les Spaine and promotions manager Chris Marshall. 

Kruger iamdiis TKO 

FOLLOWING THE demise of Ember Records in May 
this year, blamed by chairman Jeffrey Kruger on the "era 
of the super powers" in the record business, Kruger has 
launched a new music company, The Kruger Organisation 
(TKO). to continue his activities in concert promotion, 
record production, music publishing, management and 
video distribution. 

The new company is backed by his own "vast personal 
resources" says Kruger and includes reactivating the 
Bulldog record label via a licensing deal with President 
Records. 

The label is headed by Leslie Lewis who doubles as 
director of International business affairs and has Howard 
Kruger as head of promotion and creative affairs. 

First releases will be a series tilled "20 Golden Pieces 
Of . . ." retailing at £2.50, each with 20 tracks and 
featuring artists Lena Home, Vic Damone, Bill Haley, 
Fats Waller, Louis Armstrong and Johnny Cash. 

"Production deals are also being discussed by Kruger 
with three major British companies to supply current 
product on a per artist basis," a statement says. 

The Kruger Organisation will continue concert 
promotion under the banner "Jeffrey S. Kruger presents 
, . ." with a European tour by Barry White and the Love 
Unlimited Orchestra already slated. 

Also continuing is Kruger's music publishing company, 
Florida Music, and management and agency activities 
under Ember Management and Agency. 

Chinnttap 

turns into 

Dreamland 

CH1NNICHAP, , H E 

production and publishing 
company set up by M'ke 
Chapman and Nicky Chinn 
eight years ago and responsible 
for many hits by names like Suzi 
Quatro, Sweet, Mud and 
Smokie, will change its name to 
Dreamland Records from the 
New Year. 

Mike Chapman, who now lives 
permanently in Los Angeles and has 
had five American number one 
singles in 12 months, said; It is a 
logical step for Nicky Chinn and 
myself to start our own label, 
although we haven't considered the 
time right until now. 

"Chinnichap has had a great run 
of success, with more than 60 hit 
records to its credit. The lime has 
come for a change however, and 
what belter time than the beginning 
of the Eighties?" 

First release from Dreamland 
Records will be a single and album 
by Chapman's latest act, a rock 
band called Nervous Wrex. 

"We haven't fixed a distribution 
deal, for either Britain or the US but 
talks are going on," Chapman 
added. "In effect from December 
31, the company Chinnichap will be 

NICKY CHINN 
no more and its activities will be 
taken over by Dreamland Records. 

It is unlikely that some of the 
names Chapman currently produces 
will be on Dreamland — his biggest 
act, Blondie, is tied to Chrysalis 
worldwide, although other bands 
may transfer to the company when 
existing recording deals expire. 
®For more news aboul Mike 
Chapman's aclivities, lurn to page 
37. 
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THE SECOND album from 
Siouxsie and The Banshees, Join 
Hands, is being backed by a 
massive Poldor campaign. Five 
thousand display posters will 
appear after September 10 and fly- 
posting will take place in London, 
Birmingham, Glasgow and 
Manchester. Badges and logo 
cards will also be distributed and 
there will be extensive advertising 
in the rock press and radio ads 
linked with Virgin Record stores. 
The band is currently on tour. 
IAN MATTHEWS new album, 
Siamese Friends, released 

September 14, will be backed with 
in-store and window displays, 
extensive press advertising and 
advertising linked with Virgin and 
Our Price stores. A single. You 
Don't See Me (ROCS 214) was 
released on August 31. 
WHITESNAKE RELEASE their 
new album, Love Hunter (UAG 
30264) on September 21, their first 
album for Liberty-United. A 
substantial marketing/advertising 
campaign is being launched to 
promote the album and a 19-date 
tour. 200 nationwide window 

Marketing 

displays and spot colours ads in the 
rock press arc included. The band 
will undertake a press and 
promotion tour which will be 
advertised with fly-posting. Other 

marketing aids include belt buckles 
and satin jackets. 
THE RASSES' second album, 
Experience (UAG 30259), released 
September 7 is being backed with 
window displays, fly-posting and 
press ads. The band plays its first 
ever British tour starting 
September 24. 

The Buzzcocks' third album, A 
Different Kind Of Tension (UAG 
30260) released September 14 will 
be backed with rock press ads. fly- 
posting and window displays. The 
band starts a UK tour on October 2 
in Liverpool. 

LBA RECORDS of Farnborough 
(0252-43429) is to release the 
single Speedway Rider (LBA 104) 
by England and Reading speedway 
star John Davis on September 21. 
Distribution is through LBA. 

ARISTA UK is rush releasing the 
new Barry Manilow LP One Voice 
(SPART 1106) in this country to 
make it simultaneous with the US 
release dale of September 28. To 
ensure that the record will be 
available in Britain for that date 
the initial release stock is being 
imported. 
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Neubert 

A NEW and growing threat to 
the record industry is highlighted 
in the BPI's annual review of its 
anti-piracy activities — the 
appearance "on a considerable 
scale" of pirated and counterfeit 
ethnic repertoire. 

"This umbrella term includes 
the music of various nationalities 
but the majority are currently 
Indian and Greek," says the 
report. It reflects the demand of 
immigrant areas of the country 
for access to music of their 
traditions and cultures. 

The report adds: "The music 
industry is in no doubt that the 
ethnic pirate of today will 
become the international pop 
pirate of tomorrow and it is 
therefore essential that it is 
halted as soon as possible." 

The BPI's anti-piracy squad 
has carried out several successful 
actions against ethnic pirates and 
reveals that it expects to receive 
"special financial contribution" 
from overseas record companies 
most affected by this form of 
piracy. 

INTERPOP 79 ended last Friday with a loss of £15,000, a long list of 
delegates and participants who paid but didn't turn up at the 
Connaught Rooms, and some scathing comments from Interpop 
organiser Nikolaus Neubert on the British music industry. 

"It's been a very depressing section lost it. As many as 80 UK 
experience," he admilied to Music people didn't come, although they 
Week. "The conference sessions were fully paid up to attend and I'm 
made money, but the trade fair totally at a loss to understand this." 

Horizons 
HORIZON RECORDS, a new label 
launched by Horizon Studios in 
Coventry, has scheduled as its first 
release a single by Carey Duncan 
entitled Music Maker. Sales and 
distribution for this and other 
Horizon output are through 
Pinnacle, and promotion by 
Magnum Associate Promotions. 
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A PASTORAL scene provides the setting for the signing of Ronnie Lane to a 
management contract with Eel Pie M.D. Mafalda Mali Mafalda will manage 
him under the auspices of Eel Pie Productions for whom Ronnie is currently 
recording. 

iaiEkiiir t® Ariola, Hales to A&M 

KIT BUCKLER has been appointed 
head of publicity at Ariola UK. 
Buckler has over nine years 
experience in the music business and 
was most recently head of publicity 
at A & M. He will be appointing a 
press officer and secretary shortly 

A statement from Ariola, while 
welcoming Buckler to the company, 
paid tribute to the publicity work 
done for them by Jennie Halsall PR 

Consultants who will continue to 
work, on an independent basis, on 
five Ariola acts. 

Meanwhile, Mike Hales has been 
appointed publicity director of A & 
M Records. Hales, formerly director 
of- pop music at Polydor • 
International and recently managing 
director of Chas Chandler's Barn 
Records has of late been working as 
a freelance journalist   Morris 

¥ideo im promise 

PHILIPS INDUSTRIES plan to have the first commercial video 
discs on the market by the beginning of 1981. They will retail at 
between £7.50 and £15.00, depending on the content. The hardware 
necessary to play them will retail at around £450. 

At a presentation at Interpop, Phillips staled there would be two 
sizes of disc — one having 36 minutes on each side, the other 60 
minutes on each side. They hope to launch the project with a 
catalogue of 200 titles. 

Label's defiraetor is® 

THE LABEL releases on September 14 
which they claim to be the world's first 

Mod package 
ARISTA'S NEW four series which 
retails at £4.00, but gives dealers the 
full 33'/) per cent margin, is 
launched with the release of the 
album Mods Mayday '19 on 
September 21. An anthology 
featuring Mod bands Secret Alfatr, 
Beggar, Small Hours, The Mods and 
Squire, it was recorded at The 
Bridge House Canning Town on 
Mav Day this year. 

The release will be supported with 
trade and consumer advertising, 
including fanzines such as 
Maximum Speed. A two-colour 
poster will be distributed to dealers. 

a compilation album, the label Sofa 
translumar defraclor disc". 

Manufactured under a newly- 
patented process, the disc is also 
claimed to be "Luminous, 
translucent, defracting light and has 
a sound quality better than black 
vinyl." 

The disc features an exotic picture 
of Medusa's head which is 
sandwiched between the two playing 
surfaces. 
The Label believes that this new 
development could lead to 
personalised picture discs by 
Christmas. 

Distribution is through Pinnacle 
and The Label and there will be a 
substantial advertising campaign to 
back the release. 

Goodwin to sales administration 
manager, Ariola Records. He was 
formerly with Polydor UK and now 
reports to Ray Jcnks, sales director 
and will be responsible for co- 
ordinating the sales force's work. 
Initially he will be based at the 
company's Regent Street office (01- 
491 3270)   Two senior sales 
appointments resulting from the 
elevation of John Howes to 
commercial marketing manager 
were announced at the RCA sales 
meeting. David Harmer, field sales 
manager, has been made national 
sales manager and will report to 
Howes, while Ken Rowlands, area 
sales manager, has been promoted to 
field sales manager   Tony 
Chadwick to stock control manager 
WEA, reporting to Mike Hitches, 
director of operations at Alperton 
with responsibilities for finished 
slock control and product 
origination. Also at WEA, Alan 
Pritchard, as procurement manager, 
will bring together under his control 
all 'parts ordering' currently done in 
Alperton and West Drayton. This 
activity will eventually become part 
of the manufacturing responsibility 
under Clive Hudson. Pritchard is 
based at West Drayton   Julia 
Collins to marketing 
administrator/coordinator at 
Charisma, reporting to Mike Watts 
  Bob Graham Productions is 
now located at 20 Beedell Avenue, 
WeslcIiff-on-Sea, Essex (0702 
41588). 

Vandisc pledge 
VANDISC SALES Ltd, trading as 
Inferno Records of Birmingham, 
has promised a High Court judge 
not to sell copies of the Roxy Music 
album, Manifesto, allegedly illegally 
imported from Canada. 

Their interim undertaking was 
given in a copyright action against 
them by E. G. Records and Polydor. 
Vandisc also agreed to file an 
affidavit naming known suppliers 
and customers of the records. 

Neubert mentioned "absentee 
companies" contributing to what he 
described as the "ghost town" 
atmosphere of the virtually deserted 
trade fair. 

"One company sent some 
decorators in on the first day to put 
.up some posters and stickers and a 
couple of plants. Then nobody came 
from that company until Thursday 
and it was the same decorators sent 
in to remove the posters and 
plants," he said. 

Neubert considers the UK music 
trade associations to be "incredibly 
apathetic" with no support from the 
BP1 or MPA for the Interpop event, 

"It's not a question of money, but 
simply some moral support. Foreign 
journalists I've spoken to during the 
week tell me that the European trade 
organisations arc much stronger and 
more involved than those here." 

He is assessing the situation with 
regard to future activities and plans. 
One possibility is to concentrate on 
the conference aspect, another to 
angle the trade fair side to hardware 
rather than software and a third to 
involve the public in a festival 
format during the school holidays 
with bands, presentations, star 
appearances and autograph signing 
in co-operation with a radio station. 

"1 said in the brochure that trade 
fairs are made by those who partake 
in them," Neubert pointed out. "If 
participants don't turn up, then 
there is nothing that we as the 
organisers can do." 

Banks solo 
CLIVE BANKS has resigned as a 
director of Red Shadow and its 
associated companies and has set up 
his own operation, temporarily 
based at 39, Floral Street, London 
WC2 (01-379 6363). The name of the 
new company will be announced 
shortly. In his new venture, Banks is 
representing for promotion 
Boomtown Rats, Elvis Coslello, 
Nick Lowe, The Pretenders, Roy 
Sundholm and The Sports. 
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WEA-tough but 

fair' sap Fram 

WEA INTENDS to be tough but fair in its business relationships with 
retailers in the coming months as the industry struggles through its 
present difficulties. That was the message of managing director John 
Fruin at the company's conference at Cheltenham last week. 

In an oblique reference to CBS Fruin added that WEA would be 
Records' declaration to be the "as fair as the market will let us be; 
"dealers' friend" at its conference as aggressive as ever, and endeavour 
two weeks back, Fruin said: "There to ensure that both our customers 

, no way that WEA is going to be 
able to be friends on a company 
basis with either our competitors or 
the retailers because we arc far loo 
aggressive in what we are trying to 
achieve. 

"We arc far loo conscious of the 
need to have a commercially viable 
company and far too honest to 
pretend to be something which we 
are not." 

and ourselves make a reasonable 
return against every pound 
invested". 

Earlier, Fruin warned other 
companies that WEA intended to 
achieve its objectives for the year 
"at the expense of some of our 
competitors" and "because we have 
had to lake some harsh cost 
reduction exercises within the 
company". And he gave an 

EtaiiBitt Benjamin 

LOUIS BENJAMIN, while quoting Pyc Records' recently announced 
disappointing trading figures, was in determined mood at this year's sales 
conference. 

While mentioning the five problems common to the industry as a whole — 
home taping, piracy, imports, margins and manpower, Benjamin urged the 
salesmen on with the message that Pye "could and would pull through." 

"We have seen it all before," he stressed, "we have been aware of the 
problems before and done something about them, and survived. 

"And the simple message here is that we are going to do it again, and I 
believe you, and your management team, at all levels, are more than capable of 
achieving this." 

SiKiSifiill shmgei 

A STRONG, committed, tight company is how Trevor Eyles 
described Pye Records at last week's sales conference. He explained 
that during the last six months a lot of changes had been made in 
order to "increase commitment to the company and job satisfaction 
for all." 

Eyles said that the first company 
change was the integration of the 
sales promotion and display force 
six months ago. And he claimed that 
at least two other major record 
companies had made similar moves 
since then. 

He went on to explain that the 
concept of territory managers was 
aimed at "totally involving the 
people on their territories with all 
aspects of sales, promotion and 
marketing". 

The early signs, he added, were 
that this move had been extremely 
successful. The senior management 
at Pyc had extended this philosophy 
with the result .that the A & R and 
promotion departments had been 
integrated and this meant that in 
future, promotion men would be 
involved in product from its early 
stages and not suddenlly have a 
piece of black vinyl thrown at them 
and told to get it play-listed. 

Pye Conference reports by CHRIS WHITE 

JOHN FRUIN 
assurance that it was not the 
company's intention to reduce any 
further, but quite possibly expand 
again in 18 months or two years 
time. 

On the product front, Fruin said 
the company was now moving into 
ihc ncxi stage of its A & R 
development, having spent the past 
12 months signing label and 
production deals, and would not be 
actively signing new talent directly to 
the WEA label. 

"We are not looking to sign many 
more label and production deals but 
to build two or three acts only 
during this next year," he said. 

Prodtet m 

the pipeSSne 
UPCOMING PRODUCT from Pye 
includes albums from Vera Lynn, 
Lena Martell, Max Bygraves and 
Paul Jabara. 

From the newly formed R & B 
division there will be LPs from 
Michael Henderson, Phyllis Hyman, 
Norman Connors and Black Ivory. 

An early Mary O'Hara album 
heads the new releases from 
Hammer Records who will also be 
releasing an early Bob Marley & The 
Wailers LP, licensed from Beverley 
Records of Jamaica, and Elvis The 
King, recorded at a 1961 press 
conference. 

Response Records with support 
from the Daily Mirror is to release 
The Perishers Sing LP. 

From Monarch there will be new 
product from Eden Kane and Peter 
Sarstedt. And Sonet has a new Bill 
Haley LP, a compilation album 
entitled Southend Rock and a Hank 
C. Burnelle LP. 

From Ronco there will be albums 
by Tommy Steelc and Kenny Ball 
and His Jazzmen plus a four-album 
box-set, Military Gold. And Aura 
Records has an album by Annette 
Peacock. 

Honey;Tmefarietrnm U RRC RECORDS 
"THIS IS not the lime to sit back and cry into our beer and blame 
everyone else. We must lake positive action and aggressive action 
now." That was the determined message of managing director Derek 
Honey at Pye's sales conference. 

"We at Pye have appreciated the 
problems in our industry for some 
time," he stated, "The causes of 
these problems and the ways in 
which we think we can extricate 
ourselves from the current situation 
are diverse and complex and various 
solutions have already been aired at 
length by the executives of other 
record companies, so there is no 
point in dwelling on them. 

"However, I would like to say to 
you that we at Pye intend not only to 
emerge from the current difficulties 
quickly, but we arc determined to 
come out ahead of our competitors. 

Zephyr Berords 
IN OUR report headed "BPI swoops down on Bowie bootlegger" last week, 
we referred to charred paper in the grate of a house in Wallasey, Merseyside, 
providing evidence of a link with bootlegged records. Wc should have slated 
that this paper was a document believed to relate to Bowie bootlegs. Also, 
Trevor Hughes, of Zephyr Records, Wallasey, asks us to point out that no 
"charred paper" was taken away by BPI investigators and that allliough he 
has given undertakings to cease bootlegging activities pending trial, he is 
denying allegations and is entering a defence to the BPI charges. 
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"Pye Records has always had the 
reputation of being flexible and able 
to adjust very quickly to changing 
situations and that is exactly what 
wc intend to do and, in fact, have 
been doing for some months. 

"But, in order to do this, it will 
need the utmost effort, co- 
operation and dedication from all of 
us, whether n be on the factory 
floor, in distribution, in selling, in A 
& R or in International. We all need 
to be totally committed to solving 
the problems facing us. There is no 
one division within the company 
that can do it alone." 

iati set for mew 

Fteitwtwdl MieJLP 

B.GGEST ANNOUNCEMENTS ^ 
presentations were now, and ' K66()88) a Fleetwood Mac single. 
Run, K52181) and Fleetwood M»c' ' , „„ October 15; and the 
also colled Tusk, is due on September 21, Ihc LP is 01" 0 . . , 
band will be louring the Far East and Europe between February and June 

Other product presented included albums from Foreigner ''Ffa 
K50561) Manhattan Transfer, the LP, Extensions heralds almost lota g 
of the bond's image - Belle Midler, Charles Mingus, Neil Young, Rose 
Roycc, Sister Sledge (LP produced by Chic members Nile Rogers and Bernard 
Edwards), and Yes, who arc for Ihc first time working with an outstue 
producer, Roy Thomas Baker. • i h h ih 

Items of news emerging from the various presentations included the 
announcement that (he re-activation of (he Atlantic-linked label Atco will be 
officially marked in the New Year with (he release of a solo LP by Pete 
Townshend, who was recently signed to the label by its MD Doug Morris, who 
expects to have "other major signings" to announce soon. The conference also 
heard (hat Chic have become Atlantic's biggest ever international sellers. 

SIm Ssifies (m Council 
A POSITIVELY docile BPI annual general meeting last week 
unanimously voted to admit two more members representing 
independent companies — Stephen James (DJM) and Monty Presky 
(Damonl) — to serve on the council. 

The indies now wield a slightly 
bigger slick within the council and 
not a word was spoken of plans, 
which earlier this year threatened to 
split the BPI, to virtually give the 
major companies majority voting 
power. 

The meeting, well represented by 
members, went about its business 
strictly to the letter of the agenda. 
The only dissenting voice was that of 
Sonet's Rod Buckle concerned that a 
resolution to ask PPL for a further 
£200,000 in 1980 and 1981 to help 
the anti-piracy fund might mean 
they were spending artists' money 
without permission. 

Buckle withdrew his objection 

after chairman L. G. Wood assured 
him that "we won't spend any 
money that doesn't belong to us". 

Four council members due to 
retire were re-elected — John Fruin, 
A. J. Morris, Chris Wright and 
Waller Woyda — and Derek Green 
and Charles Levison, who had been 
co-opted to the council, were also re- 
elected. 

At the close of the meeting, L. G. 
Wood paid tribute to director 
general Geoff Bridge who retired 
that day. "Geoff made an enormous 
contribution to the undoubted 
success of our trade association," 
said Wood. 

BBC RECORDS presented a strong 
variety of product at Pye's sales 
conference. Upcoming arc a Dr Who 
LP, Genesis Of The Dalcks; The 
Good Show Classics Vol VI, a 
compilation album, 15 Years Of Top 
Of The Pops, and The Magic Of 
Dance featuring Dame Margot 
Fonleyn. 
ELECTRIC RECORDS revealed its 
schedule of releases for the next few 
weeks including albums by The 
Pirates, Quantum Jump, Writ/, and 
Foodband. In addition the company 
will be particularly concentraing on 
(wo singles. Mirror Mirror by Jude, 
and How High by Cognac which 
features the Salsoul Orchestra. 

The Pirates are a new signing to 
the company from Warner Brothers 
and (heir album, Happy Birthday 
Rock V Roll, is released on October 
12. The band arc starting a UK tour 
and Electric is printing 25,000 
special programmes and there will 
also be extensive advertisement for 
the LP, A single, Golden Oldies, is 
released on September 27. 

A Quantum Jump LP, Mixing, 
will feature re-mixed trucks from 
two earlier albums by the band, 
including Lone Ranger and (he new 
•single, American Starship. 

Norrie Paramor fci 
THE MUSIC industry has been saddened by the death on Sunday from cancer 
of Norris Paramor, one of its most prominent musicians and producers in the 
postwar years. 

Paramor, 65, started his music career as a pianist during wartime service in 
the RAF and on demobilisation he joined Harry Gold's Pieces of Eight. 

Paramor began a long association with Columbia in 1949, becoming its main 
musical director with Ray Martin in 1952. He produced hits by Ruby Murray, 
Eddie Calvert, Cliff Richard, Frank Ificld, the Shadows and Helen Shapiro 
and foreign artists including Judy Garland, Al Martino and Kay Starr. 
Paramor scored 11 gold disc and 43 silver awards and composed music for 
several films, including The Frightened City, Express© Bongo and The Young 
Ones. 

Paramor leaves a wife, Joan, two daughters Caroline and Jane, and a son 
John. His brother Alan has been prominent in music publishing for many 
years. 

FROM 
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start on schedule because of the 
blackout, the company intends to 
lack on to the end whatever time is 
lost at the beginning. 

UA is keeping its TV plans 
"fluid" and product currently 
affected is The Kenny Rogers 
Singles Album and the Slim 
Whitman LP which has been put 
back to September 24. 

It is certain that airtimc will be 
more expensive and oversubscribed 
when the TV companies get back on 
the air and EMI's Berg predicts: 
"There will be a snowballing effect 
with advertisers who have held back 
paying high rales for poor airlime. 
Lack of availability will be a real 
problem." 

And gloom was gathering last 
week among the TV album 
companies. The Bitch soundtrack 
album from Warwick Records (WW 
5061) was due to start its national 
TV campaign to coincide with the 
September 18 premiere of the film. 

Ronco managing director Barry 
Collier commented thai the 
company had decided to stay out of 
the market this September based on 
last year's experience. Thai decision 
was "fortuitous" in the light of the 
blackout. 

general manager of the commercial 
development division, estimates that 
20 per cent of total airtimc for that 
album has been lost through the 
blackout. 

Other albums affected arc All 
Aboard (EMTX 101), a compilation 
of 24 well known children's songs 
due to begin a TV test campaign in 
the Granada area, and The Learning 
Tree, already released and connected 
with the Granada TV series of the 
same name. EMI is, however, going 
ahead with the September 28 release 
and subsequent advertising for the 
Motown compilation The Last 
Dance (EMTV 20). 

Phonogram is sticking to plans for 
a £250,000 TV campaign for the new 
lOcc Greatest Hits compilation 
(Mercury 9102 504) due for release 
on September 21 with RRP set at 
£4.99. The three phase campaign for 
the LP — which features earlier hits 
on UK Records as well as Phonogram 
material — will be spread over nine 
weeks, starting in the Granada and 
Westward areas from September 24 
to October 12. Next arc London and 
Southern (October 15 to November 
2), followed by Stags. Trident and 
A FV (October 29 to November 16). 

If the campaign is not allowed to 
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COMMERCIAL TV companies 
in London, and commercial 
radio in general, each collected a 
rap on the knuckles for different 
reasons at the advertising 
seminar of Interpop. 

Record companies were warned 
againsi spending too much on 
London; as chairman Alan Rich, 
media business director, pointed 
out, the London TV contractors 
only reach 21 per cent of homes, but 
could cost an advertiser 35 per cent 
of his national budget. 

"You have a right to ask why," 
Rich advised, "because London may 
not be worth it. And you should 
look at the smaller regional 
companies, who can be particularly 
useful as test markets." 

Denis Knowles, Arista marketing 
director, dealt a blow to commercial 
radio's unending efforts to have 
record companies use its cheaper 
lime for major record advertising 
campaigns. Asked why he, and so 

Septeiito 

I¥ altams? 
MULTIPLE SOUND Distributors 
goes on television — strikes 
permitting — with five albums 
during September. Titles are: 
Country Guitar by various artists 
(Warwick WW 5070); The Bitch 
(VVW 5061) which is the soundtrack 
from the film of the same name; 
Johnnie Ray — 20 Golden Greats 
(PR 5065); The Bachelors (WW 
5068); and Guy Mitchell — 20 
Golden Greats (WW 5066). 

The albums will all be released 
and advertised in regional areas, and 
the campaigns rolled according to 
consumer reaction. MSD also has 
two other albums released during 
September, The Military Musical 
Pageant 1979 and The Band Of The 
Metropolitan Police. 

TV albums now nearmg 

iwerScii—ilSim Rich 

many other record industry 
marketing chiefs, spent their budget 
on TV rather than radio, he replied; 
"1 find it very hard to believe but in 
my experience sound does not sell 
sound." Companies he has worked 
for, he added, have used "highly 
sophisticated" radio ads in 
campaigns, and the response has 
been anything but encouraging. He 
hit out at TV rate cards — "these are 
extortionate, with the companies 
taking advantage of a supply and 
demand situation" — but was 
forced to conclude: "I'm sorry to 
have to say that I still believe 1 am 

By TERRI ANDERSON 

getting more value for money from 
TV than from radio." 

Rich had opened the seminar by 
demonstrating "the sheer size of the 
medium". Figures showed that the 
12 independent TV companies reach 
20 million homes and that the 
growth in advertising revenue for the 
UK between 1970 and 1978 had 
taken it from £94.7 million to £363 
million. Record companies were 
shown to be consistently high 
spenders on TV commercial time, 

iv 

PICTURED HERE are two of the first clients for John Adrian's recently 
formed promotion company, Softly Enterprises. Adrian is flanked by Utopia 
Records managing director Phil Wainman (currently enjoying success with the 
Boom town Rats and B. A. Robertson) and Utopia's general manager Lisa 
Demon. The first product they will be working on is The Film Stars' new 
single, L.A. The promotion company is one of three concerns being set up 
by Adrian who recently resigned from A & M after five years as promotions 
director. The other two companies are Palm Productions and Lornhill 
Publishing. 

and Rich emphasised that they must 
use their money more wisely, and 
take belter advantage of the fact that 
TV is "a very flexible and 
controllable mass medium as far as 
region, month, day, time, 
programme choice and expenditure 
weight are concerned". 

Brian Baird, general manager of 
Polygram (UK) TV merchandising 
unit, reminded the seminar that the 
use of TV by record companies had 
created a new record buying public 
— which would never otherwise 
have gone into a record shop; and 
had created a new kind of record. 

the specially compiled TV album. 
Referring lo the theme of the 

seminar. Rich remarked that record 
company use of TV time had 
apparently reached a stage of 
"overkill". After use of TV to 
advertise LPs had built slowly for a 
number of years - and proved very 
effective in selling — it had 
exploded. "Now everyone is so 
concerned to buy airtime that they 
arc not apparently worried about the 
returns they get on what they 
spend." With time allowed for 
album ads strictly controlled, Rich 
revealed that there are numerous 
contenders for every available spot. 
Counting only national campaigns, 
in the period between September 
1978 and February 1979 there were 
as many as 22 albums on TV at one 
lime (during November) with 20 in 
December and 10 to 14 in 
September, October, January and 
February Rich suggested that there 
were loo many album campaigns in 
those months of the year. 

US GBmpaiiiei in mm® 
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THE MECHANICAL Copyright 
Protection Society has disclosed that 
certain American record companies 
are attempting to reduce their 
royally payment commitments by 
restricting the number of tracks paid 
for to 10 per LP and a maximum 
of SO.275 (i.e. 23A cents per work). 

MCPS initrnalional relations 
executive Peter Simpson has checked 
the position with Al Bcrman of the 
Harry Fox Agency, who informed 
him that it is within the option of 
any American record manufacturer 
to place any ceiling they wish on the 
copyright royalties they pay on an 
LP record. 

Pressing ptat 

laimdied! 
A NEW custom pressing plant is 
being opened in South London this 
autumn — despite the slump in the 
industry. Called PR Records Ltd., it 
is headed by managing director Phil 
Race, previously with Island and 
CBS and general manager Ray 
Young who comes from Orlake Ltd. 
and Pye. 

It has been opened primarily to 
press high-quality product for 
classical recordings and to serve the 
many independents with little access 
to presses. Full production will start 
this October and the company is 
expected to expand by 60 per cent 
over the following year. 

The plant, based in Wimbledon, 
has an area of 6,500 square feet and 
will be equipped with Alpha Delta 
automatic presses, plus processing 
facilities using AB Europa Film 
high-speed plating equipment. 

"I think the industry is going 
through a slump, but 1 don't think it 
is the end of the industry," said 
Race. "It is not easy money at the 
moment, and we will generally have 
to be belter and produce a first class 
product. 

"1 have .got confidence in the 
industry myself and on the 
technological side will be ready to 
move with that, whether it be the 
video disc or the laser cut disc." 

But the company intends to 
remain small, with an expected 
maximum of 12 to 20 people. 

Likewise, they can include as few 
or as many tracks on an LP as they 
wish. If, however, they include more 
than 10 works on an LP or if the 
total running time of these 
compositions is such that the 
statutory rale is over 21 Vi cents, 
then they cannot force a ceiling on 
anyone if they insist on using more 
music. 

"A further suggestion," 
commented Simpson, "was that 
where the composer and artist are 
one and the same person (or group) 
and if the number of tracks exceeds 
10, then the artist royalties are 
reduced by the amount of copyright 
royalties which would legally be 
payable. 

"On this particular point, Mr 
Berman states that the record 
companies are similarly free to 
negotiate with anyone who has the 
authority to negotiate concerning 
the top royalties that they would pay 
on any LP. Here it becomes a 
question of the bargaining position 
of the parties concerned. If it is a top 
artist and this artist has a control 
over the works utilised, he may not 
wish to co-operate with the record 
company. However, as usual, the 
lesser known artists are relatively 
helpless in such negotiations." 

Simpson added that one 
important point to be stressed to all 
parties involved is that an artist 
obviously cannot give away or 
negotiate terms where he does not 
legally have a control over the right 
involved If an artist is using 
material which he has not 
composed, or, if he has composed it 
but assigned it under contract to a 
publisher, he is not the legal owner, 
and cannot himself bargain over the 
copyright royalties payable. 

"In the event the artist writes his 
own songs and has not previously 
given these under control to a 
publisher, then of course the 
artist/composer can make whatever 
arrangement he wishes, and this 
becomes legally binding. If a 
publisher subsequently acquires the 
copyrights, he would most probably 
be bound by the pre-existing 
agreement. 

"There is a term in the US that 
covers the above," Simpson 
concluded, "and it is called a 
'controlled' copyright." 

RAK IS slashing the retuil price of the new Raccy album — Smash 
And Grab — In £3.99 in an effort to stimulate sales and brine the I.f 
back into the price range of youngsters. 

The experimental price, which lasts until November 1, was arrived 
RAK m",m8'ne director Mickie Most, 

licensed! " Crowc 1"ld 'AH, to which RAK product is 
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An easy life 
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THE SPECIAL retailing Supplement on accessories 
as a source of new income for record retailers was 
read with particular interest by one dealer. Lois 
Pink, of Sounds Ideal records and tapes in 
Wallington, Surrey, had already decided to 
"diversify". However, the new items she chose to 
sell are unlikely ever to be included in a MW dealer 
page. But her experience in opening a new kind of 
business has led her to think even harder about her 
position as a record retailer. 

Ms Pink writes: "I read the September 1 Retailing Supplement with 
imeresi. I have recently taken a step out of the record business into a 
far less competitive market — namely the lingerie business! As I'm 
lucky enough to have two adjoining shop units witn separate front 
doors it was an easy conversion. 

Not only was the change of one 
unit into a lingerie shop easy, it was 
an eye-opener on jusi how difficult it 
is to compete in the record trade. 
There is no comparison between the 
two trades — different level of mark 
up. better attitude of manufacturers, 
supply of display stands, easy 
returns etc are all an accepted part of 
the lingerie business. RRP does not 
exist, cheques are not lodged with 
the manufacturers for an opening 
order, stands are supplied free of 
charge, goods which arc not selling 
are willingly taken as returns for 
credit, joint advertising is a pleasure 
— to name but a few of the benefits 
of this trade. There is no gloom and 

Edited by 
TERRI ANDERSON 

despair about the state of this 
industry, and for my part I can only 
say that it is refreshing to find such 
enthusiasm from the manufacturers. 

1 now keep a very open mind as to 
whether I wish to remain in a record 
market which is prophesying despair 
for itself in the 1980s with profit 
margins falling, industrial disputes, 
unreliable service and an altitude 
which is not aimed at helping the 
smaller dealer. 
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News in 

brief... 

BACKING UP his declared 
intention of working as closely as 
possible with retailers and their trade 
association, John Fruin, WEA ND, 
will be attending the GRRC meeting 
scheduled for October 31 at the 
Greyhound, Park Lane, Croydon (at 
7.30 p.m.). The GRRC is hoping to 
increase its membership in the South 
East. 
RISING COSTS and increased 
services to members have forced the 
MTA to put up its subscription fees, 
but the association hopes "that all 
members feel they receive very good 
value for money". 

From October I, new members 
will pay £15; shops employing up to 
three people continue to pay £25; up 
to six staff the fee is now £40, and 
more than six — £65. All fees are 
plus VAT. 

Feiiitnig iiudkf I 

RETAILERS WHO stock Philips audio cassettes pictured above, are receiving 
numbered tickets from their wholesalers which could win them a share in 
£32,000-worth of prizes being offered by the manufacturer. This nationwide 
promotion scheme, called the Philips Cassettes Sound Investment Fund, is 
aimed at broadening the distribution of these tapes, and winning numbers 
(which have already been randomly selected by computer) will be published in 
the relevant trade journals during the next few months. 

WIGAN-BASED RK Records is promoting its latest single release, Come On 
Alice by Bernie Brooks (RK 1020), via a dealer competition which offers as 
first prize a weekend in Paris for two. Participants must answer three 
questions. The six runners-up will receive bottles of champagne. Entry forms 
are available from the company at 3 Penninglon Street, Hindley, Wigan, In 
addition, the single is being promoted by press advertising and fly-posting. 

CorractiEOTS 
THE INDEX of advertisers in 
MW's Retailing Supplement 
(September 1) contained the 
registered address of BPA 
Design Associates Ltd, rather 
than the business address. This is 
94a New Brighton Road, 
Emsworlh, Hampshire 
(telephone 0434 2430). Also, the 
telephone number for S & B 
Trading of St Albans was 
incorrectly given. It is 56 50611. 

Richard Cooper was described 
as MD of Robinsons Records, 
Manchester. His correct title is 
wholesaling manager, and joint 
MDs arc Arthur and Edna 
Robinson. 
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LONDON; The first business 
session of Inierpop '79 held here 
at the Connaught Rooms last 
week was devoted to an 
examination of the effect of 
European Economic 
Community law on the law of 
copyright and on publishing and 
distribution activities among the 
nine member nations. 

The panel, chaired by Denis de 
Freiias, comprised Mrs Diana Guy, 
partner of Theodore Goddard & Co; 
Jean Francois Bellis of the EEC 
Court of Justice; Dr Stephen 
Stewart, director general of the 
IFP1; Bryan Harris, head of the 
Intellectual Property Division of the 
EEC Commission and Professor 
Francis Jacobs, barrister and 
Professor of European Law, King's 
College, University of London. 

Bryan Harris addressed the 
delegates on the scope of the effect 
of EEC law on copyright and 
current problems resulting from 
traditional hazards such as copying, 
imitating and reproducing and 
newer issues posed by the advent ot 
the audio-visual era. 

Harris said that the EEC 
Commission was interested in the 
protection, promotion and transfer 
of intellectual property rights and 
the introduction of any necessary 
legislation for the protection of 
patents and trademarks. 

The cultural aspect of the 
copyright field was another source 
of interest and the EEC institution 
fell strongly that it should evolve a 
cultural policy as well as an effective 
competitive policy in terms of anti- 
trust legislation and the free 
movement of goods within the 
Community. 

"We receive hundreds of 
complaints every year," Harris 
revealed. "Those in the copyright 
field are limited in number so far, 
but growing. We're interested in the 
general law of copyright and seeing 

Interpop forum looks Bt 

Eyra^liMi17 effects 

if there is a specific Commission role 
in the harmonisation of copyright 
law between the member EEC 
countries." 

The Commission was also 
studying the economic implications 
of the introduction of audio-visual 
recording methods with particular 
reference to the German measure of 
imposing a levy on the producers of 
audio-visual material for 
distribution to copyright owners. 
There was some concern that the 
proceeds of such a levy might be too 
small and the matter had not yet 
been quantified. 

impjeations 

Harris said that broadcasting 
nowadays also carried implications 
with regard to cable and satellite 
diffusion. 

"There is a good deal of cross- 
frontier broadcasting, mostly in 
mainland Europe, but also between 
Northern Ireland and the Irish 
Republic," he added, "but much 
more analysis will be necessary 
before the Commission can make 
any proposals on this subject," 

The role of the collecting societies 
were also under consideration. 
Given the growth of these societies, 
one had to look at them as potential 
monopolies in their fields but one of 
the principal means by which justice 
can be done to authors and 
composers. 

"They could become too powerful 
and arbitrary, but they can also give 

Edited by 
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much greater effect to the copyright 
laws." 

Harris staled that the Commission 
was primarily concerned with 
conducting thorough studies and 
research before proposing legislation 
on any matters, and it would be 
premature to expect any draft 
legislation from it over the next two 
years. 

He cited two current cases as 
illustrations of the operation of the 
EEC laws and the involvement of 
the Commission in such cases. 

One was the GEMA case against 
the EEC Commission in which the 
German collection society 
complained that the Commission 
has failed to lake action against 
alleged anti-competitive activities by 

Radio Luxembourg companies 
which GEMA claims as being in 
breach of article 86 of the EEC 
Treaty by constituting a monopoly. 

The other is the Cogitcl versus 
Cine Vogue Films, two Belgian 
companies. Cine Vogue had the 
exclusive rights to a film in Belgium 
for seven years, but in January 1971 
the German TV 1 channel 
transmitted a German version of the 
film which extended throughout 
Belgium as well. 

Cine Vogue, considering that the 
transmission had compromised the 
commercial future of the film in 
Belgium, complained of the failure 
to observe the exclusivity of 
contract, and accused Cogitcl of 
rediffusing without authority. 

Harris revealed that the EEC 
Commission had submitted an aide 
memoire in this case giving its views, 
but he could not give the conference 
specific details because it was 
confidential. 

In general terms he said that the 

Commission was in favour of the 
proposition that broadcast material 
should be regarded as services whose 
free availability is governed by 
Article 59 of the Treaty. It would be 
wrong to prohibit broadcasting, but 
the owners of the works concerned 
should be compensated for the use 
of those works. 

Discossion 

In a general discussion by the 
panel at the conclusion of Harris's 
address, chairman, Denis dc Freitas, 
remarked on the subject of German 
levies in connection with audio- 
visual material and devices that he 
believed the levy yield in 1977 was 18 
million Dcutschmarks. 

Harris retorted that the UK 
Whitficld Committee had expressed 
doubts in its report about the yield 
of such levies. Whether 18 million 
DM were a substantial sum when 
distributed is another matter. 

1FP1 director general, Dr Stephen 
Stewart, declared that he didn't care 
for the word levy and preferred the 
word royalty. 

"The German figure started at 
three million, rose to 18 million in 
1977 and is now up to 20 million," 
he said. "Statements that amounts 
will be small made by those who 
have to pay are a time-honoured 
argument since copyright began." 
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How Fred made Ms mark at EMI 

by PHILIP PALMER 
THERE ARE quite a few 
executives in the music industry 
with the same name. John Rcid 
of the Rocket group of 
companies is often described as 
"Little John Reid" while his 
near namesake, Sir John Read 
of EMI, is referred to as "Big 
John". 

Edited by 
NIGEL HUNTER 

Most people arc aware that Fred 
Marks, a one-time record company 
boss is now head of UK and 
European operations for Billboard, 
and that there's another Fred Marks 
over at EMI Music Publishing. 

The latter has just celebrated his 
40ih anniversary with EMI, having 
joined the company as a lad of 14 
way back in 1939. He's now 
international manager, and 
responsible to managing director 
Ron White for all the company's 
overseas publishing activities. 

Marks started at Hayes as an 
office boy handling record orders 
for the export department, and then 
moved to EMl's offices in Great 
Castle Street, working on statistics. 

After several years in various 
departments, he became personal 
assistant to Ron While, then HMV 
sales manager, and on the departure 
of Roland Rennie to work for EMI 
in America, was seconded to L. G. 
Wood, then managing director of 
EMI Records. 

Marks looks back on those days 
with obvious affection. "It was the 

- - 

t::m- a 
■ 

W: 

HELPING TO celebrate the 40th anniversary of Fred Marks (second from right) with EMI were (from left) Ron White, 
John Fruin, L. G. Wood and Roland Rennie. 

day of the Beatles and the 
breakthrough of British pop 
throughout the world," he recalls. 

During the mid-1960s EMI began 
to increase its involvement in music 
publishing, and Marks was 
transferred to the company's 
Ardmore & Beechwood subsidiary 
as administration manager and then 
in charge of its international 
activities. 

"At this lime I was involved with 
Bob Crewe's Saturday Music 
catalogue and in the signing of a 
young writer called Neil Diamond, 
who had his own Talleyrand Music 
company." 

Towards the end of the 1960s, 

EMI purchased the KPM Music 
group, and the Ardmore & 
Beechwood operation was absorbed 
into KPM, with Marks at the helm 
of international matters. He was 
instrumental in the acquisition of a 
number of important American 
catalogues for KPM, so it was not 
really surprising that when EMI 
purchased the old Affiliated Music 
Publishers, comprising Francis Day 
& Hunter, Fcldman & Co. and 
Robbins Music Corporation, that 
Marks was asked to take over 
responsibilities for the entire 
international dcpanmeni of the EMI 
Music Publishing group. 

With his staff of eight, Marks has 

been involved in a number of 
overseas deals — most recently the 
songs of such writers as Mick Jagger 
and Keith Richard, Elton John and 
Paul McCartney. 

A recent parly was attended by 
nearly 90 music industry executives 
to celebrate Marks' 40 years with 
EMI. Among them were L. G. 
Wood, Ken East, John Fruin and 
"Little John Reid", whom Marks 
once hired as an office junior. 

Why has he stayed so long with 
the same company? 

"I suppose you can say that once 
an EMI man, always an EMI man, 
and I believe that EMI is such a good 
company to work for." 

Men on the 

move at EMI 
WITH EFFECT from last week, a 
restructuring of the popular 
repertoire division of EMI Music 
Publishing brings Brian Hopkins, 
formerly Screen Gems general 
manager, to the post of director and 
general manager of the division, 
reporting to Roy Tempest. 

Reporting to Hopkins is Brian 
Freshwater, who assumes 
responsibility for the acquisition and 
exploitation of all pop material from 
the UK, heading a team including 
David Ambrose and Phil Sharp. 

And responsible to Hopkins for 
selection and exploitation of 
international repertoire is Des 
McCamley, assisted by Martin 
Pursey, Allen Jacobs and Simon 
Cowell. The repertoire available to 
them include Screen Gems, Tree, 
Combine, Gallico and other US 
catalogues contracted to EMI Music 
Publishing. The department will also 
exploit repertoire from EMI's 
worldwide publishing companies. 

International manager Fred 
Marks and his deputy Ellis Rich 
retain responsibility for 
international repertoire 
administration including contract 
fulfilment, liaison with foreign 
licensors and the licensing of EMI 
Music Publishing product abroad. 

Roy Tempest continues as director 
and general manager of the 
company, but with overall 
responsibility for the new Popular 
Repertoire Division, the 
international department, the KPM 
Recorded Music Library and 
Recording Studio. MOR director 
and general manager Kay O'Dwyer's 
activities remain unchanged, and 
creative director Terry Slater 
continues talent scouting and liaising 
with major contracted composers. 

SP&S hawe moved 

a 3,000j000 record & tape mourfiain 

to38000sq. fLofwarehousing 

& showrocms in 
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phone 

EUROPE'S NO. 1 WHOLESALER OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS 

SP&S Records, Wharf Road, Stratford, London E15 2SU Tel; 01-555 4321 Telex: 8951427 
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The secret behind Enigma 

JOHN BOY DEN, Enigma's managing director, 
displayed almost aggressive confidence at the record 
label's first national sales conference and display, held at 
the South Bank's Waterloo Room. 

"Through its policy of recording the widest range of 
music (from the Middle Ages to the 20lh Century) and 
classical artists (from Pro Canlionc Antiqua to Angela 
Rippon) Enigma is arguably the only label now offering 
the musically literate listener and the hi-hi perfectionist a 
superior record at an acceptable price with any degree of 
consistency," he said. 

A light-hearted audio-visual display highlighted many 
of the 30-odd discs Enigma has produced in its three-year 
history and gave glimpses of what is to come — first 
recordings from the Orchestra of St John's, Smith 
Square, more early music from Pro Canlionc Antiqua 
and some slightly changed emphases from the Lindsay 
String Quartet and James Loughran with the Halle. 

Boydcn said he had mixed feelings about the new policy 

of havinc pressings made by feldec in West Germany 
under the Supercut logo. He regretted having to shift the 
pressing work out of this country, but fell it an essential 
move to maintain top standards. 

And he added that the problems of British pressings 
exemplified the difficulties all large corporations seemed 
to face in seeking efficiency, while small firms like 
Enigma blazed the trail. 

Enigma would not "knock" rival companies but 
concentrate on charting its own course. 

Boyden concluded: "Enigma has shown a complete 
disregard for the commercial cynicism which has been so 
overplayed in recent years and has demonstrated that a 
combination of great artists, honest sound recording, 
superb packaging, hard-hitting promotion and the 
ultimate in record pressing is enough to produce success 
in a Britain that is at last prepared to admit that elitism in 
the arts merely means a standard the public expects to 
receive. The slovenly seventies arc finished." 

Kondrashin 

contract 
THE DISTINGUISHED 
Russian conductor Kyril 
Kondrashin, who now lives in 
Amsterdam, has signed a new 
contract with Decca involving a 
series of records of specific 
repertoire to be made with 
various orchestras, including the 
Vienna Philharmonic. 

The two records Kondrashin 
made for Decca (Rachmaninov's 
Piano Concerto No 2 with 
Ashkenazy and Mozart's 
Sinfonia Concerlante with the 
Oistrakhs) remain in the 
catalogue, even though they were 
released in 1964. 

OS ipttai Smporti 

WHAT WITH Decca producing one a month, Unicorn having tested 
the waters with one double album, and RCA producing its first next 
month, the world of digital records is, as predicted, continuing to 
expand. 

Mctrosound Audio Products, 
which so far has specialised in the 
direct-cut imports from companies 
such as Crystal Clear, has just 
imported a couple of American 
digital records. They are Aspen Gold 
by The Kingston Trio (NR2D) 
produced by Nautilus, a 
Californian-based company, plus 
Copland's Appalachian Spring Suite 
and Ives' Three Places in New- 
England played by the Saint Paul 
Chamber Orchestra conducted by- 
Dennis Russell Davies. 

The latter, on S80 101, is 
produced by the Minnesota 
company, Sound 80 Records, and 
has already received some very good 

Edited by 
NICOLAS SOAMES 

reviews from American magazines. 
The first few records arc only now 
going out to English reviewers, but 
no matter what the verdict, the price 
may be the stumbling block. 

While English digital retail at just 
a few pennies over normal retail 
price, these two discs, because of 
import costs, retail at £7.75p, and 
even that is a considerable reduction 
from the £11 that they cost in the 
Stales. 

HIS EXCELLENCY, the Italian Ambassador. Roberto Ducci, right, presents 
Salvalore Accardo with a pre-release copy of the violinist's latest recording, 
The Complete Works for Violin and Orchestra by Max Bruch. The 
presentation took place at a reception held in Edinburgh by Phonogram 
International to mark the release of the artist's recording and his participation 
in the Festival. 

The condition of Musak 

From IRA MAYER 

NEW YORK: iniernaiional 
background music firm Muzak 
is currently readying to launch 
a contemporary music service 
that will utilize original artist 
material — i.e "the hits" and 
more — in cassetted on- 
location units. 

According to Muzak director of 
programming Rod Baum, the 
company has been considering 
instituting such a service for over a 
year. 

"Muzak's main channel," he 
told Music Week at the company's 
New York headquarters, "has as 
many locations as all the other 
background music services 
combined and wc expect this new 
service to equal that within a 
year." 

The on-sitc hardware will allow 
Muzak a flexibility it has never had 
before. They will be able to cater 
to specific location needs, and the 
contemporary service, in addition 
to programming mainstream pop, 
will make ethnic, classical, light 
jazz and "countrypolitan" tapes 
available to subscribers. 

"We're not doing well", said 
Baum by way of explaining the call 
for the new service, "in jean shops 
in suburban shopping centres, for 
example." And so, in order "to 
maintain our present stature in the 
industry as the leading background 
music company in this hemisphere 
and also to gel more competitive in 
specific locations," the 
contemporary service will be 
launched, hopefully, this fall. 
At present, according to Baum, 

agreements have been made with 
the Harry Fox Agency and the 
American Federation of Musicians 
covering mechanical and 
performance royalties, 
respectively. Blanket agreements 
for use of "recorded and 
distributed material, excepting any 
holdouts that they so advise," are 
being negotiated with record 
manufacturers one-by-onc. Several 
majors, says Baum, have already 
signed such agreements. 

While the Muzak main channel 
has utilized satellite and wired 
feeds, the new service will use two 
standard-sized cassettes in a 

"We can't take 20 tunes and 
play them over and over again 
because that changes weekly and 
wc envision replacing tapes once a 
month. So we'll follow the charts 
but we will also be able to give 
exposure to material that wouldn't 
otherwise be heard 

"In that sense this is possibly the 
world's largest radio station. It'll 
be a great promotion vehicle, and 
that's the key to it on the record 
side. They're interested in this new 
promotion thrust." Handling the 
actual programming of the 
contemporary tapes is Baum's 
assistant. Ralph Smith. 

"There are a handful of people who don't want their 
music heard in 'watered down' Afiusak versions..." 

specially designed two-cassette 
player. The player operates at a 
slower than normal speed, in 
mono, while the cassette 
configuration allows for eight- 
hours of music per tape. 

The machine will be 
programmable to play the two 
tapes in succession or to alternate 
between them at regular intervals 
so as to make for a variety of 
possible formats within every 16- 
hour playback period from any 
given unit. 

"Our program will be different 
than an ordinary radio station 
because we need more music," 
claims Baum, himself a veteran 
disc jockey and programmer who 
has been with Muzak ten months. 

With 100 of the on-sile units 
now being field-tested (using main- 
channel Muzak programs), Muzak 
will be supplying both hardware 
and software to clients. And while 
Baum looks initially toward the 
service's impact both as an 
improved background music 
formal and for its potential for 
exposing new material, a question 
regarding the possibility of Muzak 
entering a K-tel-like operation 
yields an obviously considered 
response. 

"Anything's possible,' replies 
Baum. "I'd love to do that Keep 
in mind we have a large 
distribution system that's already 
set up . . . 

"We're not making that a part 

of our discussions because we're 
not after thai. Should we decide to 
do that we'll go back and 
renegotiate. 

"It might not be a bad idea to 
assemble packages. We could 
likely gel them into places where 
records are not currently being 
sold. And the whole idea of 
creating a new field of endeavor, a 
new product to sell, is to reach an 
audience that isn't being reached." 

"As director of programming 
for the company, Baum is also 
concerned with the evolution of 
the main channel which, in his 
words, is currently undergoing 
another one of its "skin- 
sheddings. 

"There are a handful of people 
who don't want their music heard 
in 'watered down' Muzak 
versions," he says, mentioning 
Joni Mitchell as one example. 
"When they say that, they haven't 
listened to what wc do with their 
songs lately. I'd like to convince 
them that we don't destroy their 
songs." 

And in addition to continuing 
efforts to improve the general 
quality of Muzak arrangements, 
equipment and effectiveness, the 
company will be digitalizing all of 
its new main channel recordings 
beginning next year. 

Says Baum of his Muzak role, 
"In a sense it's a negative function 
I perform. I'm not out to please 
anybody. I'm out to try to avoid 
offending as many as possible. 
That's one aspect of Muzak that 
people inside the music industry 
lend to laugh at. But if they ever 
tried to do it, they'd realise how 
difficult it is." 
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Interpop 

Semiiir "IS 

IL1R liidl 
A COMPANY called Regency 
Radio Company has been formed to 
lobby for an Independent Local 
Radio station for the Brighton area 
and seek the franchise if it becomes 
available. 

Chairman of the new company is 
Henry Cohen who backed the 
Brighton Marina project and feels a 
town with Brighton's amenities 
deserves a commercial radio station. 
Regency has approached a number 
of business concerns in the area and 
intends to offer shares to small local 
investors. 

THE FIRST session of the spotlight on radio at the Interpop music 
trade fair focused on the changing role of the promotion man. 

Representing the promotion man's view on the panel of speakers 
chaired by former Radio and Record News publisher Greg Thain were 
Oliver Smallman of Carrere and Garry Farrow of Chinnichap. while 
Tony Prince, programme director at Radio Luxembourg, and David 
Carter, music programme organiser at BBC Radio London, 
represented the radio stations' view. 

It was thought that the expansion of local radio would provide an 
increased burden on the promotion man and Garry I-arrow added: 
"It's hard for a regional promotion man to build up credibility with 
radio stations when he's carrying 15 records under his arm. What I try 
to do is to concentrate on a small number of releases. 

"It's not possible for a small company such as ours to have a 
regional promotion team and so 1 am based in London." 

Developing that point, Tony Prince said: "With the expansion of 
ILR I can see an increase in the number of small promotion companies 
based in the regions which will be used more and more by the smaller 
London based record companies. 

"It is a PR job and is a question of building up good relationship 
with the radio stations. 

"Once that relationship has been established, they are able to make 
us listen to a record a second time and then even when it's been turned 
down again, their real value is in persuading me to listen to it for a 
third time. That can be very important." 

David Carter agreed: "A promotion man must get to know his 
radio station and build up a personal relationship with the people 
there." 

Greg Thain made the point that as the multiple stores tended to take 
only proven hit records, the only way for a record company to break a 
new artist was through the independent dealers and the radio stations. 

Farrow aerecd, ci.ing The Knack as an unknown band .ha. was 

WKsarca.'-siu. " " 
""prince reporlcd thai he had been approached on .wo ""asions 
during his Iwo years as a programme director w,'h °f["S 

plavlisl a record. Needless to say he turned thm down and said thai he 
never cnlcrlaincd the idea of Luxembourg's programmes conlcn. 
being influenced by inducements.   f 

However Smallman rclorled dramatically; I am a s'" f°0' 
luncheon voucher. I have sold persian carpets in America anb a'so 
cigarettes and my experience has taught me that our business 

"In the cigarette trade we used to give a tobacconist free cigarettes 
without pressuring him to buy, then we would visit him a few weeks 
later and try to get him to buy some in. It's a PR exercise. 

"Stories of corruption of radio stations are totally fictitious, he 
added. "We take people out to lunch because it means we have three 
hours clear plugging time in which to get our message across. At 
Carrere we certainly don't get involved in corrupting radio stations. 

It was suggested that one of the reasons for the current industry 
malaise was because too many companies were going in for minority 
areas of music, while ignoring mainstream pop songs which have most 
radio appeal and sell in vast quantities. "We've got to get back to 
good pop songs if we're going to improve the situation," said 
Smallman. 

He finished off the discussion on an optimistic note, however, with 
a quote from an unnamed record company executive: "Bad record 
business is much better than good window cleaning." 

THE SECOND session of the 
Interpop spotlight on radio turned 
the delegates' attention to the 
subject of "Declining record 
industry budgets for radio 
advertising, and does radio 
advertising sell records?" 

The panel, again chaired by Greg 
Thain, comprised David Robson, a 
director of national airtime sales 
house BMS, Malcolm Grant, sales 
director of national airtime sales 
house RS&M, and Chris Yatcs, 
managing director of Thames Valley 
Broadcasting. 

At the risk of offending the few 
record company people present, 
Robson's audio visual presentation 
began with the slogan "The record 

'M is extremely healthy1 

industry is sick", although he was 
quick to point out that this was not a 
quote coined by himself but by the 
press. 

Just as boldly Robson followed 
with the contrasting slogan "ILR is 
extremely healthy" and proceeded 
to guide the audience through the 
latest JICRAR results which showed 
the gains generally made by the ILR 
network. 

And he drew particular attention 
to the statistics that indicated 63 per 
cent of all under 35s listen to an ILR 
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Music, Schacht Musik, Siegel 
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Box. Israel, Eastronics Ltd. Italy, 
Bixio Cesma, Franton Music, 
Panarecord, Yep Records. 
Jamaique, Berkly Air Services. 
Japan, Discomate Records, Victor 
Musical Industry. Luxemburg, 
Radio Music International. 
Monaco, Radio Azur 
102. Portugal, Radio Trungo Ltda. 
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Helbling AG, Gold Records, 
Metronome Records. United 
Kingdom, Aura Records, BBC 
Records, Bron Organisation, 
Coombe Music Ltd, Creole Music 
Ltd, Criminal Records, Desert 
Songs Ltd, Din Disc, Din Songs, 
Dynamite Records, Fast Western 
Ltd, Fuse Musci Ltd, Herbert 
Oppenheimer Nathan — Vandyk, 
The Hush Music/Production 
group of companies, Joseph 
Weinberger, Leonsong Copyright, 

Logo Records, Martin Coulter, 
M.C.I., Performing Right Society 
Ltd., Ritual Production, RMO 
Music Company, Robert 
Kingstom, Ronco Teleproducts, 
Safari Records, Sarm Songs, 
Tinsley Robor Group Ltd, United 
Artist Ltd, Virgin Music Publishers 
Ltd, Virgin Records Ltd, Wedge 
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Productions, ATV Music Group, 
Bonneville Broadcast Consultants, 
Fantasy Prestige, Jem Records, 
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Wax Et Associates, Promo 
Records, Pryor Cashman, Walter 
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station — "Which must be 
important to record companies," he 
said. 

Malcolm Grant took the record 
company bashing further, staling; 
"We believe we have something to 
offer the record companies. We, 
rather than the record companies, 

f \ 
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have something to look forward 
to." 

With slides showing probable 
transmission areas, he forecast that 
the additional commercial stations 
announced would bring the 
population coverage by ILR up to 
possibly 83 per cent. 

Continuing his attack on the 
record companies for their treatment 
of radio as an advertising medium, 
he criticised the "hastily put 
together" nature of record ads. 
"The music industry is supposed to 
be a creative medium, but their 

Each radio organisation from 
Belgium, UK, Denmark, Holland, 
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Germany 
and Ireland presented a "live" 
programme with its own team of 
soloists, conductor and producer, 
with an orchestra provided by the 
host organisation. This year's 
orchestra was the RTE Concert 
Orchestra, leader Audrey Park, 

An international jury, under the 
neutral chairmanship of Alfonso 
Gallcgo, head of light music at 
RNE, Madrid, monitored the 
programmes during the week and 
awarded four prizes. 

George Waters, director general 
of RTE presented prizes to Jerry 
Van R o o y e n from n o s 
Holland as best arranger, Maija 
Hapuoja a singer from YLE Finland 
as best performer, Aren Domnerus a 
saxophone a clarinet player from SR 
Sweden also as best performer, and 
Johnny Devlin of RTE as producer 
of the best programme. 

creative work is abysmal. 
"There is only one network 

campaign scheduled for this month 
and a K-Tcl man said recently: 'If 
the TV men don't go back soon, we 
could go out of business.' I find that 
staggering when there is radio as an 
alternative. And I believe we have a 
medium that can help the record 
industry." 

Grant thought that record 
companies should do more to back 
retailers throughout the country. He 
also suggested testing product in the 
regions through radio, something 
record companies do not practise at 
the moment but which has been 
found successful by other industries. 

He impressed upon the record 
companies not always to think of the 
whole ILR network in the same light 
with the message: "Be more aware 
of individual stations' strengths." 

Turning back to the creative 
quality of record ads on radio, Chris 
Yates played several examples to 
emphasise his point about what 
makes a good commercial. 

The four he considered were 
examples of poor quality were 
Abba's Greatest Hits, Status Quo's 
Blue For You, Manilow Magic, and 

a Sex Pistols ad. He followed these 
with what he considered were 
examples of good quality ads — 
ELO's Out Of The Blue, Alan 
Parson's Project's Talcs Of Mystery 
And Imagination, Beach Boys 
Twenty Golden Greats and Stevie 
Wonder's Songs In The Key Of Life. 

The "good" ones tended to be 
longer — up to 90 seconds — and 
two were voiced by Kenny Everett. 
The basic point he wanted to put 
across was that some thought as well 
as money should go into the making 
of each commercial and that a 
longer commercial is likely to get the 
point across much belter. 

Replying to the suggestion that it 
would lake £10,000 to mount a 
reasonable ad campaign on radio, 
Yates cited the case of W. H. Smith 
which recently did a specialist 
campaign across all stations of 60 
second commercials in B time for 
between £400 and £500. 

Yates also revealed that from 
October 1, by agreement among all 
ILR stations, they would be offering 
60 second commercials for less than 
the price of two 30 second ads to 
encourage the buying of longer lime. 

Yates also advocated record 
companies getting to know station 
schedules belter, making more use 
of specialist shows for advertising 
particular product. 

RTE tost to 

RTE IN Dublin played host this year to the nine radio organisations competing at this year's Nordring 
Festival designed "to stimulate creativeness in the field of musical entertainment radio programmes 
with the widest posible listener appeal." 

.1 -ft *3*3- v 
iN# 

d. 
DURING THE 1979 Nordring Festival MCPS and IFPI (Eire) co-hosled c 
/n/irt /or/Mrr/ct/ranK P/rmred together are (standing, left ,o right) Charles 
MeLelland, head ofHIIC Radios One and Two: Brian WiUev, producer of tin 
Untied Kingdom entry: Kevin Roche. Nordring Festival director and deputy 
three or of music at RTE; Geoffrey Owen, controller of BBC Radio Two. 
(heated, lift to right) Bob Montgomery, managing director of MCPS: Alfonsc 

chaiZanoflFPI 0/ A'0rd""* J"0'l John Woods. 
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Cliff esmtiimes 

rile airwaves 

This is the first of a new regular Music 
Week feature in which broadcasting 
editor DA VID DALTON will analyse the 
trends in airplay, spotlight the turntable 
hits and pinpoint regional break-outs. 

m 

* 

US Action 

THERE IS no sign of Cliff 
Richard losing his popularity on 
the airwaves just yet with a 
single of almost universal appeal 
designed to fit into any format. 

Two cuts which would not at first 
seem to be natural programming 
material — The Beach Boys' 
Sumahama and Gary Numan's Cars 
— are proving that quality releases 
will still find their way on to the 
playlists. Bill Lovelady's Reggae For 
It Now, on the other hand, is a 
perfect radio sound and yet the 
massive airplay it has been getting 
right across the board has been slow 
to convert into heavy sales. 

Another contrast is provided by 
the Starjets single War Stories which 
has sold well despite fairly sparse 
coverage on radio so far. 

Dana is managing strong airplay 
across the BBC locals, rcgionals and 

Hot Air 

MADNESS: The Prince (2 Tone CHSTT 3) 
FOLLOWING IN the footsteps of Secret Affair are Madness, another band to 
have their own record label as part of their recording contract. The six-piece 
line-up debut in the chart with The Prince, a tribute to Prince Buster, on 2- 
Tone Records which goes through Chrysalis. 

As with Secret Affair, Madness' music draws many of its influences from the 
pop music of the Sixties including Tamla Motown, rock and roll, R&B and 
feggae. The band also admits to influences by Kiiburn And The High Roads. 

national networks for I Can't Get 
Over Gelling Over You, though 1LR 
has been less responsive. The 
opposite seems to be true for the new 
Rose Roycc disc I Wonder Where 
You Are Tonight. 

Nick Lowe seems destined for 
higher things with continued radio 
support for Cruel To Be Kind and 
Luxembourg is pinning its faith in 
Michael Jackson's Don't Stop 'Til 
You Get Enough — the 208 
Powerplay. 

Currently providing a mouthful 
for DJs across a broad spread of 
stations is Video Killed The Radio 
Stars by Buggies. 

Chart Newcomer 

The nucleus of Madness was formed in 1976 when it was then known as 
Morris And The Minors. In September last year the group changed its name to 
Madness, the title of a Prince Buster song. Members of Madness are Suggs on 
lead vocals, Mike Barson keyboards, Lee Thompson sax, Chris Foreman 
guitar, Mark Bedford bass and Woods on drums. CHRIS WHITE 

Supertramp dlmh in Japan 

TOKYO: Tommy Schneider new in single chart at 74 with Marine Express, 
Supertramp climbing with Breakfast In America to 51 from 70 and the album 
up from 25 to 16. Blondie's Heart of Glass slipped from 42 to 60, but the 
spectacular move of the week is 1 Was Made For Lovin' You by Kiss bulleting 
up from 81 to 7. 

NEW YORK: Led Zeppelin, long- 
awaited to break the sales slump, 
appeared at whopping No, 10 with 
probability high they'll unseat the 
Knack next week at No, 1. Bob 
Dylan also made strong entry at 57, 

Major jumps made by Michael 
Jackson (48-23), Talking Heads (84- 
47), Randy Newman (94-62), and 
watch B-52's at 91 who arc 
generating considerable press and 
FM interest and touring extensively 
with Talking Heads and on their 
own. 
The Knack's second single. Good 
Girls Don't, made the highest jump 
from 82 to 61 while My Sharona 
continued to hold its own at No. I. 
Interesting new entries on hot 190 by 
Charlie, formerly on CBS and now 
getting a heavy push from Arista, 
debuting at a healthy 84, Carolyne 
Mas at 85, first time out with 
extensive trade and promotion 
activity from Mercury and long-time 
folk rockers (but with only moderate 
chart success) Pousette Dart Band at 
89 for Capitol. 

SINGLES SYMBOLS 
A forecast to rise 
£ sales increase over 

week 
Q silver disc (250,000 sales) 
^ gold disc (500,000 sales) 

K'UVI new entry 

,'-4 

/ 

% tS 

% 

it 

•W: i 

GRAY 

| NEW SINGLE  

SPENDING TIME, 

MAKING LOVE AND 

GOING CRAZY 
c/w 

THE IN-CROWD 

limited edition collectors item 

on GRAY vinyl in picture bag 
INF 115 

limited edition 12" available 
INFT115 
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Capitol Records welcome 

Little River Band 

with their first album 

on the label 

4 First Under the Wire9 

EAST 11954 

I ittle River Rand 

■•.ofV 
;-s ki/J w 

SSijE; 
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■ , 

featuring their brand new singi® 
^Loneseme L®ser9 

CL16095 

am rrrt r^m > ~4 saw 

-ii 

5 o Ki 
Capitol Records, EMI House, 20 Manchester Square, London WIA 1 ES 

—VUisiiaj/c . 
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ORDER FORM CHART 

© 

Los Wks - TITLt Ams' (produce This Lost wks on TITLE/Anist (producer! Publisher 
Week Week Chart 

£ 1 
WE DONTTALK ANYMORE 
Cliff Richord IB. Welch) ATV 
CARS Beggars Banquet BEG 23IW) 
Gary Numan (G. Numan) Andrew Heaih'Beggars Banquet 
BANG BANG Asylum K 13152(W) 
B A. Robertson (Terry Britten) My Axe/MewafUnitod Artlsts/Kongrlde 
DON'T BRING ME DOWN 
Electric Light Orchestra (J. Lynnc) Jet/United Artists Jot 153(C) 

£ 5 
STREET LIFE 
Crusaders (Foldor/Hoopar/Samplo) Rondor/Leeds 

£ 6 ANGEL EYES 
Roxy Music (Roxy Music) Copyright Central PolydorPOSP 67(F) 

^ 7 IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL . , 
Bellamy Brothers (M. Lloyd) Famous Chapped Warner Brothers K 17405 (W) 

£ 8 
JUST WHEN I NEEDED YOU MOST 
Randy Vanwarmer (Del Newman) Warner Bros Island WIP 6516 (El 

£ 9 LOVE'S GOTTA HOLD ON ME 
Dollar (C Noil) ArnakatafWarner Bros Carrore CAR 122(EI 

10 MONEY 
Flying Lizards (D. Cunningham) Dominion United Artists Virgin VS 276(C) 

11 GANGSTERS 
Specials (The Spocialsl Plangent Vision 2 Tone TT1 (F/SP) 

£12 GOTTA GO HOME 
Boney M (Frank Farian) Hansa/ATV Allantlc/Hansa K 11351 (W) 

13 OOH WHAT A LIFE 
Gibson Brothers(D. Van Garde) Blue Mountain Island WIP 6503(E) 

14 DUCHESS 
Stranglors (StranglorsfA Winstanloyl April/Albion United Artists BP 308 (E) 

15 AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE 
Earth Wind & Fire (Maurice White) Rondor 

16 I DON'T LIKE MONDAYS 
Boomtown Rats (P. Wainman) Sewer Flre/Zomba Ensign ENY 30(F) 

£17 LOST IN MUSIC 
Sister Sledge (Edwards/Rodgers) Warner Brothers Atlantic K11337 (W) 

£18 REGGAE FOR IT NOW 
Bill Lovelady (Crawley/Lovelady/Dufauro) Louvigny/Low WhaleCharisma CB 337 (F) 

19 DUKE OF EARL 
Darts (R. Wood) Carlin/Tollie Magnet MAG 147 (E) 

20 IS SHE REALLY GOING OUT WITH HIM 
Joe Jackson (D Kershenbaum) Albion A£tM AMS 7459(C) 

£21 GONE GONE GONE 
Johnny Mathis (J. Gold) ATV 

22 WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG 
Jam (V. Coppersmith-Heaven/Jaml And Son PolydorPOSP 69(F) 

£23 STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF 
Frantique (J. Robinson) Carlm/Peterman Philadelphia PIR 7728 (C) 

24 SAIL ON 
Commodores (J, Carmichaal/Commodores) Jobote Motown TMG 1155 (El 

25 BOY OH BOY 
Racey (M. Most) RAK 

^ 26 CRUEL TO BE KIND 
Nick Lowe (N. Lowe) Rock/Albion Radar ADA 43 (W) 

27 TIME FOR ACTION 
Secret Affaird Page) Brian Morrison 

£28 
TOMORROWS GIRLS 
U.K. Subs (John McCoy/UK Subs) Famous Chapped Gems GEM 10{R| 

29 SOMETHING THAT I SAID 
Ruts (Mick Glossop/Ruts) Virgin  Virgin VS 285IC) 

£30 
GET IT RIGHT NEXT TIME 
Gerry Rafferty (H. Murphy/G Raffertyl Belferndslano United Artists BP 301 (E) 

£31 
SPIRAL SCRATCH 
Buzzcocks (Martin Zero) Virgin New Hormones ORG 1 (SPI 

£32 SLAP AND TICKLE 
Squeeze (Squeeze/Wood) Rondor/Deptford Songs A&M AMS 7466(C) 

33 mh 
SINCE YOU'VE BEEN GONE 
Rainbow (R. Glover) Island PolydorPOSP 70(F) 

34 
HERSHAM BOYS 
Sham 69 (J. Pursey/P. Wilson) Slngatune Polydor POSP 64(F) 

35 i'Iavi KATE BUSH LIVE ON STAGE 
Kate Bush (Kelly/Bush) Kate Bush/EMI EMI MlEP 2991 IE) 

36 SWEET LITTLE ROCK N' ROLLER 
Showaddywaddy (Showaddywaddy) Rod Bus 

£37 THE PRINCE 
Madness (A Clanger Prod.) Warner Brothers 2 Tone CHSTT 3 (F) 

£38 
IN THE BROWNIES 
Billy Connolly (Phil Coulter) Zomba Polydor 2059 160(F) 

39^ r REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL @ 
Ion Dury & The Blockheads (Chaz. Jankol) Blackhill/Androw Heath Stiff BUY 50 (E) 

402! ANGEL EYES/VOULEZ VOUS 
^ AbbalAndorsson/UlvaouslBocu EpicEPC 7499(C) 

413 . LKVtb Rialto TREB 104 (S) 
' Planets (S. Lindsoy/M. Gadngher C. Charies/J. Turnbad) Hooth'Wornor Brothers 

£ 4271 BACK OF MY HAND 
^ Jags (Aslley/Chapman/Humphrios) Werner Brothers Island WIP 6501(E) 

4323 MORNING DANCE 
Spyro Gyro (Bockenstein/Calandra) Leeds Inifinity INF 111(E) 

4435 8 YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT Me £r You (D. Brown/C Brown) Mighty Threo/Carlin Laser LAS 8(W) 

45& 
i WHEN YOU'RE NUMBER ONE 

Gene Chandler (Carl Davis) CachandfGaetona (Leo Song) 20th Century TC 2411 (R) 
£ 46" DIM ALL THE LIGHTS 

Donna Summer(Moroder/Bollottel Copyright Control Casablanca CAN 162(A) 
474 ^MAKIN'IT 

David Naughton (F Porren)ATV 

£ 48« FEELTHEREAL 2 David Bendeth (Caddy) Heath Levy Sidewalk SID 113(E) 
£ 49« 1 WHEN WILL YOU BE MINE 

Average White Band (Average White Band/G. Paul) Island RCA XB 1096(RI 

£ 50« 
THE LONELIEST MAN IN THE WORLD 2 Tourists (D. Stewart) Arnakata/Warner Brothers Logo GO 360(C) 

Slfira71] DON'T STOP 'TIL YOU GET ENOUGH Zj IlililJ Michael Jackson (Quincy Jones) Pye EpicEPC 7763 (Cl 
523! THE DIARY OF HORACE WIMP 

Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynno) JetiUA 
WANTED 
Oooleys(Bon Findon) Blacksheop GTO GT 249 (C) 

£ 54^0 1 AMERICAN HEARTS 
Billy Ocean (Ken Gold) Chapped GTO GT 244 (C) 

£ 5559 3 THE SIDEBOARD SONG 
Chas & Dave (Chas Hodges/Dave Peacock) Chas & Dave 

£ 56* 
HIGHWAY TO HELL 
AC/DC (Robert John Lange) Zomba Atlantic K 11321 (W1 

57W NIGHTS IN WHITE SATIN 
Dickies (R, Geoffrles)Tyler ABM AMS 7469(C) 

5830 . TEENAGE WARNING 
Angelic Upstarts (Jimmy Pursey) Slngatune Warner Brothers K 17426 (W) 

£ 59* 2 WAR STORIES 
Starjets (D. Batchelor) Beaudy/April EpicEPC 7770(C) 

£ 606 3 GETTING CLOSER/BABY'S REQUEST 
Wings (McCartney/Thomas) ATV  Parlophone R 6027 (E) 

C14, „ BORN TO BE ALIVE ■ PofpirV M ArnnnrlnT (. lonn \/i Patrick Hernandez (Joan Van Loo) EvensoundfLeosongs Gem/Aquarius GEM 4 (R) 
£ 627 LASER LOVE 

^ After The Fire (Muff Winwood) Heath Levy 

63CEZ1 
SEXY CREAM 
Slick (B. Ingram) Bocu Fantasy FTC 182(E) 

64"! . LOOKIN FORLOVETONIGHT 
Fat Larry's Band (L James) Bocu  Fantasy FTC 179 IE) 

fiQWT)Y0U CAN 00 ,T 
ODLlIjijLJaI Hudson & The Soul Partners (Camp/McCord/Robertson) ATV 

6642 , BEAT THE CLOCK 
Sparks (G Moroder) Island Virgin VS 270 (C) 

fi771 2
rock&rollhighschool 

t O/ Ramones (Ed Stasium) Warner Brothers Sire SIR 4021 (W) 

68 .. n STAY WITH ME TILL DAWN Judle Tzuke (J. Punter) Consortway/United Artists Rocket XPRES17{FI 

6961 SWITCH ScopeSC4(W| 1 Nancy Dee (F. Van Swoll/D. Springer) George GlucldHeath Levy Panache 

70 63 LOVE WILL MAKE YOU FAIL IN SCHOOL 4 Rocky Sharpe & The Replays (M. Vernon) Sunbury  ChlswickCHIS 114(E) 
7irWT]DAYTHE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE / lU IT i i city Boy (Robert John Lange) Zomba Vertigo 6059 238 IF) 

72« 11 CANTSTAND LOSING YOU 
Police (Police) Virgin ABM AMS 7381(C) 

73CI5ZI 
THIS TIME BABY 
Jackie Moore (B Eli) Mighty Threo/Carlin 

7454 7 GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS Kandldate (Mlckle Moat) Stavo/NlckBlodeonilntersong/RAK 
75032] 

BREAKFAST IN BED 
Sheila Hylton (H. Johnson) EMI/April United Artists BP 304 (El 

Tup 7bi.<""{)i'od •'"i MUSH; W> "K anrl BBC iMsr-dup.-" 250 In 'iu? Bni'Si' Market Ri'Si'drri- Bureau Lm 

A Z (TOP WRITERS) 
American Hearts (Bugatti/Muskor)  Angel Eyes/Vouloz Vous (Andorson/Ulvaous) "0 Angel Eyes (Ferry/McKay) ° After The Love Has Gone (Foster/Graydon/Champdn) . . 15 
BackOfMyHond (Walkington/Alder) "2 
Bong Bong (Britten/Robertson) 3 
Boot The Clock (Ron & Russol Mael) 66 Born To Bo Alive (P. Hornondoz) 61 Boy Oh Boy (G. Macari/R. Ferris) 25 Breakfast In Bed (C. King) ...75 
Can't Stand Losing You (Spring/Copeland). . .  72 Cars (G. Numan) 2 Cruel To Bo Kind (N. Lowo/I. Gomm) 26 Day The Earth Caught Fire (Masonrrhomas/Slomor) ... 71 
Dim Ad The Lights (Donna Summer) "6 Don't Bring Me Down (J. Lynne). 4 Don't Like Mondays (Geldof). . - 16 Don't Stop Till You Get Enough (Jackson/Philinganos) .51 Duke Of Earl (E.Dixon) 19 Duchess (Stronglers) 14 
Fool The Real: (Bendeth/Boyor) 48 Gangsters (JDommors) ... .11 Get It Right Next Time (G. Rafferty) 30 Getting Close (McCartney) .... 60 Girls Girls Girls (Most/Glonn/Burns) .   74 Gone Gone Gone (Russell Brown/Haywood)... 21 Gotta Go Homo (Farian/Huth/Huth/Jay) . . .12 Horsham Boys (Pursey/Parsons) 34 Highway To Hell (Young/Young/Scott) 56 If 1 Said You Had A Beautiful (D. Bellamy)  7 In The Brownies (J Morali/ H Bololo/V. Willis) 38 Is She Really Going Out With Him (J. Jackson)  20 Just When I Needed You Most (R. Vanwarmer) 9 Kate Bush Live On Stage (Kate Bush)   35 Laser Love (Piercy/Banks) 62 Lost In Music 17 Love's Gotta Hold On Me ID. Vandat/T. Bazar) 9 Love Will Make You Fail In School (Cornel Midru) ... 70 Lookin' For Love Tonight (L £t D James)  64 Linos (Lindsay) 41 Making ItlD. Fokaris/F. Perron). 47 Money (B. Gordy Jnr./ J. Bradford) 10 Morning Dance (J. Beckenstein) .43 Nights In White Satin (J. Haywood)   57 OOH WhatAUfe (Francfort/Vangarde) 13 Reasons To Bo Cheerful (Dury/Payne/Jenkell 39 Reggae For It Now (Lovelady(Cash) 18 Rock & Roll High School (Ramones) 67 Sail On (L. Ritchie Jnr) 24 Sexy Cream (Ingram/ James/James)  ... 63 Since You've Been Gone (Ballard)  . 33 Something That I Said (Owen/Jennings/Fox/Ruffey). 29 
Slap and Tickle (DiffordfTillbrook) 32 Spiral Scratch (Devoto/Shelleyl. 31 Strut Your Funky Stuff (Savoy Robinson.'Bolden). ... 23 Stay With Ma (Tzuke/Paxman) .68 Street Life (Sample/Jennings) . . 5 Sweat Little Rock 'N' Roller (Yellowstone/ Danova/Howdar)  36 Switch (Delo Kesterman/ Geffray) 69 Teenage Warning (Hensforth/Cowie) 58 The Diary Of Horace Wimp (Jeff Lynne) 52 The Prince (Lee Thompson)... 37 The Sideboard Song (Hodges/Peacock) 55 This Time Baby (James/Bell) . . 73 Time For Action (D. Cairns) . . .27 Tomorrows Girls (Harper) .... 28 
The Loneliest Man in the World (P. Coombes).  50 Wanted (Findon/Myars/Puzeyl .53 War Stories (L'Estrange/Martin/Sharpe) . . 59 Wo Don't Talk Anymore (Tarney). .  1 When You Are Young (P. Waller) 22 When You're Number One (Thompson/Dickson)  45 When Will You Be Mine (Gorrie/White) 49 You Can Do It (Alicia/Myors/McCord). . . .65 You Never Know What You've Got (L Bell/C. James). 44 

'0. ^ 
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c/w BAD GIRLS 
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the new single 

appearing at 

September 17th / 18th 

single taken 

from the album 
'bombs away 

dream babies' 
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RADIO TWO: ALBUM OF THE WEEK 
ENGEIBERT SINGS . -EngMitr! Colimiln.J SCXUCM K;! 

RADIO TWO: DAVID HAMILTON'S ALBUM OF THE WEEK SEASONS Variouii K Tgl NE. 1060 (K) 
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE 

MESSAGE IN A B01TLE, Police 
CLYDE: CURRENT CHOICE 

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE, Police 
DOWNTOWN; MUSIC MOVER 

WHEN THE MONEY RUNS OUT, Leo Sayti CHS J361 (Fl 
FORTH: STATION HIT 

RUN LIKE THE WIND, Mike Bail 
LUXEMBOURG: POWERPUY 

AIN'T THAT A SHAME, Cheap Trick 
TEES; PEOPLE S PIC 

COME INTO THE OPEN, Penelrallon 
BEACON:BEACON BALLOT 

BBC SCOTLAND: SINGLE OF THE WEEK 
RUN LIKE THE WIND, Mike Ball 
MANX: ALBUM OF THE WEEK 

WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER, Crystal Gayle 
PENNINE: PENNINE PIC 

WONDER WHERE YOU ARETONIGHT, Rose Royco 

f \ 1 hoosoN 

m & THE single 

iU; ' i yl Orvrtt, f'0 

NEW ENTRY 

ABBA Angel Eyes/Vouiez Vous Epic EPC 7499 IC) 
ADDRISI BROS Ghost Dancer Scotti K 11361 (Wl 
AFTER THE FIRE Laser Love CBS 7769 ICI_ 
ANGIE Peppermint Lump Stiff BUY 51 (E) 
ASHFORD AND SlfViPSON Found A Cure Warner Bros K 17422 IW) 
ATLANTA RHYTHIsl SECTION Do It Or Die Polydor 2095081 IF) 
AVERAGE WHITE BAWD When Will You . . RCA PB 1096 IR) 
EARRON KNIGHTS Topical Song Epic EPC 7791 IC) 
BEACH BOYS Sumahama Caribou CRB 7846 IC) 
BAH, RAIKE Run Like The Wind Epic EPC 7725 IC) 
BELLAIV3Y BROS If I Said . . . Warner Bros K 17405 (W) 
BENDETH, DAVID Feel The Real Sidewalk SID 113 (El  
BERRY, CHUCK Ooh What A Thrill Atlantic K 11354 (W) 
BLUE OYSTER CULT Mirrors CBS 7783 ICl 
BOWEY M Gotta Go Home Atlantic K 11350 (W)  
BOOMTOWN RATS Don't Like Mondays Ensign ENY 30 (F) 
BROOD, HERWiflN Saturday Night Ariola ARO 173(A) 
BOGGLES Video Killed The Radio Star Island WIP6S24(E) 
BU2ZC0CKS Spiral Scratch New Hormones ORG 1 (SP) 
CATS UK Luton Airport Warner Brothers K 18075 (W) 
CHANDLER, GENE When You're No. 1 RCATC 2411 IR) 
CHARLES, TINA You Set My Heart On Fire CBS 7784 IC) 
CHAS AND DAVE Sideboard Song EMI 2986 (El  
CHEAP TRICK Ain't It A Shame Epic EPC 7839 IC) 
CHlCAGO^ciose ToYou CBS 7822(C) 
CITY BOY Day The Earth . . . Vertigo 6059 238 (Fl 
CONNOLLY.BILLY In The Brownies Polydor 2059 160 (F) 
COMMODORES Sail On Motown TMG1154 IE)  
COODER, RY Little Sister Warner Brothers K 17460 (Wl 
CRUSADERS Street Life MCA 513 (C) 
DANA Can't Get Over. . GTO 256 ICl 
DANIELS, CHARLIE Devil Went Down . . . Epic EPC 7737 (C) 
DANTE'S INFERNO Could It Be Magic Infinity INF 48 (C) 
0ARTS Duke Of Earl Marget MAG 157 (E) 
DETROIT SPINNERS I Love The Music Atlantic K 11347 (W) 
DICKIES Nights In White Satin A&M AMS 7469 (C) 
DOLLAR Love's Got A Hold Carrere AR 122 (W) 
DbOBIEBROTHERSOpen Your Eyes Warner Brothers K 17461 (W) 
DUKES Hearts In Trouble Warner Bros K 17453 (Wl 
DURY, IAN Reasons To Be Cheerful Stiff BUY 50 (E) 
DYLANrBOB Precious Angel CBS 7078(C) 

DRIFTERS Pour Your Little Heart Out Epic EPC 7806 IC) 
EARTH WIND ANDTlRE After The Love CBS 7721 (CP   
EMUNDSrOAVE Queen Of Hearts Swan Song SSK 19419 (Wl 
E0MUNDS,~W^ GirisTalks Swan Song SSK 19418 (W) 

ELO Don't Bring Me Down Jet 153 (C) 
ESSEX, DAVID Worlds United Artists UP 605 (E) 

FLASH & THEPfiN, Hey St. Peter Ensign ENY 1 IP) 

m 
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NEW ENTRY 

FLYING LIZARDS Money Virgin VS 276 (C) 
FBANTIQUE, Strut Your Funky Stuff Philadelphia PIR 7728 (C) 
GALLAHGER AND LYLE Missing You Mercury 6007 233 IF) 
GAYLE, CRYSTAL We Should Be . . . United Artists UP 604 (E) 
GIBSON BROTHERS Ooh What A Life Island WIP 6503 (EJ^ 
GIMMIX Too Much Coloured Vinyl Elektra K 12377 (W) 
GRANT, EDDIE Walking On Sunshine Ice GUY 27 (Cl 
GREEN, AL Belle Pye HCS 101 (Al 
HARTMAN, DAN Boogie All Summer Sky 7741 (C) 
KEADBOYS Shape Of Things To Come RSO 40 (F) 
HOUSE, BILL Better Than I Ever Thought Decca FR 13858 IS) 
HOOK, DR. When You're In Love Capitol CL 16039 IE) 
HUDSON, A! You Can Do It MCA 511 (Cl 
HYLT0N, SHEILA Breakfast In Bed Ballistic BP 12 (C) 
HI TENSION, There's A Reason Island WIP 6493 IE) 
INMATES Dirty Water Soho SH 7 
INNER CIRCLE We A Rockers Island WIP 6498 (El 
JACOBS, DEBBIE Under Cover 
JACKSON, MICHAEL Don't Stop TiL L. Epic EPC 7763 (C) 
JACKSON, JOE Is She Really . . . A&M AMS 7459 (C) 
JAM When You're Young Poiydor POSP 69 IF) 
JIGSAW Sky High Splash SP 002 (A) 
JONES, RICKIE LEE Young Blood Warner Bros K 17445 (W) 
JAGS Back Of My Hand Island WIP 6501 IE) 
KAY, JANET Loving You Pye7P 131 IA) 
KENNY, GERARD Son Of A ... RCA PB 5172 (R) 
KING. B. B, Betlei Not Look Down MCA 515(C) 
KIPNER, STEVE Love Is It's Own Reward Elektra K 12376 (W) 
LEE, ALBERT Setting Me Up A&M AMS 7467 IC) 
LINDISFARNE, Easy And Free Mercury NEWS 1 IF) 
L0FGREK, NILS Shine Silently A&M AMS 7455 (Cl 
L0VELADY, BILL Reggae For It Now Charisma CB 337 IF) 
LOWE, NICK Cruel To Be Kind Radar ADA 43 (W) 
MADNESS The Prince Two Tone TT3 (SPI 
MATHIS, JOHNNY Gone Gone Gone CBS 7730 (C) 
MATUMBl Point Of View Harvest RIC 101 IE) 
MASTERS GERALD Falling Pye7P 124 IA) 
ME AND YOU Never Knovr What You've Got. . . Laser LAS 8 IW) 
MCGOVERN, MAUREEN Different Worlds Curb K 17437 (W) 
MOORE, JACKIE Thick Time Baby CBS 7722 (C) 
NEW MUS1K Straight Lines GTO GT 255 (Cl 
NAUGHTON, DAVID Makin' It RSO 32 (F) 
NEWMAN, RANDY Story Of Rock And Roll Warner Bros K17447 (W) 
NOLAN SISTERS Spirit Body and Soul Epic EPC 7796 (C) 
NUMAN, GARY Cars Beggars Banquet BEG 23 (E) 
OCEAN, BILLY American Hearts GTO GT244 (C) 
O'JAYS Sing A Happy Song Phil. PIR 7825 (Cl 
0L0FIELD, SALLY You Set My Gipsy Blood Bronze BRO 79 IE) 
PENETRATION Come Into The Open Virgin VS 268 (Cl 
PHILIPS. ESTHER Our Day Will Come Mercury 6167 822 IF) 
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SINGLES 
TITLE/Artist RELEASE DATE UK CHARTING 

Highest (or lost) entry 
promotion/artist biography COMMENIb 

THE TOMMY BAND 1 Wonder What She's Doing Tonight RCA PB 5182 IRCA) 

August 31 None Special badges, leaflets, press information sheets, photos. Known producer AB Formed by Tommy Boycc. songwriter of countless hits (or artists like Fats Domino, Monkecs ecctcra. 

JOHN STEWART Midnight Wind RSO -12 (Phonodiscl 
September 7 Gold (six wks. entry June 30, 1979) Heavy nirplay on last should have familiarised public with artist with that 45 touted by wide cross-section of DJs. music programmes. Usual company servicing with expected good airplay reaction. AB: Special London, Venue presentation gigs. September 17. 18. American, Formerly signed Capitol. 

, k. inet at would make major hit. This is much more commercial with No»o. Ih™8h ® established via didms, „i.l bock ops, greater ''|l,0Jnd
u'ns's™^,c anlst vocal cnlrv which has his usual urgcnc» 1 

bdccUous^o%s, bt.ootwining ol load, back-up vocals H„ 

CARLOS ROMANOS Arc You Ready PVC PV 12-26, 12 ' (Cicole/CBS) PVC PV 26 - 7" (Creole/CBS) 

September 7 No™ Artist well-known for Latin-American music, BBC programmes, limited 12' in- vicw of disco nature of disc, AB: Born India, youngest of lour. 1970's established himself in music business, worked via six groups. Latin-American music become hallmark with media exposure. 

r u n-irnv disco door killer with great sing-a long chorus, title line. j 
Good instruSnfal colouring aids general liveliness. No classic but good basic (are. 

LEO SAYER When The Money Runs Out Cnrysalis CHS 2361 (Phonodiscl 
August 31 10 hits, 1973 onwards with most recent Raining In My Heart (21. 1978, entering November 25. leaving January 27). 

Known name incentive, colour bag. major UK tour this autumn, numerous TV appearances, past tours, features. Early airplay pick up Luxembourg, Clyde, City- AB: From Shoreham, managed by Adam Faith, immediate success once with contract but previously small bands Recorded by Richard Perry. Household name thanks to chart-topper When 1 Need You. Good live performer. 

■ „ rnleaso (Of some time. Hard driving rocker with Leo Sayer 

BLOOD SISTERS Ring My Bell Ballistic 12 - BP 314 12" (EMU Ballistic BP 314 - 7" (EMU 

August 31 None 12" limited edition, yellow sleeve with pic of girl trio, given early airing Capital Radio (London), consequent demand, picked up Ballistic - United Artists. AB Three London sisters, aged 17-20. No more available information 
Vocals h^eJJJ^S^a^Moppor. Needs 12'- version to gather real momentum of recent Anl,a n( _ace atmosphere with long extended instrumental, 

Cham, teggae listings Atttacivo. j 

DAVE EDMUNDS Queen Of Hearts Swan Song SSK 19419 (WEA) 
September 7 5 hits. 1970 onwards with most recent 1 Knew The Bride (26. 1977), Girls Talk (4, 1979, entering June 30) 

Immediate follow-up bolorc previous 45 out ol 75 from promoted LP, Repeal When Necessary (SSK 594091 Known name artist, liked by music press, recent UK tour AB Born Cardiff, member or Love Sculpture (Sabre Dance, 5. 1968), own studios Rockficld, debut LP - Rockpilo, produced numerous artists including Flamin' Groovics. 

.1 .-cmmorri-ii as Girls but has good mid-paced rocking (eel, (air | 
Stirwith e«-a push Itom soverol guila, outings. Sup,bad il i, beats Gitls HP in 75 bul looks set for Top 40 

SHORT PEOPLE Why'd You Put It To Mo Baby Heat 22 (Indie) 
August 31 None Initial servicing Northern c'ub-disco scene with one-time import demand. Marketed Neil Rushton Records, Walsall (0922 31363) Several other Northern soul labels in chase for US permission to release UK. AB Band olficially called AKA Secret Weapons but Short People for seeming balding reasons became used on disc and stuck. No other info available 

A '78 release which stomps at 45, tailor-made for clubs/disco. Driving beat, right thickness to vocals with unexceptional but catchy hook title line. 

TAM 1 Want You To Love Mo Hawk HSP 007 (Indiel 
August 15 None Servicing of reviewers, programmers with special press hand out. AB. Second on Hawk under own name with first Maybe, released February. 1978. Born London, half of Rom and Tarn duo 

Rouqhish old '78 sound, whether intentional or merely due to financial considerations gives extra charm to engaging blues (could easily suit trad-jazz oirl vocalist) and reggae based beat number. Moves along at brisk pace with artist's vocals expressive. Also worth noting on same label Ram And Tarn's. Miss Goose (20.8.79, HSP 6). 
SQUEEZE Slap 8 Tickle A6M AMS 7466 (CBS) 

August 31 Take Me I'm Yours (19. 1978), Bang Bang (49, '78), Goodbye Girl (63.'78). Cool For Cats (2, 1979), Up The Junction (2. 1979). 

Represented by Modern Publicity (Alan Edwards), (01-437-9353). Information on band to media. Basic company servicing. TOTP, features on band, gigs, with immediate spotlight thanks to major hits, 79 AB: Often seen under umbrella 'Dcptford sound', from South London. Recent LP. Cool (or Cats (AMLH 68503) 

Seems rather lazy release when very strong material necessary to maintain momentum Remixed version of song from their LP. with lines reminiscent o. early hits due to production overlay lacking usual clcar-cut hook. For all (hat should chart bul next one cannot rest in retread record territory. 

THE DICKIES Nights In White Satin A&M AMS 7469 (CBS) 
August 31 Silent Night 147, '79/791, Banana Splits (7. 1979), j Paranoid (45. 79) 

Reviewed Radio One, Roundtablo (August 31) expected good coverage consumer music press. AB. A&M. UK signing but band American. Five guys. LP due Oct 5. Tour later. 
Dickies frantic via their through the red lights new wave orientated style turn ! majestic Justin Haywood song (hit for Moody Blues, 19. 1967- 9, 19721 into something different, aided by insistent, hard-edged girl back up vocals Result should see Dickies charting but airplay as with previous releases seems doubtful (or programmers do not appear to like their 'assault the sacred antics. 

THE 0 JAYS Sing A Happy Song Philadelphia PIR 8 7825 (CBS) 
September 7 7 hits from 1972 onwards with most recent Brandy 121, 1978) 

Company servicing, disco emphasis, from promoted LP, Identify (PIR 83666) AB, From Canton, Ohio. Major US act with mid-1960s contract Imperial. Brief outing Bell, then Minti belore career turn with Gamble Huff Productions contract 1968 US hits followed from '69, One Night Affair ecctera First UK hit, 1972 Once called The Mascots. 

Signs of success US soul charts but song has rather jaded air. predictable linos with expected chorus, not enough joy considering title None the less sheer professionalism battles it way through leaving consequent feeling that band may enjoy minor hit. 

f 
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CHARTS 

The Music Week Top 75 Singles and Top 75 Albums 
Charts are the ones most widely used by dealers 
throughout the UK. They're also the official BBC charts. 
And they don't just help you order product. 
As the hot news of what's good to buy, they tempt your 
customers too. The sight of that gold and silver can act 
as a real spur. 
So Music Week have produced a chart display board 
specially for in-store use. 
It's in high gloss red and moulded in high density PVC. 
In short, it's the smart way of presenting the charts in 
your shop. You can make it a permanent fixture or 
move it around as part of your window or counter 
display. 
Just replace the charts from Music Week every week 
and you've always got an up-to-date showcase. 

The display board is available at cost price to all 
subscribers to Music Week. Just £2.70, plus £2.50 
postage and packing. 
Start subscribing now to the paper you can't do without 
if you want to keep track of the music business. And get 
your half-price display board as an eye-catching 
added bonus. 

All in all, it's a pretty tempting package. 

U c 

n 

ii 

I 

I am a subscriber to MUSIC WEEK. 1 enclose cheque/PO for £ for..... MUSIC WEEK chart board(s) at £5.20each 
inclusive of VAT and postage and packing 

1 am not a subscriber to MUSIC WEEK, Please send me a 
subscription form and details. 

Send to : Avril Barrow, Promotion Manager Music Week, 
40 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JT. Tel: 01-836 1S22. 

•All cheques PO made payoblo to Music Week 

Name 

Address 

(Block Capitals please) 

I 

I 

I 
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"But two years ago, I'd never 

heard of them." 

"They worked as hard on my 

last album as I did." 

"They seem to have a genuine 

understanding of 

the retail side.'9 

"I had to push them for a job. 

They push me now 

and f enjoy it." 

The Company the Business is talking about. 
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HAS BEEN PROUD TO 

REPRESENT ARIOLA RECORDS 

FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS. 

P.s. It's amazing Ariola 

even pick up our 

psychoanalysts' bill!! 

Suite 99, 12/13 Henrietta Street, 
London WC2E8LH. 

Telex: LONPIX25884 
Telephone: 01-240 5601/2 

 Jm fnlPWilL - 

ARIOLA RECORDS UK has now been in existencefor over 

two years. In that short time it has estabhs e s a 

force to be reckoned with in the British music business. 

This autumn, with the acquisition of its own sales ^ 
and a move into bigger London premises, sees the company expa amgeven 
further and moving into the big time. Robin Bla.nc PYtprLve intervfpu, 
director, has been at the helm since the start. Here, in a . , TJ^ 

he tells of the birth, early development and future plans o  •   hum  i i "~7TrnrrrT—rm 
How did it all start? 

"Ii was July 1977. I was director of A & R for CBS here. I got 
a phone call from Monti Lueflncr, the President of Ariola. He 
was in London and asked me to go to see him. 1 had met him 
some years ago when 1 was with A & M and they were licensed to 
Ariola in Germany, so I'd seen him at conventions and so forth. 
He had obviously been watching my career development 
carefully, told me he wanted to start a UK operation and offered 
me the job the same day." 
Did you have to think twice about accepting? 

"I had to think about it obviously. It was something I'd had in 
mind because when you reach a certain position within the 
British record business — and 1 was a director of a major 
company — if you're ambitious, you start to think of what your 
next move is going to be. 

"1 knew I wasn't going to be made managing director of CBS 
because they very rarely put creative people in top positions. So 1 
had to give Monti's proposition considerable thought. It was an 
exciting offer. I thought about it a lot over that weekend, talked 
to a lot of friends in the business about it. By Monday, in 
essence, I'd decided that I wanted the job. 

"But obviously I wanted all the terms and conditions to be 
right. 1 phoned Monti on that Monday and told him 1 liked the 
idea. I went to Germany on the Wednesday, spent two days there 
and was very impressed with the company and the people. They 
were willing to give me everything 1 wanted; I got all the right 
answers and came back with my letter of intent on the Thursday 
night. On the Friday night 1 went to CBS and resigned." 
So, within seven days Ariola UK was born? 

"Yes. When I think back to two years ago when I was sitting 
in a London apartment, all Ariola had in this country was me. 
Those were exciting days — starling to set up the company, to 
hire staff and so on." 
Did Ariola give you a completely free hand? 

"Obviously they had a policy — what size they wanted the 
company to be, how they envisaged it being run. But one of the 
great strengths of Ariola — and I think this emanates from 

n 

(h n 

t#f 

ONE OF (he more recent signings to Ariola is singer April 
Love, pictured on the line here with Robin Blanch/lower and 
Ray Jenks. Ariola's new sales director. 
Monti Lueftner — is that the number one priority is people. 
Monti gets the right person for a particular job and leaves that 
person alone to get on with it. In the two years he's done exactly 
that with me." 
Your first move was to set up a licensing deal? 

"We negotiated a deal with Pye. But it wasn't an ordinary 
type of licensing deal where you make the records, deliver them 
to the major company and then virtually everything else is done 
by them. Our deal gave us a lot of freedom and control. From 
the off, we intended to do a certain amount of our own 
promotion and marketing. It was a good licensing deal. We 
eventually started releasing records around the end of September 
1977." 
How did you launch the company? 

"We launched the company with four records, two on Ariola 
and two on Ariola/Hansa with whom we had a contract for 13 
acts. The first four were The Money Song by CoCo, Goodbye 
City Lights by Scoundrel, I'm Counting On You by Shady and 
Onyx by Space An. 

"It was an exciting lime — to see the first records released and 
the first advertisements appear in the papers, getting the first 

/f K 
o 

f 
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LINDA LEWIS notched up a Top 40 hit single with Vu 
urprtstngly Good For You and an album produced by A 

Ball ,s lo be released by Ariola in November. Linda is picli 
here with Robin Blanch/lower and Mike Bait. 

ih^'fh' BUl 'eally' '.l lakeS yOU lhc rirsI rew months to re; 
ThL'c f 'S a 8rCaI m0re 10 slarting a brand new comps 
e nnve n . T' ,0 " "lai1 ^ havi"8 >he right record in 
hnd ih. V r\" hapPenin8- Obviously we thought had the ngh, records, but in those early days we weren't re 

record 10 C0-Ordina": al1 activities needed .0 make a 

Soac-c AM whth nm,0nmhS' al,hou8h w came close with Onyt 
very shocked wh . ^ 8 Eurof1';an hit that summer, I 
Tod 50 and ink it m'" make il om 01 breakers, into 
We d dtd C Mv 1 N?w- however' 1 can sec why .. didn't wt uicin 1 really know what to do. 

sevlfal bmes0WpfirSl "i'T* and that Christmas, we came cl 
dmvn and thnuyhi 1 bm n0 hhs. After Christmas I 
Sse in wl m , en W "V?hom whcre were at, and I starlet 
was really fiknu. n ' WC y aren't efficient. And I realist really takmg on too much. I was trying ,0 do the A & R, 

TO PAG 

2 ARIOLA ADVERTORIAL 

Edited by Jim Evans: Production. Kevin 
Adverb "e!'1' rrrdinator, Jonothan Ware Advertisement production. Sandra Mysal. 



ADVERTISEMENT, 

HUTTON CHARRINGTON BUNTROCK LIMITED 
The advertising agency Ariola chose. 

Temptation House. 24 Adam & Eve Mews. London W86UJ Telephone 01.937 0928 London. Pans. Munich, NewYork 
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FROM PAGE 2 
marketing, everything. It was then I decided to get someone in to 
lake over the marketing side. This is where Andrew Pryor came 
in. He joined us in February 1978. Between that dale and now, 
our success rate has been amazing." 
IN Andrew Pryor you gol the man you wanted? 

"1 went for the best marketing man in the business and was 
very pleased when Andrew agreed to join us. He had been 
marketing manager at CBS and I'd known him for over ten 
years; I knew him before he came into the record business. One 
of the reasons for our success has been that we have been able to 
attract people of such calibre. 

"From this lime on, everything clicked — the co-ordination of 
radio play, advertising, sales happened." 
What gave you your first breakthrough? 

"Our first breakthrough came with CoCo's Eurovision entry, 
Bad Old Days. That was a tremendous boost. You need a bit of 
luck in this business and as far as I was concerned, that was our 

SARAH BRIGHTMAN, whose single I Lost My Heart To A 
Star ship Trooper (recorded with Hot Gossip) has given A riola 
UK its biggest selling single to date — 600.000 copies in the UK 
and a million worldwide. 

little bit of luck, that was our lucky break. When you put a song 
into the Song For Europe, it goes in with 500 other songs. 
You've gol to gel into the final 12 and then win that. The fact 
that we did made us believe that luck was on our side. 

"Everybody had said to me — because I was beginning to get 
frustrated at not having hit singles — 'It'll come, and when it 
docs you'll score two or three.' Sure enough, it did. On lop of 
CoCo, we followed with Child's first hit, When You Walk In 
The Room and Love Is In The Air by John Paul Young. 
Suddenly we had three records in the Top Fifty. And since, I'd 
say we've averaged a hit single per month. In terms of the Top 
75, we've had 16 hit singles so far." 
To start with were you looking for hit singles rather than long 
term prospects? 

I must admit my priorities at that time were to establish the 
new company and a new label. To do that was a very difficult job 
and the best way of doing it was to get singles into the charts. 
When you start a new record company, the biggest thing you 
suffer from is lack of credibility. Until you've had the hits, the 
name doesn't mean a thing, whether it's to the press, media 
people, dealers or whoever. But once you gel that hit, you start 
to get credibility. So to start with, most of the deals I did were 
singles deals — they weren't immediate album acts. 

"It's only been from having had a year of singles success that 
we've been able to move into stage two — getting into more long- 
term album acts. In the past six months, the deals I've been 
doing have been much more that way inclined. The policy now, 
one year on, is much more different." 
Perhaps the success of supergroup Sky must be one of the most 
pleasing aspects of Ariola's development? 

"With Sky, we have quite a unique situation. There can't have 
been many times in recent years when a new act has come out 
with an album and met with such immediate success. The album 
went gold within five weeks. All the members of the group were 
well known, but it was still a newly comprised act. We have sold 
over 130,000 albums in the UK since the release in May. 

"And we have sold those albums during a period that is 
traditionally low in sales. And this particular year is one of the 
worst. This must show the strength of the act. Being our first 
gold album, it was, of course, a tremendous breakthrough for 
the company. 

"Much credit must be given to Andrew Pryor and the 
marketing team for the way the whole Sky campaign was put 
together. Sky are a professional act who have done everything 
we've asked them to do, they have a professional manager and 
the lour was a great success. We, now, are a professional 
company. 

"I think that before Christmas we will double the sales. This 
autumn Sky undertake a major tour under the banner Sky At 
Night and there will be another campaign backing the album and 
the tour. I strongly believe Sky are going to become a very big 
album selling act internationally." 

The Directors and Staff of 

fiMb UA 

Congratulate ARIOLA [RECORDS 

on 

their past achievements and wish 

them 

continuing success in the future. 

53 Sandyhill Road, 
Plumstead, 
S.E. 18. 
Phone 01-854 4115 

01-855 1658 

i _ 

OF THE enigmatic Amanda Lear, Blanch/lower says: "I'm 
absolutely con vinced she'11 be a success here. 
The Three Degrees have done well for you? 

"I believe that the Three Degrees are also on the brink of huge 
international success. So far, we've sold over a million of their 
singles and the album's approaching 100,000 in the UK and 
500.000 worldwide. They can't really be more successful than 
they are already in this country, but 1 think the next album will 
do even better than the last one. 

"Unfortunately, what happens when you sign an act or an 
artist that has been with another record company, and you make 
them successful again, out comes the compilation from the 
former company. We did get hurt by CBS pulling out the 20 
Golden Greats Three Degrees album. In fact it didn't have that 
many hits on it, but it was still a TV-promoted album with 20 
titles on it. We would have sold more if it hadn't been for this 
compilation. The same thing applies to Sky. Despite the 
incredible success we've had, we've had to compete with John 
Williams' solo album on Cube/Electric and the hit single 
Cavatina taken from it. However, I'm not complaining about 
the success of either act. 1 believe that as we go on, we are going 
to do even better. 

"The new Three Degrees album, which we're just completing, 

INTUERMANY, Ariola has become.established as one^of the 
leading record companies. Their show in the singles and 
albums charts for 1978 in Musikmarkt were as follows: 
Singles: Ariola 33.45^0; Albums: Ariola 17.27970. These 
figures made them leading singles company and second to 
EMI in albums. 

is tremendous and there's a single on it that I think is going to b 
the big worldwide single breakthrough for them. In the next si 
months, we re going to see them become a truly hug 
international act. I should add that I think we've been lucky t 
work with Geiorgio Moroder, one of the world's to 
producers." 
John Paul Young gave you an early hit? 

Love Is In The Air was a good record for the compan 
because it did a great amount for the company's image. Peopl 
in this business care a lot about images. This was a strong po 
record, but classy at the same time. It was a talking point record 
and a lot of peoples' favourite record of 1978." 
Herman Brood from Holland has been the subject of a rccen 
Ariola campaign? 

If one looks at the Ariola rosier now, compared to a yea 
ago, you will see that there are a lot more album acts. We'v 
^I

cf"t'y rdcased here the first album, by Herman Brood and Hi 
r a™?11!?" ^^e, j a ^Utc^ roc^ 'n> roll artist who comes to u from Ariola Holland where he's already sold more than 150,00 
a U^1S- c is without doubt, a star. It's started to happen fo 
,"!! hnAIner|,Ca t00'. hc's toured vvith The Cars aid The Kink 
and hit the charts with both his album and single. Here, we'v 
already had good press and radio reaction to him " 

countries? ,0 aC'S fr0m Ari0la cornPan'es in olhc 
AmJrL5; ^ examPlc

1p
ene Cotton comes to us through Arioli 

orcvirms si C 'S a, respected performer and has had somi previous success here with ABC, We've put out a couple o 

term arrist'™ Al rand had 800d reaclio"- For he's a long 
Deborah W, ^ America, we have Chanson ant 
autumn WaSh,ngton - BoIh acts have albums released thi: 

disco arM'dnnb iV"™ V VVe'Ve si8ned- A sorl or black sou 

say they come in maklng but 1 suppose you coulc 
Again we've ol? 'T' CaleEOry as Sister Sledge or Chic 
producer AlMh^ g0 .c°mb'nal'On — a classy act, a gooc 
=De" ^erlal's bdn8 wr'ttcn by Ken Gold ant 
There wMhea 0,,h Wr0le and Produced Real Thing's hits 
Christmas" 8 and album from Delegation befort 

4 ARIOLA ADVERTORIAL TO PAGE 6 
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Best wishes 

for continued success 

from all of us 

ARIOLA 

Austria 

Belgium 

France 

Germany 

Mexico 

Netherlands 

Spain 

Switzerland 

USA 
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Congratulations 

sail @S us at 

NEWMAN 

E MllWMIAJMr Ltd., Finishers. 

Print finishing. 

Addressing. 

Mailing. 

33 Linford Street 

London SW8 4UP 

Telephone: 01-720 1981/2 

WE ARE PROUD TO SERVE AN 

EXPANDING FORCE IN THE 

MUSIC INDUSTRY... 

BEST WISHES 
To our friends at ARIOLA 

from 
ALL AT 

ill 

LOtyDON FEATURES INTERNATIONAL LTD 

DORSET LODGE, 8, DORSET SQUARE. 
LONDOIM, N.W.I 6PU. 

Telephone 01-723-4204/5, Telex 25884 LONPIX G 

FmiOGIMraERS 

TO THE 

MUSIC BUSINESS 
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FROM PAGE 4 

^Onc of Ihc most rccenl signing!, lo Ariola is young girl] 
\nril Love. George Kajunus of Sailor fame he 

wrote "such hits as Girls Girls Girls and Glass Of Champagne 
L and Brian Robertson are wnt.ng mn erml for Apr. and 
George is also producing. This is a case of what Blanehflower 
describes as the "right creative combmadon. 

And Catherine Howe? ... r* ,*. ■ 
"We've released two or three singles from Catherine and an 

album I think she's an amazingly talented girl and a tremendous 
writer' I find it frustrating that so far we haven t been able to 
break her. Every lime I see her in concert I feel the same 
frustration. But we really want to break her. How aboul Amanda Lear? 

"What can one say about Amanda Lear, one s a complete 
enigma It's verv hard when you have an artist that sells the 
number of records that she has in Europe. We've boon trying to 
break her here for 18 months. She's had everything going for her 
and has probably had more press than any other artist we've got 
— she's of grcal interest lo the media, she crosses all borders — 
she has articles aboul her in Weekend and Melody Maker at the 
same time. Basically she's a star. She has huge record sales in 
other countries, and now we are really looking at the situation 
very closely. She herself seriously wants lo break in England and 
America and I'm absolutely convinced she's going lo be a success 
here eventually." 
And what aboul your most recent signings? 

"We've just completed a deal for Cozy Powell's solo album to 
be released in October. He's been famous in recent times for 
being with Rilchie Blackmore's Rainbow, but he has had singles 
success in his own right, including the No. I, Dance With The 
Devil. The LP features Rainbow's Don Aircy on keyboards and 
guest musicians include, Jack Bruce and Gary Moore. It's a very 
exciting album." 

"A band called Touch also come lo us through a deal with 
Bruce Payne of Thames Directions in New York. Payne also 
manages Rainbow. Touch's music is very tight harmony rock V 
roll and their first album for us will be released here in early 
1980." 

v- 

JOE EG AN JOHN PAUL YOUNG 

What about the Hansa Connection? 
"Hansa has been a very important pan of the development of 

Ariola Records, particularly with regard lo the joint 
Ariola/Hansa label. Peter and Trudi Meisel arc two of the most 
respected people in the record business today, they are very 
talented people. Their relationship with Ariola goes back over 
many years and a very close and successful business partnership 
has been built up. Their product is released in all countries where 
Ariola has a company. 

"There have been quite a few changes made to the 
Ariola/Hansa roster since we first started. Together with Peter 
Meisel we worked closely on pruning the rosier. It's still very 
interesting and varied. For instance, we have Angletrax who, for 
want of classification, fall into the new wave bracket, but are 
very exciting and totally unique. 

Peter is always interested in something new, something 
different. Like Sarah Bnghiman. Her single, 1 Lost My Heart To 
A Starship Trooper, has been our most successful to date, with 
over a million sales worldwide. She is one of Hansa's priority 
artists and there II be an album here before Christmas. 

And again with Japan, They're so different. Peter has 
proved himself right. They have sold well in other countries and 
n can only be a matter of lime before we break Japan here." 
Fhis month, you launch your own sales force, why? 

The most ideal situation is to have your own salesmen. I'm 
sure that over the years all the companies that have progressed 

wc have, have found it a tremendous advantage to have their 
own sales force. b 

"We have been planning this move for some lime. You can 
—C r0Ur 0Tn PCOple 50 niuch ,nore easilv and work closely together. From this month (September) we'll be doing everything 
ourselves except pressing and distribution." 

who v ow„T CS ,n ten C0Un,rics across world as ten 
Franco '"'F'""1"' Austria, Switzerland, 
nndthe nSA t! ni/"1' United Kingdom, Mexico 
lite same lime " " -a mIt M''x'00 "Perations both slarietl nl 

nii'L''1/', m7' A ncw Bra"1 l'°n<P»n.v will be "Pining m 1980. Ariola was started in Gcrnianv 20 vears ago 
and now competes with KMI nv «i. . 

■ there. number one company 
—   j 
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SH THEM ALL 

GOOD LUCK... 

...AND 

CUE THE MUSIC! 
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ARIOLA UK has now 

completed the expansion 

moves announced in July. 

These moves include 

establishing its own sales 

force and increases in 

staffing. And negotiations 

are under way to move to 

larger premises. 

Says Andrew Pryor, recently promoted to senior director: 
"These moves come at a time of temporary depression in the UK 
record market and express our belief in the creative talent that 
exists in the UK and our ability to expand successfully in the 
medium and long term." 

Ariola has re-signed with Pye for pressing and distribution and 
from this month has its own sales team on the road. Added 
Pryor: "While having full confidence in Pye Records, we believe 
in the necessity of artists and product concentration that can 
only be achieved through our own sales force. 

"There is not going to be a dramatic increase in the quantity of 
product we put out. The purpose is to work our product more 
effectively, particularly with regard to albums." 

Teamwork has been, and will continue to be the key to 
Ariola's success. 

"In this respect," explained Pryor, "1 must pay due credit to 
the company staff for the team work and successful integration 
of all our efforts — And this will be even more essential in the 
future. We have a hand-picked and professional team in all 
areas. I am very happy with the creative and industrious 
atmosphere throughout the company." 

Total commitment and all-round artist development are other 
vital keys to the Ariola philosophy. 

"We are not in the baked beans business," explains Pryor, 
"We are talking about artists and music. Everyone in the 
company must understand this. Artist development is not an 
on/off event. It must be continuous, 

"We aim to become involved in every aspect of our artists' 
careers, working closely with the artists themselves, managers, 
their visual images, louring, developing their potential to the 
full. 

"At Ariola, we don't believe in giving up. If we don't have 

f 

,/ 

. ,•? 

■x 

r. t- 

PICTURED WITH Sky and some celebratory champagne are 
Andrew Pryor (centre) and Robin Blanch/lower (far right). This 
Autumn the "supergroup" undertakes a UK tour under the 
banner, Sky At Night. 
immediate success, we don't suddenly drop the record or artist, 
but explore every avenue. 

"The big artists in the world are known not just for their 
records, but also for visual and live appeal and personality. It is 
as much the record company's job to develop this side of artists' 
potential as well as releasing and marketing the records." 

Ariola's new sales director is Ray Jenks who has a wealth of 
experience in this field, including spells with Polydor and EMI. 

Outiepmm, 

UTOPIA! 

Mmkii 

Says Pryor; "We are totally delighted that Ray Jenks has joined 
us _ He is one of the most experienced and dynamic sales 
directors in the business. I would like to stress that Ray will be 
involved in all sides of the company's creative activities. The 
sales force is an integral part of Ariola, not a separate wing." 

So how did Ray Jenks come to move to Ariola from Polydor 
.9 

' "I had been at Polydor for ten years and had worked my way 
through many departments when Andrew (Pryor) phoned me 
and asked me over to discuss the sales side of Ariola. Having just 
spent ten days with Polygram, being truthful, I came over to 
Ariola as an ego-massage. 

"We sat down and discussed the business for some 18 hours 
and there was no doubt that a lot of our ideals were similar. 1 was 
most impressed with the importance Ariola attached to lotal 
marketing and sales promotion. 

Sheer size 

"The sheer size of Polydor meant there were problems, with 
so much product, maybe 60 or 70 releases at a tinie, it was a 
problem to do justice to the majority of artists. But with Ariola it 
is different. The promise was there. After being played a few 
tapes and a few projects had been outlined to me, what 1 thought 
was going to be a difficult decision turned out to be a relatively 

TO PAGE 10 
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■ 
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From Trudy, Peter and all at Hansa. 
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FROM PAGES 
easy one. One of the first projects outlined to me was Sky — and 
that really started the adrenalin flowing. 

"Like everyone else at Maddox .Street, 1 feel totally immersed 
in the music business proper. Unlike most of the major record 
companies, we can concentrate on every piece of product, 
everything that we have coming out. 

"Looking at the planned schedule of releases, it gives us lime 
to do justice to every artist. And a major point to me, like it must 
be to every big-company man, is that one can't help but reflect, 
in hindsight, on what might have been — on the albums and 
artists that should have come through. 

"The chart success that Ariola has enjoyed so far reads like a 
roll of honour. 1 now believe that the company is getting to the 
stage where we are looking to convert this success into solid 
album sales. 

"For this to be achieved, it is absolutely essential that we have 
the right people out in the field — and as with everyone else in 
Maddox Street, the sales promotion people are literally hand- 
picked. We went for the best and got the best. It was not as 
difficult as it may seem. Ariola's image is such that the depth and 
quality of the applicants was a sales director's dream." 

Both Jenks and Pryor appreciate that, at the present time, the 
British record industry is not at its healthiest. But, together they 

state: "We totally recognise that the market is difficult. The 
decline in sales is painful to all sides of the business. 

"There is no guarantee that there will be a resurgence to 1978 
levels this autumn. We just can't be sure. In face of that 
situation, we would ask all sides of the business to appreciate 
that, in terms of our general expansion, we are showing faith in 
the British market, faith in British talent. We will be giving 
maximum support The sales force will be helping dealers in 
many ways. In return, all we ask is for the same degree of co- 
operation. Expansion can only be healthy at this time with such 
co-operation. 

"We will not be offering silly deals to the retail trade, but 
meaningful help that will help sales. All we ask for is the same in 
return." 

Ray Jenks has strong feelings about the ways and means 
certain record companies go about registering sales, viz gifts to 
dealers and chart hyping. 

"Currently it's horrific," says Jenks, "Some of the activities 
by certain companies must be totally uneconomic and, in the 
end, detrimental to every side of the business. 

"We feel that people have lost sight of the fact that what we're 
all about is developing artists. One of the reasons why the market 
has fallen off is that the business has forgotten that we're about 
breaking and building artists. The business seems to have lost 
direction. At Ariola we haven't." 

THE THREE Degrees, pictured here with manager Richard 
Barratl. are a good example of Ariola's artist development 
success, a side of the business that Andrew Pryor considers most 
important. 

. 
\v- /, 

GIRLS SKWAAD, whose records are released here through 
Ariola/Hansa. 
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ARTIST ROSTER 

7 

'i 

lr # 

DEL EG A TION 

jlil Ariola j V Ariola/Hansa J 

Mark Ashton 
Neil Bashan 
Angelo Branduardi 
Herman Brood & His 

Wild Romance 
Chanson 
Judy Cheeks 
Gene Cotton 
Delegation 
Kenny Dukayne 
El Dorado 
Joe Egan 
Kim Goody 
Catherine Howe 
April Love 
Peter Jacques Band 
Mireille Mathieu 
Yvonne Keeley 

Amanda Lear 
Linda Lewis 
Andrew Matheson 
Cozy Powell 
Portraits 
Prism 
Rogue 
Shabby Tiger 
Sky 
Mary Stavin 
Stephanie De Sykcs 
Taka Boom 
Three Degrees 
Touch 
Deborah Washington 
Uncle Sam 
John Paul Young 

c 

VIOLA WILLS 

Anglelrax Andy Lloyd 
Sarah Brightman Craig Pruess 
Burnt Out Stars Pat Rhoden 
Child Sugar Cane 
Chosen Few Viola Wills 
Linda Fletcher Gilla 
Half Brother Oyster 
Japan Girl Skwaad 

Ik |v,, 

^ FA 

^ ■ _y 
HERMAN BROOD COZY POWELL CATHERINE HOWE ANGLETRAX 

1 'We are happy to represent 

Ariola Music 

HM]© 

rdl 

15 Berkeley Street, London W1X 5AE 
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Progress Is The Key Of The Door.. 

Youve Found It! 

Congratulations And Good Luck 

In Your New Home 

From Anne &Ian Miles 

And The Directors 

Of 

is S' 

International 

Talent 

Booking 

113-117 Wardour Street 
London WlV 3TD 
Telephone: 01-439 8041 
Telex; 25115 

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR MOVE. I.TB. are proud to welcome 

HERMAN BROOD and his WILD ROMANCE into the fold. 
Debut UK appearance - London Lyceum October 14th. 

ALSO REPRESENTING FOR EUROPEAN AGENCY 

Aerosmith 
Alan Price 
Allman Brothers Band 
America 
Andrew Gold 
Anthony Newley 
Black Sabbath 
Blood Sweat & Tears 
Bob Welch 
Boston 
Bruce Woolley 
Cheap Trick 
Cher 
Chic 
Chick Corea 
Crosby Stills & Nash 
Dave Mason 
David Johansen 

DeJ Leppard 
Dew 
Dolly Parton 
Doobie Brothers 
Dwight Twilley Band 
Electric Light Orchestra 
Exile 
Eleetwood Mac 
Foreigner 
Gary Moore 
Gordon Lightfoot 
Heatwave 
Herbie Hancock 
James Taylor 
Jean Luc Ponty 
John Mayall 
John McLaughlin/Billy Cobham/Jack 
Joni Mitchell 

Bruce 

Judie Tzuke 
Kansas 
K.C. & The Sunshine Band 
Kenny Loggins 
Kiki Dee 
The Kinks 
Leif Garrett 
Linda Ronstadt 
The Lurkers 
Magnum 
Marseille 
Marshall Tucker Band 
The Merton Parkas 
Neil Sedaka 
Neil Young 
Nina Hagen* 
The Only Ones 
Original Mirrors 

Poco 
The Ramones 
Randy Newman 
Reg Laws 
Richie Lee Jones* 
Rose Royce 
Rufus featuring Chaka Khan 
Saxon 
Slade 
Stargard 
Stephen Bishop 
Steve Hackett 
The Steve Gibbons Band 
Ted Nugent 
Trickster 
Violinski 
Voyager 
Whitesnake 'UK Only 

Contact: Derek Kemp or Ian Sales 
Directors: Rod MacSween, Barry Dickins 
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Who's Who at Ariola 

KA!MGIIiG DDCXTOn ROBi.'i 3Lv;;c:inJo'-TrT! - 

S-2fIOB UIESCTOR 
Andrew Tryor 
SALES'* Ray Jonka Salon Director 

- Caroline llltchen Cccre taty 

- Sandra Maynard Telephone Saloc 

Prank Prltchord Head of Regional Oporationo 

Ian Klngsloy Regional Pnnager North 
Hike Ponj- Regional Manager South 

.'.'eil McVitie (Area l) Brian Duggajj (Area 2) Barry Honk (/irea 3) Derek Valentine (Area 4) John Valoh (/ccca 5) 
london (Area 11) a Fruncio (Area 6) Feter '■ i {/ixea 7) Bryan Uilliaso (Area S) Cory Siddawo)- (.'irca 9) Richard Bailey 

(Area 10) 

BERRY HURST 

mn hire 

mm of toe stars 

wish mnm 

CONTINUING SUGCESS 

li TEri EyiyRE 

Finance and Administration 
Paul Rochman is director of finance and Administration. His 

secretary is Ann Kelly. Reporting to Rochman on the finance 
side are David Silburn (Accountant) who has under him Terry 
Davis (assistant management accountant) and Marianna Buisel 
(assistant accountant). Reporting to Rochman on the 
administration side is Clare Newton (Assistant) who has Tonce 
Sootarsing (receptionist/telephonist) and Paul Jones (reception 
assistant) reporting to her. 

Regional Promotion** 
Head of Regional Operations is Frank Pritchard. His secretary 

is Joanna Page Ian Kingsley is regional manager North, with 
Colin Finn regional promotions executive for Scotland and 
North. Mike Perry is regional manager South, with Richard 
Moore regional promotions executive South and Geoff Lester 
regional promotions executive for S.W. and W. Midlands & 
Wales. 

Production*** 
John OToole is Production Manager. 

Marketing*** 
Brian Yates is head of marketing. Gale Barber is his secretary 

and reporting to him arc David Shorlt, product manager and 
Barbara Lodge, marketing co-ordinator. 

National Promotion** 
Promotion managers Diana Warren and Richard Evans arc 

assisted by secretary Sally Ayrcs. 

Publicity** 
iS he-d 0t, publicity- A press officer and secretary are soon to be appointed. 

International A & U* 
John Bnley is international A & R manager. Stella Clifford his 

secretary. 

* Reports to M.D. 
** Reports to Sen. Dir. 

*** Reports to Sales Dir. 

We have a hand-picked 
and professional team 
Andrew Pryor 

Id ARIDl A 



^ Thanks 

FOR YOUR COMPANY- 

TTEGOWEUL 

TOGETHER? 

chappell 

Chappell Music Ltd.. 50 New Bond Street. London W1A 2BR 

A Polygram 
Company 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
SINCE 1811 

Congratulations and good luck Ariola Records 

in your new home.You1l be a big hit in Hanover Square! 

€C#K-tel K-tel International (UK) Ltd. 620 Western Avenue, London W3.Tel 992 8000. 



We reached 

for the 
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and now we are 

UnderWater I 

Together we make a GEE AT TEAM 

Continued emeceso to all at AEIOL A 

Martin-Coulter Music Inc. 

38th Floor, 

919, Third Ave., 

New York, 
N.Y. 10022, U.S.A. 

Tel. 2128386044 

Martin-Coulter Music Ltd. 

11 th Floor, 

Alembic House, 

93, Albert Embankment, 

London SE1 7TY 

Tel. 01 582 7622 
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DISCOTHEQUE AND NIGHT 

OWNERS AND MAN A GERS. 

ALL DISC JOCKEYS. 

YOU MUST VISIT 

PARIS 22 - 26 OCTOBER 1979 
Pare des Expositions, Hall 3 

IF YOU ARE CONSTANTLY SEEKING TO IMPROVE AND UPDATE YOUR 

FACILITIES, STRIVING FOR GREATER ORIGINALITY, YOU MUST 

come to view, compare and choose the latest and most 

effective disco equipment around... Sound, lighting, 

illuminated decor, lasers, special effects, audio visual    

equipment, dance floors, furniture and decorative materials. 

Treat yourself also to advance exposure to the latest 

sounds from Europe's premier record and production companies. 

Come and participate in the social events being organised 

on your behalf by radio and TV with the participation of 
many famous artists. 

DISCOM'S 79 

I WEEK 

TO ENSURE 

THE SUCCESS OF 

YOUR ENTIRE SEASON 

TO RECEIVE AN OFFICIAL INVITATION (TRADE^ 
ONLY) COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS COUPON TO: 
DISCOM, 179 avenue Victor-Hugo - 75U6 PARIS, FRANCE -Telephone : 505.14.03 

NAME. 

FIRST NAME. 

TITLE . 

COMPANY. 

ADDRESS _ 
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NEW ENTRY 

PLANETS, LINES Riallo TREE 104 isi 
pQCO, Heart Of The Night RCA 509 (Cl 

POLICE Message In A Bottle A&M AIMS 7474 IC) 
POLICE Can't Stand Losing You A&IM AIMS 7481 (C) 
QUANTUM jump No American Starship Electric WOT 37 (A) 
RACEY Boy Oh Boy RAK297JE) 
RAFFERTY, GERRY Get It Right Next Time UA BP 308 IE) 
RAINBOW Since You've Been Gone Polydor POSP 70 IF) 
REZILLOS I Wanna Be Your Man Sensible FAB 1 
RICHARD, CUFF We Don't Talk Anymore EMI 2975 (El 
ROBERTSON, B.A. Bang Bang Asylum K 13152 IW) 
ROSE ROYCE Wonder Where You Are Whitfield K J7463 (W) 
ROXY MUSIC Angel Eyes Polydor POSP 67 (F)  
RUTS Something That I Said Virgin VS 285 (C) 
SAD CAFE Everyday Hurts RCA PB 5180 (R) 
SAYER, LEO When The Money Runs Out Chrysalis CHS 2361 IF) 
SECRET AFFAIR Time For Action Arista ARIST SEE 1 IF) 
SHOWADOyWADDY Sweet Little Rock . . . Arista ARIST 278 (F) 
SHARPE, ROCKY Love Will Make You Fail Chiswick LL4 (El 
SILICON TEENS Memphis Tennessee Mute 003 
S1M0N. CARLY Spy Elektra K 12380 (W) 
SISTER SLEDGE Lost In Music Atlantic K 11337 (W) 
SKY Carillon Ariola ARO 182 (A) ^  
SPYR0 GYRA Morning Dance Infinity INF 111 (C) 
SQUEEZE Slap and Tickle A&M AMS 7466 (C) 
STARJETS Warstories Epic EPC 7770 (C) 
STRANGLERS Duchess United Artists BP 308 (E) 
STEWART. JOHN Midnight Winds RSO 42(F) 
STEVENS, STU If I Heard You MCA 507 (Cl  
STREISAND, BARBRA Main Event CBS 7714 (Cl 
SUMMER, DONNA Dim All TheLights Casablanca CAN 162 (A) • 
SUZY ANDJHE RED STRIPES Seaside Woman A&M AIMS 7461 (Cl , ; 
T. FORD Just Keep It Up Splash SP 003 (A) 
TCHAIKOVSKY, BRAM Lullaby Of Broadway Criminal SWAG 8 
THIRD WORD Tonight For Me Island WIP 6519 (E) 
THORPE, T. J, Ain't No Kinda Star EMI INT 594 (El 
TOURISTS Loneliest Man Logo GO 360(C)   
TRIPLE S CONNECTION Cherie RCA TC 2413 (PI 
TZUKE, JUDIE Stay With Me Till Dawn Rocket XPRES 17 IF) 
TRICKSTER I'm Satisfied Jet 149 (C) ■ 
VARTAN, SYLVIE I Don't Want The Night RCA PB 1578 (HI 
WAYNE, Jeff Eve Of The War  _ 
WHITE, BARRY I Love To Sing RCA TC 2411 (Rl 
WHITE, BARRY Love Ain't Easy ULG 7778 (A)   
WILLS, VIOLA Gonna GetAlohg ... Ariola/Hansa AHA 5461A) 
WINGS Baby's Request/Getting Closer Parlophone R6027 (E) 
WINTER, RUBY Back To The Love Creole CR 174 (C/CR)  

iwinm % 

I ZIPPER Life Of Riley Virgin VS 283 (C) 
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DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A _ Rye, C - CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI, f - Ptronodrsc, R - RCA, S - Selects, Z - Enterprise, K - K-Tel, 0 - Arcade, B - Ronco, M - Multiple Soend, Y - Replay. Q - Chamdale, SP - Spartan. 
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INDEX 
ALL ABOARD 8 
ARMATRADING, Joan 1 
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 5 
BALLISTIC BREAKOUTS 3 
BUZZCOCKS  16 
BRAKES 12 
CALVERT, Eddie 8 
CHARLES, Ray 4 
CRIMSON TIDE  5 
DAVIS, Carl  9 
DIXON, Reginald 8 
HEAT EXCHANGE 8 
HENDERSON, Eddie 5 
HENDRIX, Jimi A 
HOEHN, Tommy 7 
HOUSE, Bill 7 
JEFFREYS, Garland 1 
KING'S SINGERS  .6 
LEYTON, John 8 
LINDISFARNE 13 
LITTLE RIVER BAND 5 
LIVE WIRE 1 

USTIiiS 

AMLH 64772 
1 A&M 
THE REDS 
The Reds 
STEPPIN' OUT 
Joan Armatrading 
PICK IT UP 
Live Wire 
AMERICAN BOY & GIRL 
Garland Jeffreys 
2 ARISTA 
NATIVE 
Native 
3 BALLISTIC (UNITED ARTISTS) 
BALLISTIC BREAKOUTS 
Various SAM 102 

C!nlb^ 
LOTHIAN & BORDERS POLICE 7DECCA 
PIPE BAND 17 DANCING WITH A SMILE 
LOVE, Geoff & His Orchestra 8 Bill House 
LUTON GIRLS CHOIR 8 „ TXS-R 136 IKTXC-R 136) 
MANN, Manfred 8 £RIS

tl
Rl? skiRRnio ../-.n^.r«rn - ia Kris Ryder SKL-Rb312 MORODER, Giorgio 14 souD LOGIC 

MORRISON, Van 13 j^L
Ra,ferly 

NATIVE 2 SKL-R 5314 (KSKC-R 5314) 
PETERS & LEE 15 LOSING YOU TO SLEEP 
PHILLIPS, Esther 13 Tommy Hoehn SHU8536 
RAFFERTY, Jim 7 WHO PUTTHE BOMP 
RAINBOW, Chris 8 Various DHS-Z3/4 
RAMBOW, Philip 8 REDS 1 SEMI 
RICHARD, Cliff 8 A LEGEND 
ROCKERS FILM SOUNDTRACK 11 Shakin'Stevens & The Sunsets 
RYDER, Kris 7 NUT25 (TC-NUT25) 
SECOMBE, Harry 15 THE BEST OF JOHN LEYTON 
SHAKIN' STEVENS & John LeT!on IT.. ,Tr Ku ITM , 
ThpRnnqptq ft NUTM 24 (TC-NUTM 24) 
etnuTuefne: "inuMMV u  SHOOTING GALLERY SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY 8- Philip Rambow 
The Asbury Jukes 13 emc 3304 (TC-EMC 3304) 
THOMPSON, Sydney & His WHITE TRAILS 
Olde Tyme Dance Orchestra ... 8 Chris Rainbow 
WHO PUTTHE BOMP 7 EMC3305(TC-EMC3305) 
WIRE 10 ONE STEP AHEAD Heat Exchange EMC 3306 (TC-EMC 3306) 

ROCK AND ROLL JUVENILE 
Cliff Richard 

 —     — EMC 3307 (TC-EMC 3307) 
SEMI-DETACHED SUBURBAN - 20 
GREAT HITS 
Manfred Mann EMTV 19 (TC-EMTV 19) 

4 BULLDOG (PRESIDENT) ALL ABOARD 
20 GOLDEN PIECES OF JIMI HENDRIX Various EMTX 101 (TC-EMTX 101) 
JimiHendrix BDL2010 20 GOLDEN TRUMPET GREATS 
20 GOLDEN PEICES OF RAY CHARLES Eddie Calvert NTS 178 (TC-NTS 178) 
Ray Charles BDL2012 THE BIGGEST PUB PARTY IN THE 

WORLD 5 CAPITAL (EMI) Geoff Love & His Orchestra 
FIRST UNDER THE WIRE NTS 180 (TC-NTS 180) 
Little River Band OLDE TYME DANCING PARTY 

EA-ST 11954 (TC-EA-ST 11954) Sydney Thompson & His Olde Tyme 
RECKLESS LOVE Dance Orchestra 
Crimson Tide NTS 182 (TC-NTS 182) 

E-ST 11939 (TC-E-ST 11939) PLAY A SIMPLE MELODY 
SERVED 'LIVE' Reginald Dixon NTS 183 (TC-NTS 183) 
Asleep At The Wheel THE BEST OF THE LUTON GIRLS 

E-ST 11945 (TC-E-ST 11945) CHOIR 
RUNNIN' TO YOUR LOVE The Luton Girls Choir 
Eddie Henderson E-ST 11984 NTSM179 (TC-NTSM 1791 
6 COLUMBIA (EMI) 
ATLANTIC BRIDGE 
The King's Singers 

SCX 6615 (TCSCX 6615) 

.V: ' . . 

10 HARVEST (EMI) 
154 
Wire SHVL819 (TC-SHVL 819) 
11 ISLAND (EMI) 
ROCKERS FILM SOUNDTRACK 
Various ILPS9587 
12 MAGNET (EMI) 
FOR WHY YOU KICKA MY DONKEY 
Brakes MAGL 5029 (TCMAGL 5029) 
13 MERCURY (PHONOGRAM) 
THE NEWS 
Lindisfarne 9109 626 
HERE'S ESTHER . ARE YOU READY 
Esther Phillips 9100 065 
THEJUKES 
Southside Johnny & The Asbury Jukes 9100 067 
INTOTHEMUSIC 
Van Morrison 9102 852 

14 OASIS (EMI) 
E EQUALS MC2 
Giorgio Moroder OASLP 507 (OASMC 507) 

15 PHILIPS (PHONOGRAM) 
SONGS OF MY HOMELAND 
Harry Secombe 9109 232 
SPOTLIGHT ON PETERS & LEE 
Peters 8 Lee 6625 040 

16 UNITED ARTISTS 
A DIFFERENT KIND OF PENSION 
Buzzcocks UAG 30260 

17 WAVERLEY (EMI) 
THE PIPERS' SALUTE 
Lothian & Borders Police Pipe Band GLN 1011 (TC GLN 1011) 

Get tl® facts 
It's your business to read Music Week. Every week. 

The paper that keeps track of all the issues that matter in the 
music business. 

So keep track of a whole year's issues - subscribe now. 

mysic mm 
The paper it's your business to read. 

9 EMI AMERICA 
HOLLYWOOD 
Carl Davis 1NA 1504 (TC-INA 1504) 

/  
I SUBSCRIPTION RATES .UK £23.00 Europe S52.00 | Middle Easi, Norih Africa 
| S77.00 U S A South I America, Canada, Africa. | India, Pakistan S90.00 I Australia, Far East, Japan I SI0600 ' All the above rates include | air mail postage 
K,  

Please send me Music Week every week for one year I 

1 enclose a Cheque PO value  
Post this coupon today with your remtllance to 
Jeanne Henderson Morgan Grampian House. 
3UCalderwood Street. London SE18 60H .y 
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ATMOSFEAR  D 
BACCARA B 
RLACKFOOT H 
blonde on BLONDE H 
BRAKES T 
brown, RANDY I 
CIRKISS N 
CORDS D 
COUCHOIR R 
DALEK-I  T 
DOOLEYS  T 
DRAY TON'S rwo I 
EAST SIDE BAND R 
EVANS, Bryan S 
45's C 
FCC B 
FLIRTS H 
FREEZE P 
GAYLE, Crystal H 
INNER CIRCLE W 
JABARA, Paul D 
LINDSAY, Jimmy W 
MATCHBOX  R 
MODERN ENGLISH D 
MORRISON, Van  B 
OWENS, Gwen D 
POUSSEZ C 

RAFFERTY.Jim . K RAMBLERS  -r 
rentals    
ROBINSON, Smokey  r 
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC 

ORCHESTRA   p 
SMALL FACES/ 

BIRDS/BOWIE/GRAY H STATUS QUO ' w STEPP, Richard , u 
TOcc. , .   , 
TEtT    
TELEPHONE. 
THIRDWORLD 
THREE DEGREES  
WAILING SOULS. 
WARREN, Ellie  
WEBBERS, Vivien , . j 
WILD BEASTS   ...M 
WILLIAMS, Deniece 1 
WILSON, Mary.  r 
YOUNG, John Paul | 

DISTRIBUTORS CODE A - Rye, C ~ CBS, W WEA, E - EMI. F - Phonodisc, H H R. Taylor. L — Lugtons, R - RCA, S - Selocta, X - Clyde Factors, Z — Enterpise. CR — Croolo, P — 
Pinnacle, RT — Rough Trade, SH — Shannon. Q Charmdalo. G — Lightning, SP — Spartan, FP — Faulty Products 

^AIT DIVERS, La Bombe Humaine, 
TELEPHONE. Pathe/Marconi 
PMT 102(E) 

R 
JUMP THE GUN, Falling In Love 

Again, THREE DEGREES, Ariola 
ARO 183/AROC 183 (A) 

JUST A GAME, Cheat Heart Dub, 
VIVIEN WEBBERS. Island WIP 
6529 (E) 

LISTQiGS 

B 
BABY I WANT YOU, That Didn't 

Hurt Too Bad, FCC. RCA PB 
1598(R) 

BODY TALK, By 1999, BACCARA. 
RCA PB 5635 (R) 

BRIGHT SIDE OF THE ROAD, 
Rolling Hills, VAN MORRISON 
Mercury 6001 121 (F) 

COME ON, DO IT, You're All I Have, 
POUSSEZ. Vanguard VS 
5015/12 VSL 5015 (A) 

COULDN'T BELIEVE A WORD, 
Lonesome Lane, THE 45's. 
STIFF BUY 52(E) 

CRUISIN', The Humming Song 
(Lost For Words), SMOKEY 
ROBINSON. Motown TMG 1163 
IE) 

DANCING IN OUTER SPACE, Outer 
Space, ATMOSEAR. Elite 
DAZZ 1 (G) 

DISCO WEDDING, Honeymoon, 
PAUL JABARA. Casablanca 
CAN 160/CANL 160 (A) 

DON'T WANNA DANCE, Hold Me 
Like You Never Had Me, GWEN 
OWENS. Atlantic K 11335 (W) 

DROWNING MAN, Silent World, 
MODERN ENGLISH. Limp2(P) 

HALF THE WAY, Room For One 
More, CRYSTAL GAYLE. CBS 
7859(C) 

HE'S THE KIND OF BOY YOU 
DON'T FORGET, Give Him A 
Great Big Kiss, FLIRTS. Magnet 
MAG 153 IE) 

HEY GIRL/LEAVING HERE, London 
Boys/In Crowd, SMALL 
FACES/BIRDS/BOWIE/DOBIE 
GRAY. Decca FR 13864 IS) 

HIGHWAY SONG, Road Fever, 
BLACKFOOT Atlantic K 11368 
(W) 

HOLD ON I'M COMING, Love In 
The Afternoon, BLONDE ON 
BLONDE. Pye 7P 123/12P 123 
(A) 

HOLLYDAY IN HOLLYWOOD, 
Good To Have You, RICHARD 
STEPP. Harbor HRB 2 (P) 

I CAN'T GET YOU OUT OF MY 
SYSTEM, I Don't Wanna Lose 
You, JOHN PAUL YOUNG, 
Ariola ARO 185(A) 

I FOUND LOVE, Are You Thinking, 
DENIECE WILLIAMS. CBS 7858 
(C) 

I THOUGHT OF YOU TODAY, Use 
It, RANDY BROWN Parachute 
RRS 508 (A) 

I'M NOT IN LOVE, For You And I, 
lOcc. Mercury 6008 043 (F) 

IT WAS WRITTEN DOWN, Play 
Dah Spouge, DRAYTON'S 
TWO. Sire SIR 4013 IW) 

I'VE GOT A CRUSH ON YOU, New 
York, RENTALS. Beggars 
Banquet BEG 24 (W) 

K 
KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY, Oh, Lucy, 

JIM RAFFERTY. Decca FR 
13861 (S) 

LOVERS' THEME, The Other Side 
Of Me, ELLIE WARREN, Pye 7P 
135(A) 

m 
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM, Another 

Noun, THE WILD BEASTS. 
Fried Egg EGG002(P) 

i 
NOW IT'S GONE, Don't Go Back, 

CORDS. Polydor2059 141 (F) 
NUMBER 1 GIRL, Where Do We Go 

From Here, CIRKISS. WEA K 
18076 (W) 

PARANOIA, Psychodelic 
Nightmares, FREEZE. A1 A1,1A 
(P) 

PRINCE REGENT, Melancholy 
Serenade, ROYAL PHIL- 
HARMONIC ORCHESTRA. 
Decca F 13865 (S) 

PULL BACK THE NIGHT, Sail 
Away, T&T. Polydor 2059 155 
(F) 

RED HOT, Midnight Dancer, MARY 
WILSON. Motown TMG 1163 
(E) 

RENDEZ-VOUS, Waiting For You, 
EAST SIDE BAND. RAK 298 (E) 

ROCKABILLY REBEL, I Don't 
Wanna Boogie Alone, 
MATCHBOX. Magnet MAG 155 
(E) 

ROLL THE DICE, No Longer 
Needed, COUCHOIR. Warner 
Brothers K 17459 (W) 

SAVE THE CHILDREN, I Can Run, 
BRYAN EVANS. EMI INT 596 
(E) 

SOMETHING FUNNY, Dub Funny 
Something, WAILING SOULS. 
Island WIP 6522(E) 

THE SPARROW, Lollipops And 
Skipping Ropes, RAMBLERS. 
Dccca F 13860 (S) 

THE CHOSEN FEW, A Million To 
One, THE DOOLEYS. GTO GT 
258(C) 

THE WAY I SEE IT, Never Making 
Love, BRAKES. Magnet MAG 
154(E) 

THE WORLD, We're All Actors, 
DALEK-I. Vertigo DALEK 2 (F) 

TONIGHT FOR ME, The Story Has 
Been Told. THIRD WORLD. 
Island 12X WIP 6523 IE) 

W 
WE'A' ROCKERS, I've Got The 

Handle/Standing Firm, INNER 
CIRCLE. Island 12X WIP 6498 IEI 

WHATEVER YOU WANT, Hard 
Ride, STATUS QUO. Vertigo 
6059 242 (Fl 

WHERE IS YOUR LOVE, Daughters 
Of Babylon, JIMMY LINDSAY. 
RCA GEMS 9/129 (R) 

NISI «ONIv 

From the publishers ®S Melody Maker... 

This yssf most important release. 

U 
iJ 

v 

It s a totally new music newspaper \\ ritten specifically tor playing 
musicians. Professional, semi-professional and enthusiastic amateur - 
a marker char's growing at a phenomenal rate We ve got a team of 
the best music journalists in the business and we re publishing 
weekly — so above all else this is a paper that s alive, vital and 
never more than 7 days old. And in today s music climate that s 
important! So important we re grabbing the limelight with a 
promotional budget of C75.000 
To say we're confident of success is an understatement. And because 
wo believe in backing 'certs we're making a special offer to 
advertisers. During the first 1) weeks after the launch you can 
get 6 insertions for the price of 4 For all the facts and 
information get in touch with Tim Hartley at Surrey House, 
Throwley Way. Sutton. Surrey SMI 4QQ(01-b43 8040) 

Launch date: 19th September and every Wednesday. 

Plug in and read...and advertise 
P A n C OO 
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CHART FOR 
PERIOD 
AUG. 27- 
SEPT. 1 

O PLATINUM LP (300,000 units as o( Jan '791 
® GOLD LP (lOO.OOOunitsasof Jan 79) 

c 
  1 - REENTRY 

ORDER FORM CHART 
-—■> 

0 
J—f SILVER LP 
'—I (60,000 units as of Jan 79) 

This Lost VVks on TITLE/Art.st (producer) Week Week Chan   Label number Last Wks on TITLE Artist (producer) Publisher Week Chan 
^ IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR 
• Led Zeppolin (J. Page) Swan Song SSK 59410(W) 

23 DISCOVERY 
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne) Jot JETLX 500(C) 
SLOW TRAIN COMING 
Bob Dylan CBS 86095(C) 

44 THE BEST DISCO ALBUM IN THE WORLD 
Various O WEAK 58062 (W1 

56 I AM 
Earth Wind & Fire (M. White/A. McKay) CBS 86084 !C l 

BREAKFAST IN AMERICA 
Supertramp (Supertramp.-Petcr Henderson) O A&M AMLK 63708IC) 

VOULEZ VOUS 
Abba IB Andorsson B Ulvaeus) O 

Epic EPC 86086(0 

PARALLEL LINES Blondie (Mike Chapman) Chrysalis CDL 1192(F) 

OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR 
Police (Police) 

A&M AMLH 68502(C) 

10 
STREET LIFE 
Crusaders MCA MCF 3008(C) 

11 REPLICAS 
Tuboway Army (G Nu; 

Beggars Banquet BEGA 7IW) 

12: MANILOW MAGIC 
Barry Monilow (Ron Dante/Barry Manilowl 

Arista ARTV 2(F) 

13 i NIGHTOWL 
Gerry RaMerty (H Murphy 'G. RaHerty) 

United Artists UAK 30238(E) 

1416 TUBEWAY ARMY 
Tuboway Army 

Beggars Banquet BEGA 4 (W) 

15i DOWN TO EARTH 
Rainbow 

Polydor POLD 5023(F) 

1615 SOME PRODUCT CARRI ON SEX PISTOLS 
Sax Pistols (J. Varnon) Virgin VR 2(C) 

17 26 MIDNIGHT MAGIC 
Commodores (Carmlchael/Commodores) 

Motown STMA 8032(E) 

I81 MORNING DANCE 
Spyro Gyra IBeckstein/Calandra) Infinity INS 2003(C) 

191 HIGHWAY TO HELL 
AC/DC (Robert John Large) 

Atlantic K 50628 (W) 

20- WELCOME TO THE CRUISE 
Judle Tzuke IJ. Punter) Rocket TRAIN 7(F) 

21 INTO THE MUSIC 
Van Morrison 

Vertigo 9120 852 (Fl 

2221 BRIDGES 
John Williams (S. Myers) 

Lotus WH 5015 (K) 

23 ^ MANIFESTO 
Roxy Music (Roxy Music) 

Polydor POLH 001 (F) 

24 THE BEST OF THE DOOLEYS 
The Dooleys (Ben Findon) 

GTO GTTV 038(C) 

25: EXPOSED 
Mike Old field (Newell/Oldfield) Virgin VD 2511 (C) 

2637 BATOUTOFHELL 
Moat Loaf (Todd Rundgren) 

Epic/Cleveland International EPC 82419 (C) 

2724 LIVE KILLERS 
Queen (Queen) 

EMI EMSP 330(E) 

283= BAD GIRLS 
Donna Summer (Moroder/Bellotte/Summer/Koppars) Casablanca CALD 5007 (A) 

29 ROCK'N'ROLL JUVENILE 
Cliff Richard EMI EMC3307(E) 

3028 COMMUNIQUE 
Dire Straits (J. Wexler/B. Beckett) (J. Jankol) 

Vertigo 9102 031 (F) 

31 20 GOLDEN GREATS 
Beach Boys O Capitol EMTV 1 (E) 

3282 OUTOFTHEBLUE 
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne) Jet JETDP 400(C) 

33 FEAR OF MUSIC 
Talking Heads Sire SRK 6076 (W) 

34' DRUMS AND WIRES 
XTC 

Virgin V 2129 (CJ 

35: DO IT YOURSELF 
Ian Dury 

Stiff SEEZ 14(E) 

36: DIRE STRAITS 
Dire Straits (Muff Winwood) 

Vertigo 9102 021 (Fl 

37 = THE VERY BEST OF LEO SAYER 
Leo Sayer O 

Chrysalis CDL 1222(F) 

38 STRING OF HITS 
Shadows EMI EMC 3310(E) 

39" EDDIE COCHRAN SINGLES ALBUM 
Eddie Cochran (Cochran/Cophart) United Artists UAK 30244 (E) 

40 45 23 LASTTHEWHOLE NIGHT LONG Q 
James Lost (James Last)  Polydor PTD 001 IF) 

411 NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES 
lan Dury & The Blockheads O 

Stiff SEEZ 4(E) 

42 = 3 SZ's (Chris Blackwoll) Island ILPS 9580(E) 

433 TEENAGE WARNING 
Angolic Upstarts 

Warner Brothers K 56717 (Wl 

44 THE GREAT ROCK AND ROLL SWINDLE 
Sox Pistols (Various) 

Virgin VD 2510(C) 

45 WAR OFTHE WORLDS 
Jeff Wayne's Musical Version 

CBS 96000 WOW 100 (C! 

46' RISQUE 
Chic (Edwerds/Rodgers) 

Atlantic K 50634 (W) 

47 ! LOOK SHARP 
Joo Jackson 

A&M AMLH 64743(C) 

48 AT BUDOKAN 
Bob Dylan (D De Vito) 

CBS 96004 (C) 

49 NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS, HERE'S THE SEX PISTOLS 
Sox Pistols (Chris Thomos/Bill Price) O Virgin V 2086 <CI 

50 RICKIELEE JONES 
Rickie Lee Jones (L. Waronker/R Titelman) 

Warner Brothers K 56628 (Wl 

51 RUMOURS Q 
Rootwood Mac (Fleotwood Mac'CaillatyDashut) 

Warner Brothers K 56344 (W^ 

52 WE ARE FAMILY 
Sister Sledge (Edwards/Nile) 

Atlantic K 50587 (W) 

53 20 ALL TIME GREATS 
Roger Whittaker Polydor POLTV 8 (Fl 

54 < BLACK ROSE - A ROCK LEGEND 
Thin Lizzy (Tony Visconti'Thin Lizzy) 

Vertigo 9102 032(F) 

55 i BACK TO THE EGG 
Wings (Paul McCartney'Chris Thomas) 

Pnrlophone PCTC 257 (El 

56 ^ TONIC FORTHETROOPS 
Boomtown Rots (Robert John Longe) 

Ensign ENVY 3(F) 

57' RUST NEVER SLEEPS Neil Young and Crazy Horse (Young) 
Reprise K 54105 (W) 

58' CITY TO CITY 
Gerry Rafferty 

United Artists U AS 30104 (El 

59 BOP TILL YOU DROP 
Ry Cooder Warner Brothers K 56691 (W) 

60. 5 
J. J. Cale 

Shelter ISA 5018(E) 

61 SPIRITS HAVING FLOWN 
Bee Gees (Bee Gees) O RSO RSBG 001 (F) 

62 = PLASTIC LETTERS 
Blondie (Richard Gottohrer) 

Chrysalis CHR 1166(F) 

63- | THE BESTOF EARTH WIND & FIRE VOL, 1 
Earth Wind & Fire 

64 LODGER 
David Bowie (Tony Visconti/David Bowie) 

RCA BOWLP 1 (R) 

65 DARK SIDE OFTHE MOON 
Pink Floyd (Pink Floyd) O Harvest SHVL 805(E) 

66- GO WEST 
Village People (Jacques Morali'N Belolo) 

Mercury 9109 621 (Fl 

67 f FOUR SYMBOLS 
Led Zeppelin 

Atlantic K 60008 (Wl 

68 < TAKE IT HOME 
B. B. King (S. Lovine) 

MCA MCF 3010 (C) 

69 A NEW WORLD RECORD 
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne) O Jet JETLP200 (C) 

70' 
MIRRORS 
Blue Oyster Cult 

CBS 86087(C) 

71 SEMI-DETACHED SURBURBAN 
Manfred Mann EMI EMTV 19(E) 

72 SKY 
Sky (Sky/Clnrke/Hoydonl 

Ariola ARLH 5022(A) 

73 THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT 
The Who (J. Entwistle) 

Polydor 2675 179(F) 

74 THE UNDERTONES 
Undertones Sire SRK 607UW) 

75 SHOOTING STARS 
Dollar Corroro CAL 111 (W) 

ABBA  7 AC/DC 19 ANGELIC UPSTARTS , . 43 B 52'3 .  43 BEACH BOYS .3! BEE GEES  61 BLONDIE 8,62 BLUE OYSTER CULT  70 BOOMTOWN RATS . . . . 56 BOWIE, David 64 CALE. J.J 60 CHIC 46 COCHRAN, Eddie  . 39 COMMODORES  .17 COODER. Ry 59 CRUSADERS 10 DIRE STRAITS 30.36 DOLLAR   ..75 DOOLEYS 24 DURY, Ion 41,35 DYLAN. Bob 2,48 EARTH WIND AND FIRE . . 5.63 ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 3,69.32 FLEETWOODMAC  51 JACKSON, Joo  47 JONES. Rickie Leo   57 KING, B.B 68 LAST, James , 40 LED ZEPPELIN 1,67 MANILOW, Barry  .12 MANN Manfred  71 MEAT LOAF  26 MORRISON, Van 25 PINK FLOYD  72 POLICE  9 QUEEN  .27 RAFFERTY Gerry .. .13.58 RAINBOW  15 RICHARD. Cliff 29 SAYER. Leo  37 SEX PISTOLS . .16,49.44 SHADOWS 38 SISTER SLEDGE  52 SKY  . .72 SPYRO GYRA .18 SUMMER, Donna. . 28 SUPERTRAMP 6 
THE BEST DISCO ALBUM IN THE WORLD ... 4 TALKING HEADS 33 THIN LIZZY  54 TUBEWAY ARMY  11, 14 TZUKE, Judie 20 VILLAGE PEOPLE 66 WAYNE, Jeff  45 WILLIAMS, John 22 WINGS  55 WHITAKER 53 XTC  34 YOUNG, Noil 57 

DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A Pye, C - CBS. W - WEA, E - EMI, F ' Phonodisc, R — RCA, S Selecta, Z - Enterprise, K K Tel, D - Arcade, B Ronco M - Multiple Sound. Y Relay. Q - Chamdale, SP - Spanan. 

MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE 
COMPILED BY BMRB ON 
RETURNS FROM 450 
CONVENTIONAL RECORD 
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH 
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS 
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT 
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs 
RETAILING AT £2.25 AND 

UPWARDS. 

X (> bX .<* 
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HEADBOYS 
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CADILLY 

HALLAM 

□ LUXEK IBOURG 

RE WE TO TOLERATE EVENATEMPORARY 

EVIVAL OF THE OLD SYSTCM. IN TH 

AME OF REASON, WH^ IF THEIR BMINS 
Aite INTO THE WRONG GROOVca 

WELL^WE CAN MAKE FRESH GROOVES. 

THE HEADBOYS 

RS0 40 

ORDER from polydor s own distribution company 
POLYGRAM RECORD SERVICES LTD (FORMERLY PHONODISC). CLYDE WORKS, GROVE ROAD, ROMFORD. ESSEX RM6 4QR. TELEPH0NE:.01 -590 6044. 
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r CONQUERING AMERICA 
has been a long, uphill bailie for 
Chapman, one half of the Mike 
Chapman/Nicky C h i n n 
partnership, one ol the UK pop 
industry's most enduring and 
successful pop teams which has 
lasted for almost nine years. 

In the early 1970s Chinnichap was 
responsible for a slack of hits by 
such names as Sweet, Mud and Su/.i 
Quairo. Four years ago. however. 
Chapman decided to settle in Los 
Angeles where he heads the US 
Chinnichap operation begun last 
January. Meanwhile in London, 
partner Nicky Chinn continued to 
look after the Clargcs Street, W.L, 
offices. 

While Chinn and Chapman have 
continued their songwnting 
partnership, Chapman has preferred 
to take more of a production seat 
than Chinn — and there is no doubt 
that it is a decision which has paid 
dividends. Last year he scored two 
consecutive American number one 
hits with Exile's Kiss You All Over 
and Nick Gilder's Hot Child In The 
City (the latter took over the top 
spot from the former). This success 
has been further consolidated by 
Blondie's Heart Of Glass and 
Sunday Girl lopping the American 
charts and The Knack's My 
Sharona. An amazing feat when one 
considers that until Kiss Me All 
Over, which was penned by Chinn 
and Chapman, the only successes 
Chinnichap had enjoyed in the US 
were with Smokie's Living Next 
Door To Alice, and Sweet's Little 
Willie and Ballroom Blitz. 

Mike Chapman's new-found 
success fills him with a certain 
amount of satisfaction and he feels 
that he has paid his dues so far as the 
American market is concerned. 
Although Chinnichap now has plush 
offices on Hollywood's famous 
'Sunset Strip' and record companies 
and artists are queuing up for his 
services, that has not always been 
the picture. 

He admits; "1 have lived in the 
US for about four and a half years 
now and for three years no one took 
much notice of me. It was always the 
same; people would tell me: 'It's no 
good, you have been making records 
in the UK for too long. It will never 
happen for you now in the Stales'." 

Depressed by these comments, but 
determined, Chapman spent every 
available minute listening to 
American radio, reading all the 
American music trade magazines, 
analysing the charts and finding out 

1 i 

He has been described as the man with the Midas touch and 
certainly tew would disagree that 1979 in rock music history 

i oe remembered as being tSie year of producer Mike 

u tc a 0f five number one singles in the 3A within tlje space of 12 months — most recently with 
^ie Knack s My Sharona which co-incided with the band's 

imapman-produced album, The Knack topping the album 

ou ""'a ChaPma" ''lias fina,1y come in from the cold so far as the American recording business is concerned. CHRIS 
WHSTE reports from Los Angeles. 

what was happening on the live rock 
music scene. 

"It look me a couple of years to 
understand the American market 
and I must have heard just about 
every single to be released, but I was 
determined to succeed. What kepi 
me going was the resolve that the 
record business needed someone 
who knew what he was talking about 
— I fell that there were, and still are, 
only a handful of people who could 
justly be said to understand the 
industry." 

The breakthrough came with Exile 
and Kiss Me All Over. He and Chinn 
had been working with the 
Kentucky-based band for some three 
years but Chapman was determined 
not to release anything until he fell 
that the time and the ingredients 
were right. 

"I'd actually cut some material 
with the band but wasn't satisfied 
with the results. Originally someone 
had heard them playing in Kentucky 
and sent me a tape. The band had 
been around for years, but I liked 
what 1 heard. 

Flight record 

"We waited until we figured that 
we had the right record but even 
then it didn't happen overnight. The 
single, Kiss Me All Over, was 
recorded in November 1977, but it 
was another six months before it was 
released. It was finally issued in 
April last year and hit the number 
one spot in the September. At the 
same lime, Nick Gilder was climbing 
the charts with Hot Child In The 
City and at one point they held first 
and second positions in the Top 
Ten." 

Kiss You All Over was a 

yet 

VCL Video Services, best known for 
music productions on video cassette 
have now opened a new video studio in 
the heart of London, combining full studio 
facilities and production services. 

Our rates are really competitive, so why 
not come and see us or at least contac 
Patricia Elsesser who will send you our 
brochure. 

VCL Video Studios Limited 
58 Parker Street, 
London,W.C.2. 

Tel; 01 404 0777 

- 

MIKE CHAPMAN 
worldwide hit, although Gilder's 
record failed to register in the UK. 
Chapman is philosophical about 
that: "Well, obviously it would have 
been nice for it to have been a hit in 
Britain, but it wasn't right for the 
market. It was a good record, 
though, and deserved its American 
success." 

Three years ago Terry Ellis of 
Chrysalis asked Chapman if he 
would like to work with a band 
called Blondie. 

"I kept pulling him off for 
various reasons, but then one 
evening 1 was watching the band at 
the Whisky-a-Gogo in Los Angeles, 
just about the lime that Ellis was 
signing them to Chrysalis. He asked 
me again and shortly afterwards 1 
made the decision to record 
Blondie." 

Chapman produced the two 
albums, Parallel Lines and Plastic 
Letters and the number one singles 
(both sides of the Atlantic), Heart 
Of Glass and Sunday Girl. He has 
recently finished making a third 
album with the band in New York 
which is scheduled for autumn 
release. 

He says confidently: "1 think it 
contains three or four potential 
number ones for the British market. 
We're all very happy with the way 
that it has turned out. I don't think 
that it will be a disappointment to 
the fans, although it is very different 
from Parallel Lines . . . more 
abstract, loose and aggressive." 

Coed fraeiids 
Chapman continues: "Blondie is a 

group that will go on and on, and in 
a lot of different directions. They 
will continue to change — they have 
in the 18 months that I have been 
working with them. Most of the 
songs we actually write in the studio. 
It's a fun relationship and we arc 
very good friends which is 
important." 

While the Chinnichap team 
continues to have successes in the 
UK — several of their songs have 
been made hits by Racey — Mike 
Chapman admits that he is now 
more interested in the lucrative 
American market. 

"The English music scene is so 
confusing at (he moment, although 
there are two or three artists I would 
love to work with — unfortunately 
they are all lied up contractually. 1 
think both Rachel Sweet and Lenc 
Lovich are great talents and I d like 

to work with them in the studios. 
Nick Lowe is another artist I have a 
lot of admiration for, 

"I still keep a close eye on what is 
happening in the UK and I like some 
of the records that come out there. 
However, the British market doesn't 
change very much whereas in the US 
it is changing all the lime. The 
British music scene is still loo 
involved in aggressive politically- 
motivated rock whereas the 
American's look for something very 
different. They want to listen to pop 
music and be entertained and not be 
faced with political problems." 

The American breakthrough of 
Suzi Quatro, after hits everywhere in 
the world except her homeland, has 
pleased him. The lady finally 
charted in the US with If You Can't 
Give Me Love, which was also her 
UK comeback and has followed up 
with Stumblin' In, the duet with 
Chris Norman of Smokie. 

Hit singles 

"We've done a new album which 
is the real Suzi Quairo — all Rock 
'n' Roll — and the previews have 
been fantastic. My philosophy is as 
long as you have two hit singles on 
an album then you're okay and this 
LP definitely has them. 

"We don't work with Smokie 
anymore, of course, although their 
manager Bill Hurley came into the 
Hollywood office to play me some 
of their new stuff. The band haven't 
made much impression on the 
American market and the new LP is 
a big change for them. Like all the 
other bands we have worked with, 
and with whom we have split, they 
have gone in a completely opposite 
direction musically. I hope that 
Smokie continue to be successful in 
their own markets, but 1 doubt that 
they will succeed here — they just 
don't understand the US music 
scene." 

Chapman and Nicky Chinn still 
write together occasionally. 

"Only when it's necessary, 
however," he points out. "It is 
pointless releasing an album if it 
doesn't have a hit included, so that is 
usually where we come in. Recently 
we have written new material for 
Suzi and Tanya Tucker, but our 
output has been low. The funny 
thing with Racey, who have had 
several hits with our songs for Rak, 
is that they have recorded songs 
which were all originally meant for 
other artists and bands," 

The next step in the Mike 
Chapman/Nicky Chinn story is the 
launch of a new company. 
Dreamland Records, in January. 

"We don't know as yet who will 
be distributing the label, but it is an 
important step for us," Chapman 
says. "We have had the idea for a 
long lime but have wailed until now 
to sec it materialise. The Eighties 
seemed an opportune time to launch 
a new company and from next 
January the present company, 
Chinnichap, will be no more." 

First release from Dreamland 
Records will be a single and an 
album by Chapman's latest 
recording find, a band called 
Nervous Wrex, 

"1 reckon that by now I have 
reached saturation point so far as 
producing is concerned. The other 
night I actually went out and saw a 
gig, which is the first such occasion 
for a long lime. 

"I've no time to produce anybody 
else and if I did happen to sec an 
artist or band that I would like to 
work with, then it would be very 
frustrating. I try to listen to all the 
tapes that 1 have sent in, but it gets 
difficult finding the time to play 
them all. 

Work together 

"One solo artist 1 will be working 
with is Tanya Tucker, the American 
singer whom I've wanted to produce 
for four years. I kept sending 
messages to her management but no 
one ever took any notice, then 
somebody overheard me talking 
about her. The next thing was that 
her agent had sent her into my 
office and we decided there and 
then to work together. 

"Tanya's one of the best singers 
in the world and very easy to work 
with. There won't be a big change of 
style with her next album, but it 
should hopefully win her a platinum 
disc which is something that she has 
never had before." 

Another of Chapman's ambitions 
for the near future is to build his 
own recordings studios. Most of his 
work is done in studios in Glendale, 
Los Angeles, and although he has in 
the past also worked a lot in West 
German studios, he has gradually 
been phasing that out. Chapman 
travels to New York for his 
recording sessions with Blondie. 

"I've really achieved everything 
that I have wanted to achieve — 
making hit records is the only thing I 
know that I can do well. I guess I 
would like to be remembered as a 
major influence on the rock music 
scene, just as much as Elvis Presley, 
The Beatles and Phil Spector are all 
recalled. I know, though, that- I 
don't have a particular sound; the 
only sound I have is the sound of the 
groups that I produce. Nobody 
could ever listen to one of my 
records and say; "Ah yes, that's 
definitely a Mike Chapman 
production." 

Chapman also says: "Years ago a 
writer from a well-known English 
pop music paper interviewed me 
and the printed piece was very snide 
and suggested that the success of 
Nicky Chinn and myself could not 
last. The writer suggested that our 
string of hits with people like Mud, 
Sweet and Suzi Quairo would soon 
be exhausted and that would be the 
end of Chinnichap. 

Coawevor belt pop 

"That altitude was typical of what 
so many other people were also 
thinking about that lime. They 
considered Nicky and myself as 
manufacturers of conveyor-belt pop 
music which would be forgotten 
overnight. Well, in the last nine or 
ten years 1 have been involved with 
something like 63 hit records and I 
want another.one hundred before it 
all comes to an end. I'm determined 
to do it and I know that I shall 
succeed. 

"My artists believe in me and trust 
me and I don't ever want to let 
anybody down. It hurls me if 1 see 
any of them fail, and 1 feel it very 
personally if a record dies. In a way, 
my attitude makes life very lough 
because 1 want to see them all 
succeeding." 

"My artists believe in me and trust me 

and / don't ever want to let anybody down. 
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GARY NUMAN 
The Pleasure Principle. Beggar's 
Banquet BEGA 10. Producer: 
Artist. Numan has the son of 
haunting repetitive style people 
cither love or loathe and judging on 
the performance of Arc Friends 
Electric and current single Cars — 
which is on the album — there arc 
more than enough fans to ensure a 
strong chart performance. His 
autumn tour will also boost sales. 
Q 
VARIOUS 
Hot Tracks. K-Tel NE 1049. 
Producers: Various. A 20-lrack 
compilation of recent hits for those 
with a very catholic taste. The 
musical mix takes in artists such as 
Village People, Boomtown Rats, 
Eddie Grant. Chas & Dave, Mike 
Oldfteld and XTC One of the 
albums affected by the ITV 
blackout, but should still sell 
heavily. 
© 
SOUNDTRACK 
The Bitch. Warwick VVW 5061. A 
20-track compilation of which 19 
numbers are featured in the film of 
the same name. Artist line-up 
includes Herbie Hancock, Gloria 
Gaynor, Leo Sayer, Blondic and The 
Three Degrees, singing their most 
recent hits, while there is original 
material from Don Black and Biddu 
performed by Linda Lewis, The 
Stylistics, Drifters and Olympic 
Runners. A sizeable seller, in view of 
the film's box office ratings. 
o 
TALKING HEADS 
Fear Of Music. Sire SRK 6076. 
Producer: Brian Eno and Talking 
Heads. The New York combo have 
enjoyed some success with their 
"cultured" rock from the East 
Coast. Along with Television and 
Patti Smith they seem to have been 
labelled as "art" rock, and Brian 
Eno's presence on the album 
confirms this. His keyboard work 
seeps through most strongly on 
Memories Can Wail and he co-wrote 
the opener Zimbra. A free single 
containing a live version of their hit 
single Psycho Killer should help 
sales. 
o 
VARIOUS 
Burl Bacharach — In Concert. 
Music For Pleasure MFP 50442. 
Stiffs — Live (MFP 50445). Burl 
Ives — Junior Choice (MFP 50446). 
Motown Disco Magic (MFP 50448). 
Neil Diamond (MFP 50449). Hollies 
— Long Cool Woman In A Black 
Dress (MFP 50450). Six impressive 
budget albums which spearhead 
Music For Pleasure's autumn release 
plans, and they're among the 
strongest that the company has 
released to date. 

The Bacharach album is self- 
explanatory and includes many of 
the composer's greatest hits 
recorded in concert in Japan; Stiffs 
Live features Nick Lowe, Wreckless 
Eric, Elvis Coslello And The 
Attractions and Ian Dury And The 
Blockheads, and should attract 
many of the younger record buyers. 

The Burl Ives compilation 
features MCA recordings many of 
which are still firm family favourites 
while Motown Disco Magic is a 
strong compilation of music from 
Diana Ross, Tata Vega, The 
Commodores and Thelma Houston 
amongst others. The Diamond LP 
has three hits, Cracklin' Rosie, 
Sweet Caroline and Mr. Bojangles 
v/hich alone will sell it; and The 
Hollies' album includes no less than 
seven Top 10 hits. All represent 
excellent value for money and 
should be big money spinners 
betv/een now and Christmas. 
•••(each album) 
THEBANDOFTHE 
METROPOLITAN POLICE 
The Band Of The Metropolitan 
Police. Parade PRI) 2001. Parade is 
a new label, but it comes under the 
wing of the much more familiar 
Multiple Sounds Distributors. The 
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THE SLITS 
Cut. Island ILPS 9573. Producer: Dennis Bovell. Bovelle said he couldn't resist the Slits because they are so over the lop. 
That seems a much more honest reason than the meandering superlatives in the consumer press, hailing it as significant 
an. Bovell's influence is strong and obviously infectious as all the tracks use a rock steady dub reggae type bass, holding 
down primeval/ordal wailings from Ari. The cover of the three girls covered in mud confirms the impression. Should gel 
good airplay on John Peel and similar. 

accent will be on military and 
ceremonial music, and Parade's first 
release features a band which has 
been going now for more than 50 
years. Promotion will be via the 
specialist media and although this is 
hardly a chart album, there must be 
steady sales potential. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Military Musical Pageant 1979. 
Parade PRD 2002/3. A double 
album featuring music from the 
Massed Bands Of The Army playing 
at the military music pageant at 
Wembley Stadium. More than 1,600 
bandsmen from 51 bands took part 
and even if only their families buy 
this, then the album will have been 
well worth releasing. Attractive 
packaging will attract additional 
consumer interest. 

RAV CHARLES 
Ain't It So. London SH-L 8537. 
Producer: Artist. The Ray Charles 
market must be as well known to the 
dealer as is that rich, distinctive 
voice. Delightful treatments of One 
Of These Days and Some Enchanted 
Evening with classy orchestration. ** 

VARIOUS 
Flute And Gamelan Of West Java. 
Tangent TGS 137. Producer: Mike 
Steyn. As the title explains this LP 
features recording of traditional 

flute and percussion based 
orchestral music from West Java 
with titles such as Mupu Kembang 
(Collecting Flowers) and Srimpi 
Jakarta (Girl Dancers of the Court). 
If sometimes repetitive, the music is 
some of the most soothing and 
somnolent that can have been 
recorded. ** 
JERRY LEE LEWIS 
Jerry Lee Lewis. Hammer HMB 
7002. 
JOHNNY CASH 
Johnny Cash, Hammer HMB 7001. 
Two Everest Records productions 
picked up by Hammer. Tracks on 
the Lewis album include Long Tall 
Sally, Johnnie B. Goode, Hound 
Dog and Maybellinc. The Cash LP 
includes I Walk The Line and 
Folsom Prison Blues. Both cuts up 
to standard. 

ANITA O'DAY 
The Big Band Sessions. Verve 2632 
083. Producer: Norman Granz. A 
double album containing recordings 
by this stylish lady singer from the 
1959-61 era, backed by bands 
arranged and directed by Gary 
McFarland, Jimmy Giuffre, Johnny 
Mandel and Billy May. As usual 
with Ms O'Day, there is a cool, calm 
and totally collected atmosphere, 
with lots of atonality in the 
accompaniments, and crystal clear 
diction, perception and delivery by 
the star. She's worked on the road 

with bands led by Gene Krupa and 
Stan Kenton, so she's paid her dues, 
as the trite saying has it, and it shows 
in her completely professional 
approach to excellent songs from the 
pens of Cole Porter, Richard 
Rodgcrs, Jerome Kern and Harold 
Arlen among others. First-class 
singing and sobering inasmuch as 
one reflects that there's nobody 
around today like her recording 
songs like these in this manner. 

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
Voices. Planet K 52158. Producers: 
Various. Jimmy Webb's first 
venture into soundtracks with one 
track — Anything Thai's 
Rock'n'RolI — from Tom Petty and 
the Hearlbreakcrs. The MGM film, 
which centres on an aspiring singer 
and his deaf girlfriend who wants to 
be a dancer, is due for release later 
this year and will benefit sales. The 
Webb skill and style shines through. ** 
JOHNNIE RAY 
20 Golden Greats. Warwick PR 
5065. Given the TV exposure it is not 
currently getting, this collection of 
hits from a prc-rock legend who is 
unforgettable — and is louring UK 
cabaret venues again now — stands 
a good chance in an easily defined 
market. The man and the songs arc 
all well-enough known so in-store 
promotion could gel it moving 
without TV. 

STEFAN GROSSMAN 
Bottleneck Serenade. Transatlantic 
TRA 293. Producer: Artist. Like a 
rock in an ocean of changing 
musical fads this prolific and 
masterly guitarist stands for melodic 
and technical skill, and is here again 
demonstrating his ability to play 
bottleneck. Must sell to those who 
know him; also a good bet for in- 
storc play. 

LEO KOTTKE 
Balance. Chrysalis CHR 1234. 
Producer. Kenneth Buttrey. 
Probably still thought of first as a 
great 12-siring guitar player, Kottkc 
has moved more and more towards 
putting himself across as a singer. 
This LP which comprises mostly his 
own songs brings him closest yet to 
complete acceptance as such, but the 
lovely big thrashing guitar sound is 
given the limelight on several tracks, 
to happy good effect. 

THE JONES GIRLS 
The Jones Girls. Philadelphia PIR 
83831. The three sisters from Detroit 
have supported on tour names such 
as BB King, Little Richard and The 
Four Tops, but their first album for 
Philadelphia is something of a 
disappointment. While the overall 
result is very polished, professional 
and tuneful, one cannot help but 
think that they have been groomed 
to take over from previous 
Philadelphia record stars, the Three 
Degrees. Most of the material is 
from the experienced pens of 
Gamble and Huff, who saw the trio 
(surprise surprise) performing in a 
club, and The Jones Girls give 
spirited renditions. Something a 
little more substantial next time 
however might attract the record- 
buying public. 

MERLE HAGGARD 
Serving 190 Proof. MCA MCF 
3002. Haggard knows his public and 
his public know him. This album 
therefore should be a steady seller. 
Producers are Fuzzy Owen and 
Jimmy Bowen and many of the 
songs have been written by Haggard 
himself — Driftwood, Footlights 
and Sing A Family Song. An LP that 
will keep the fans happy. 

CINDY AND ROY 
Feel It. WEA K58053. Producer: 
Walter Kahn. Can You Feel It was a 
recent disco hit, and it is included 
here in the full-length version. The 
attractive looking duo have been the 
subject of much promotion by WEA 
and hopefully that can be converted 
into hard album sales. Pleasant 
listening — both at home or in the 
discotheques. Producer Kahn was 
responsible for the recent Karen 
Young hit. Hot Shot. ** 
TEDDY PENDERGRASS 
Teddy. Philadelphia PIR 83656. 
Former Blue Notes lead singer 
Teddy Pendergrass is not unlike 
Barry While in his gravelly, 
seductive voice style, so this is an 
album that will go down particularly 
well as late-night listening. Gamble 
and Huff, and McFadden and 
Whitehcad, have helped with the 
songs, and the result is an album 
that should reach a wide audience, 
given the necessary exposure. 
Includes the latest single. Turn Off 
The Lights. *•* 
L.T.D. 
Devotion. A&M AMLH 64771. For 
the unenlightened, LTD stands for 
Love, Togetherness And Devotion, 
and the group's history dales back as 
long as 11 years, although there have 
been various changes in personnel. 
Devotion is LTD's third album for 
A&M and includes Stand Up LTD, 
Dancin' 'N' Singing, Share My Love 
and the ballady Stranger. They're 
not quite in the Earth, Wind & Fire 
league yet but it look that band six 
or seven albums to break through 
commercially, so perseverance is 
probably the keynote here. 
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Serge Lama—the latest 

cross-channel hopeful 

PROMOTER ROBERT Paler son, 
above: "I have never seen a French 
performer who has so much in terms 
of audience communication. " 

Stiff tereites 

4Sfs sfiiigie 
STIFF HAS taken over distribution 
of Couldn't Believe A Word by the 
45's on Chopper Records. The 
company's staff heard the song on 
Mike Read's Radio One show and 
after finding it impossible to buy a 
copy from various retail outlets, 
decided to help out by releasing the 
record themselves. 

Members of the 45's arc Paul 
Metcalfe, John Warrencr, Jamie 
Woods and Phil Johnstonc. The 
band have been together for two 
years, originally calling themselves 
The Famous Five. Couldn't Believe 
A Word is their first record and sold 
out of its initial pressing by- 
Chopper, when each single retailed 
for 45p. 

W SIHIiil 

ONE OF the bravest music 
business gambles of the year will 
take place at the Royal Albert 
Hall in London on October 22 
when British concert promoter 
Robert Paterson presents 
French pop singer Serge Lama 
before a British Audience for 
the first lime. 

It will not be the first time that 
Paterson has literally put his money 
where his mouth is. Several years 
ago he introduced Demis Roussos to 
the British public at a time when the 
singer was virtually unheard of here. 
The result was a sell-out concert 
subsequently followed by a UK tour 
and big-selling albums and singles. 

Now Paterson is taking the chance 
again and with a French artist who is 
following a well-trodden path. 
Recent years have seen a number of 
major singing stars from France 
arriving in Britain for the obligatory 
TV spots and London concerts. 
Few, however, have actually 
managed to sustain UK success over 
a period of lime. 

The two who succeeded — for a 
lime — were Charles Aznavour and 
Sacha Distel, The ones who didn't 
include Gilbert Becaud, Francoisc 
Hardy, Juliette Greco, Mirielle 
Mathieau and the late Claude 
Francois. Significantly, France's 
best-known performer, Edith Piaf, 
never set foot in England, although 
she has always had big album sales. 

Lama's backers claim that in 
France he has sold more records 
than the Beatles ever did and in the 

her determination to wait for a fresh 
recording deal that would offer 
Helen "an appropriate amount of 
artistic freedom", says Barrow. 

"It is not the most difficult thing 
in the world to walk out and sign a 
basic recording contract. 1 have 
looked beyond the fundamentals, 
beyond the percentage and the 
advance in Helen's case because 1 
think it is most important that our 
deal is done with recording people 
who arc sympathetic musically as 
well as adventurous commercially. 
The last thing she needs is the type of 
pop corn she sang when she was a 
14-year-old chart topper in the early 
1960s." 

Helen Shapiro did make one 
album in 1977, All For The Love Of 
Music, which was a steady seller in 
Germany, Holland and elsewhere in 
Europe. Two singles from that 
album, Can't Break the Habit, and, 
Every Little Bit Hurts, were issued in 
Britain under a now obsolete Arista 
deal. lor several years in cabaret, 
Helen has been working with her 
own funky little four man band and 
the accent has been on jazzy soul- 
based material. "This is the sort of 
material and direction I am now 

PAGE40 

Edited by 
SUE FRANCIS 
Tel: 439 9756 

going in," says Helen. 
This year Helen got the chance to 

combine her vocal and acting talents 
in the financially unsuccessful West 
End show, The French Have A Song 
For It Since then she has been doing 
theatrical work including a revival of 
How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying at the 
Churchill Theatre, Bromley and 
later this month she takes over the 
meaty West End role of Nancy in 
Oliver. 

Barrow explains: "With a show 
like Oliver the obvious inclination is 
to update Nancy's As Long As He 
Needs Me for a single but we may 
easily finish up making this a strong 
B-side to a completely new A-sidc". 
Contact Tony Barrow at Tony 
Harrow Management, 51 Dcrwcnl 
Avenue, Kingston Vale, London 
SW15. 

SERGE LAMA 
earlier pan of this year he played for 
three months at Paris' famous Palais 
de Congress to a packed house of 
3,700 each night. He writes the lyrics 
to all his material, has had several 
hundred songs published and many 
cover versions, including Shirley 
Maclaine's show-slopping She's A 
Star. 

| Edited by | 
I CHRIS WHITE I 

Cracking other markets isn't new 
to Serge Lama. He is a great 
favourite in Canada — among the 
French population — and he was 
a great succcess in Russia. He 
acknowledges the difficulties of the 
UK market: "The language barrier 
is the main difficulty and there is a 
big gulf between French and English 

Walking back to 

happ -again 

HELEN SHAPIRO is returning to the recording studios after a two- 
year absence. And Tony Barrow, her personal manager, says: "I do 
not want to identify the parties involved in Helen's new recording deal 
as yet, but I hope she will be ready to get into the studios within the 
next few weeks. We want to hear the widest possible range of suitable, 
original numbers before those first sessions. For instance she would 
be interested to hear anything that might suit Gladys Knight." 

One reason for the lime gap was 

Stanya yp 

for sale? 
ROD McKUEN is reportedly 
considering the sale of his large 
U.S. mail-order record 
distribution company, Stanya 
Records, so that he can base 
himself in Brazil and concentrate 
on his new recording and 
television activities. 

McKucn recently said that he 
originally got into the record 
business out of frustration 
because certain record 
companies were not promoting 
his records the way he wanted 
them to and was now getting out 
because of (he same frustration 
— that of having so many 
records on (he label to supervise 
and being unable to devote 
energies to being an artist, 
composer and performer. 

The company which is the 
second largest mail-order in 
America, has some 200 albums, 
owned or leased, which includes 
some of McKucn's own, plus 
vintage soundtracks, jazz and 
MOR Stanya Records Co., 
8440 Santa Monica Blvd., Los 
Angeles 90069, California. 
(213)656 7311. 

songs", he says. "The French 
people can be conquered by the 
sheer chemistry onstage, or just by a 
great personality. With the British 
you have to conquer the language 
first." 

He says that it is an earnest 
attempt to break in the UK market 
and if reaction to the RAH concert is 
good, then he will be back for more 
dates. In the meantime. Phonogram 
is busy importing copies of his latest 
French album. 

Robert Paterson admits: "It is a 
massive commitment in terms of 
time and money, but 1 am sure that 
we will succeed. In my view Serge 
Lama lakes over where the other 
French singers like Aznavour and 
Because left off. . ." 

"1 have never seen a French 
performer who has so much in terms 
of audience communication and 
merely meeting him gives no 
indication of what he can do 
onstage. I have seen him ten times 
on stage in Pans and they have had 
to literally haul him off the stage. 
His performances are electrifying — 
1 would put him in the same class as 
people like Billy Joel, Neil Diamond 
and Sammy Davis." 

Paterson added: "Lama is 
determined to succeed which is 
important. And whether the Albert 
Hall is empty or full on October 22 
— and I can tell you from advance 
bookings that it is going to be the 
latter rather than the former — there 
will be other plans for his career here 
in Britain. Everyone is determined to 
break him as an artist in the UK." 

IHTsliiil 

brief... 

MARY WILSON, one of the 
founder members of the Suprcmes 
and now signed to Motown as a solo 
artist, starts her first solo tour of the 
UK during September. The dales co- 
incide with the release of her 
debut album on Motown, Mary 
Wilson, and a single, Red Hot. 

FIFTIES IDOL Johnny Ray returns 
to the UK for a two-month tour 
which includes seven dates at a 
London West End club. He will also 
be appearing at the Talk Of The 
Midlands in Derby, (he Lakeside 
Country Club and Bournemouth 
Winter Gardens. Warwick Records 
has just released a compilation 
album, Johnny Ray: 20 Greatest, 
which will be promoted on 
television. 

MAGNET HAS signed Brakes, a 
London-based band whose first 
album and single are released during 
September. The LP is called For 
Why You Kicka My Donkey and the 
single is entitled The Way I Sec It. 
Co-inciding with the releases, Brakes 
play a scries of dates at London's 
Marquee Club. 

FISCHER Z start a headlining UK 
(our (his month, following a series 
of successful dates in Holland, 
Belgium and Germany. The band 
plan to return to Europe in October 
for promotion of (heir album, Word 
Salad, which has gained release via 
United Artists Records in 23 
different countries. Fischer Z's 
current British single is First 
Impressions, taken from the LP. 

HELEN SHAPIRO looking for a 
song. 

Til® seareii ffw fc 

perfect sound 

THE BROTHERS Jones are a band tailor-made for today's market 
and are now ready to approach selected record companies for a tape 
lease deal. But this slate of readiness is by no means haphazard: 
"Instead," says John Jones, "we initiated extensive market research, 
the result of which quite simply revealed that there are certain 
ingredients that, if injected into certain music, will make a hit single." 

Intrigued, Tipshccl discovered 
that the band has been doing this 
research since January, examining 
the best selling singles from 1963 to 
1976 and all platinum singles 
thereafter. During this time, 
coincidenlally, material was 
published based on a similar study 
by Professor Voss of IBM, New 
York. Both studies agreed that we 
have a subconscious longing to 
observe change. Just as we admire 
a fast moving story in a novel, so in 
good music the notes must be 
unpredictable but closely related 
said Voss. 

Jones' study further elaborated 
that there are certain note sequences, 
intervals, chords and harmonic 
components which can achieve this 
similarity. 

Bearing this information in mind, 
the band decided to move in the 
direction of disco "with strong 

emphasis on crossover potential. 
"Actually our initial impression was 
that our disco/dance material was 
being greeted more enthusiastically 
than any other," says Jones. "Disco 
held around 8 per cent of the world 
market and was improving despite 
the UK's involvement with new wave 
and the Slates involvement with 
AOR. The sole object of the exercise 
was not science but music and to 
combine all relevant information 
into producing hits and particular 
platinum singles." 

For the past seven months, The 
Brothers Jones have been based in 
Jersey rehearsing and writing 
material for their debut record 
release. After a European tour this 
month, interested record companies 
or those curious for specifics on (he 
research can reach John E. Jones at 
"Tama", 37 Lore Lane, Favcrsham, 
Kent. Tel. Favcrsham 5293. 

iew to tSie network. . „ 
PHONOGRAM ACT, Network, is looking for management backing. The 

five-piece band consists of Gary Pickford Hopkins (vocals), John Gosling 
(keyboards), Graham Foster (guitar), Andy Pyle (bass) and Ron Berg 
(drums). The band's experience ranges from Blodwyn Pig, Savoy Brown, 
Wild Turkey, Rick Wakcman, The Kinks, Foster Brothers to Marshal 
Ham. Currently they are recording their first album, scheduled for winter 
release, with a single due out in the near future. For further infonmttion 
contact Dennis Collopy at Riva Music Ltd., (01)731 4131. 
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DISCO TOP 50 
i  . M 

Casablanca branches out 
A PERSONNEL reshuffle in the hierarchy of Cusabiancn 
Records could result in a broadening of musical policy for 
the top American disco oriented record company. 

Marvin Howell, recently appointed Casablanca label 
manager from his position in the promotion department 
at Pye, replaces Michael Hemmings, who is now Artist 
Liaison/Promotion Executive, acting in a co-ordinating 
capacity. 

"I'm going to try and take away the emphasis that 
Casablanca has right now on disco and broaden its base," 
Howell told Music Week. "There's a lot of product on 
Casablanca that wouldn't normally sec the light of day- 
over here and I want to make room for that. Disco has 
now peaked and a lot of people associate Casablanca just 
with disco. 

"Obviously we'll keep up our disco image because we 

Your way 

ml to the 

Forum 
A SEVEN-DAY excursion trip to 

the Billboard Disco Forum in 
Los Angeles next February, is 
being planned by 
Showslopper Promotions. 

The all-in excursion cost is 
£350 with an additional 
registration cost of £110, 
although operations director, 
Adrian Webb says that costs 
may change. 

Excursion fare includes air 
fare from London to LA and 
back, seven nights' 
accommodation in a hotel 
and return transfers from the 
airport. 

Full details from A drian at 
the Royalty Nitespot, 
Southgate, London N14. Tel: 
01-886 8141/4112. 

have so much good talent — Donna Summer and lots 
more — but there will be more varied releases." 

Howell reckons that Casablanca has "more potential 
than any other label" and h sets out to prove his point by 
releasing Cameo's Find My Way on 7" and 12" on 
September 14, David Castle's Hold Me Just A Little Bit 
Closer and Patrick Juvet's Swiss Kiss (21st). He also has 
product coming from Terri DiSario, the Sylvcrs and new 
albums from Donna Summer (a possible double before 
Christmas), Parliament and Cher (who will be in Britain 
at the end of September). 

Marvin Howell has a hard task ahead, however, since 
Casablanca's fortunes, under the various supervision of 
Matt Heywood, Robin Taylor and Michael Hemmings, 
have been spasmodic in the UK. 

iltoir® poMir from [F^® 

POWERPLAY — 18 Big Ones 
From 208 is the title given to Radio 
Luxembourg's disco link up with 
Pye. 

The album, on the Pye Popular 
label, is now in the shops, and since 
the only disco albums thai seem to 
sell in reasonable proportions are 
samplers and compilations, this one 
looks a good bet. 

Tracks featured arc Gel Down 
(Gene Chandler), Ride The Groove 
(Players Association), Come On 
And Do It (Pousscz), Que Tal 
America (Two Man Sound). Disco 
Circus (Martin Circus), Nanu Nanu 
(Daddy Dcwdrop), Dancin' At The 
Disco (LAX), Can You Feel The 
Force (Real Thing), The Runner 
(Three Degrees). Side Two: The 
Lone Ranger (Quantum Jump), 
Don't Hold Back (Chanson), Peg 
(Mike Mandel), Get Another Love 
(Chanlel Curtis), Turn The Music 
Up (Players Association), Whole 
Lotta Love (Blonde On Blonde), 

Save Your Love For Me (Space), 
From East To West (Voyage), Ain't 
That Enough For You (John Davis 
& The Monster Orchestra). 

Edited by 
JERRY GILBERT 

of Disco International 

Oo $mM 
SOUTH COAST disco people 
should note that Chic have added 
(he following dates to their 
forthcoming (our: Bournemouth 
Winter Gardens (October 5) and 
Brighton Conference Centre (7). 
Tickets for both concerts are priced 
at £5, £4 and £3. 

And Billy Paul is playing a one- 
off concert at London's 
Hammersmith Odeon on September 
7 with Billy Preston. 

Revoltinqly Supwrb 
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28 superb reggae 
tracks on one 
double album. 

Including 
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MUSIC PRESS ADVERTISING STARTS 

22/9/79,INCLUDING MIME, 

SOUNDS, AND RECORD MIRROR. 
Trojan Recording Lid. 326 Kcnsal Road. London WIO 5BL Distributed by CBS (969 3277) 

STRUT YOUR FUNKY STUFF. Frantiquc (Phil Int'l PIR 
7728) 
LOOKING FOR A LOVE TONIGHT. Fat Larry's Band 
(Fantasy FTC 79) 
STREET LIFE, Crusaders (MCA 513) 
GONE. GONE, GONE. Johnny Mathis (CBS 7730) 
LOST IN MUSIC. Sister Sledge (Atlantic K 11837) 
OOH! WHAT A LIFE, Gibson Brothers (Island WIP 6503) 
AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE, Earth Wind & Fire (CBS 
7721) 
YOU CAN DO IT, Al Hudson & The Soul Partners (ABC 
4256) 
SAIL ON, The Commodores (Motown TMG 115) 
MORNING DANCE, Spyro Gyra (Infinity INF 111) 
ANGEL EYES, Roxy Music (Polydor POSP 67) 
GOOD TIMES, Chic (Atlantic K 11310) 
REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL, Ian Dury (Stiff BUY 50) 
SEXY CREAM, Slick (Fantasy PTC 182) 
BAD GIRLS, Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 155) 
BORN TO BE ALIVE, Patrick Hernandez (Gem GEMS 4) 
SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET, Savoy (EMI 2951) 
IT IS TIME BABY, Jackie Moore (CBS 7722) 
BOOGIE DOWN (GET FUNKY NOW), Real Thing (Pye) 
SPACE BASS, Slick (Fantasy FTC 176) 
LET'S DANCE, The Bombers (Flamingo FM 4) 
WHEN YOU'RE NO. 1, Gene Chandler (20th Century TC 
2411) 
STRATEGY, Archie Bell & The Drells (Phil Int'l)* 
FIRST TIME ROUND, Sky (Salsoul SSOL 119) 
MOTOWN REVIEW, Phillu Cream (Motown) 
THE BITCH, Olympic Runners (Polydor POSP 62) 
GOTTA GO HOME, Boney M (Atlantic Hansa K 11351) 
YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU GOT, Me & You (Laser 
LAS 8) 
THE BOSS, Diana Ross (Motown TMG 1150) 
WHAT'CHA GONNA DO, Stephanie Mills (20lh Century TC 
2415) 
LIFE IN THE CITY PART 1, The Isleys (Epic EPC 7757) 
I'M A SUCKER FOR YOU LOVE, Tecna Marie (Motown 
TMG 1146) 
GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS, Kandidate (RAK 295) 
GANGSTERS, The Specials AKA (Two Tone) * 
FEEL THE REAL, David Bendelh (Sidewalk SID 113) 
EARTHQUAKE; Al Wilson (RCA FC 9399) 
CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT YOU, Tamiko Jones (Polydor 
STEP 1) 
SWITCH, Benelux & Nancy Dec (Scope SC 4) 
FOUND A CURE, Ashford & Simpson (Warner Bros. K 
17422) 
GROOVIN' YOU, Harvey Mason (Arista AR1ST 12 270) 
JINGO/DANCIN" AND PRANCIN', Candido (Salsoul SSOL 
121) 
SILLY GAMES, Janet Kat (Scope SC 2) 
GET ANOTHER LOVE, Chantal Curtis (Pye 12 5003) 
FOXHUNTIN', Idris Muhammad (Fantasy FTC 181) 
WE ARE FAMILY, Sister Sledge (Atlantic K 11293) 
AIN'T NO STOPPIN' US NOW, McFadden & Whitehead 
(Phil Int'l PIR 7365) 
BOOGIE WONDERLAND, Earth Wind & Fire And The 
Emotions (CBS 7292) 
GOT TO GIVE IN TO LOVE, Bonnie Boyer (CBS 779) 
I'VE GOT THE NEXT DANCE. Dencice Williams (CBS 
7399) 
WE ALL NEED LOVE, Domenic Troiano Capitol 16090) 

Imports 

r ' (2) 

2 (4) 
3 (1) 
4 (8) 
5 (5) 
6 (3) 
7 (11) 
8 (18) 

9 (40) 
10 (9) 
11 (16) 
12 (6) 
13 (12) 
14 (23) 
15 (10) 
16 (7) 
17 (13) 
18 (17) 
19 (15) 
20 (14) 
21 (28) 
22 (27) 

23 (36) 
24 (22) 
25 (20) 
26 (19) 
27 (21) 
28 (-) 
29 (24) 
30 (35) 

31 (34) 
32 (25) 

33 (26) 
34 (33) 
35 (43) 
36 (44) 
37 (-) 
38 (41) 
39 (-) 
40 (31) 
41 (37) 
42 (29) 
43 (30) 
44 (-) 
45 (42) 
46 (39) 

47 (32) 

48 (50) 
49 (38) 

50 (46) 
^denotes 

ONE BROADWA Y disco play, Gottu Go Disco, may have had only a short 
run, but another, Discoella, is now set to open for a season at London's 
Embassy Club. The musical follows a Cinderella theme and crosses the 
Atlantic from Fix's Place at the famous New York, New York discotheque. 
The concept of Fix's Place — a lunch lime theatre disco for the entire family — 
will be adopted by the Embassy, and Discoella will feature West End 
performers. The show will be hosted by Judith Ann Abrams, who appears as 
Pixie Judy. I hree packages will be offered at the Embassy in two separate 
sessions once the production is opened on November 29 by Elaine Slritch at a 
special Year of the Child preview The production then opens officially on 
December I. Full details oj times and performances can be obtained by 
phoning 01-493 739! between I lam and 6pm. 
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UK SUBS 
I TOMORROWS GIRLS 

7" GEMS 10 
LIMITED EDITION BLUE VINYL & PICTURE BAG 

SAD CAFE 
EVERY DAY HURTS H0M 
7" PB 5180 
LIMITED EDITION BLUE VINYL & PICTURE BAG 

STEPHANIE MILLS 
I mM I PUT YOUR BODY IN IT 

C/W WHAT CHA GONNA DO WITH MY LOVING 
7" TC 2415 

12" TCD 2415 COLOURED SLEEVE 

STOP PRESS! 
EDWIN STARR 

THE ROCK 
7" TC 2420 LIMITED EDITION RED VINYL 

12" TCD 2420 COLOURED SLEEVE 

GENE CHANDLER 
WHEN YOU'RE NO 1 
7" TC 2411 
12" TCD 2411 COLOURED SLEEVE 

AVERAGE WHITE BAND 
WHEN WILL YOU BE MINE 
7" XB 1096 PICTURE BAG VIC/I 
12" XC 1096 PICTURE SLEEVE 

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 021-525 3000 

Itc/I 
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Ewita: 

Sao Francisco 
FEW BRITISH musicals have 
successfully transferred to the 
United Slates, so many people arc at 
present wailing with bated breath 
the American fate of our home- 
grown Evita. Tim Rice and Andrew 
Lloyd Webber's previous rock 
opera, Jesus Christ Superstar, had a 
short and sweet run on Broadway — 
so can they now overcome the 
American bogey against UK 
musicals, and prove that Britain 
really can produce a box-office 
smash? 

On the strength of the show's 
previews at San Francisco's 
Orpheum Theatre, immediately 
prior to Evita's opening at the 
Broadway Theatre, it looks like Rice 
and Lloyd Webber will succeed. 
Certainly on the night 1 saw the 
show, the packed theatre was abuzz 
with praise for the rock opera both 
in the interval and after the show 
had come to its poignant conclusion. 

The American production is 
virtually identical to the West End 
show, except of course that the lead 
roles are taken by American artists 
following the union squabble which 
prevented David Essex, Elaine Paige 
or Joss Ackland playing their parts 
in the US. 

And that is perhaps where the US 
show is weaker in comparison with 
its British predecessor. Bob Gunton 
as General Pcron is a good match 
for Joss Ackland but Patti LuPonc 
as Eva Peron and Mandy Patinkin 
as Che Guevara don't quite make 
the impression that Paige and Essex 
originally did. 

True they do give highly-polished 
performances and are 100 per cent 
professionals, but LuPone's 
performance lacks the intensity of 
Elaine Paige's — particularly in 

Don't Cry For Me Argentina — and 
Patinkin doesn't have quite the right 
amount of cynicism and sarcasm 
which made David Essex's portrayal 
so memorable. 

That having been said however, it 
must also be noted that the 
American audience loved their 
performances — and the show 
generally. 

Advance bookings for the show in 
New York have been very strong, 
and Evita opens on Broadway next 
week. The omens for a box-office 
success arc good, providing that the 
famous New York critics don't take 
it into their heads to crucify the 
show. Whatever, it is a show that 
the British can be justly proud 
about. 

CHRIS WHITE 

Tofili, The 

(OWf Ores^ 

Lpfgum 

FOR MOST of the people in the 
audience at the Lyceum The Only 
Ones were the reason they had come, 
and supporting artist Toyah was 
more or less an unknown quantity. 

But by the lime the energetic, 
ebullient Toyah and band had left 
the stage the Only Ones must have 
been wondering how the hell they 
could ever follow them. Toyah's set 
was dramatic, moving — even 
funny. The songs were probably all 
new to the audience but each one 
held them spellbound — Toyah 
simply has that effect. 

The Only Ones, on the other 
hand, opened with Lovers of Today 
and came over as less melodic as 
usual, the guitar sound was blunt 
and Peter Perrctt's voice sounded 
strained. They covered material as 

diverse as the first song Pcrretl had 
ever written to tracks of their 
forthcoming album of which, The 
Big Sleep (which contains the typical 
but lovely Perrctl line: "You woke 
me from a big sleep, I don't ever 
want to sleep again now I've found 
love' . . . particularly whetted the 
appetite. 

The Only Ones have established 
themselves as one of the country's 
most imaginative groups, and if the 
Lyceum's audience was anything to 
judge by they have a solid dedicated 
following and how can you fail to 
warm to a band that sings: "Why 
can't I be happy like everyone else"? 
One last word about the support 
group — watch out Siouxsie, here 
comes Toyah! 

DANNY VAN EM DEN 

Johnnie Bay: 

ApSirodite's 
IT IS now more than a quarter of a 
century since Johnnie Ray was at the 
height of his popularity and while 
the years may have dimmed his 
general appeal there is no doubt that 
he still retains a large fan following. 

His first London cabaret 
appearance for several years, at 
Piccadilly's Aphrodites, was a large 
slice of nostalgia for most people 
present. It may be difficult to relate 
Ray and his music to today's music 
scene, but he still has a style 
uniquely his own — and Johnnie 
Ray is always easily identifiable as 
Johnnie Ray. 

The oldies are there in profusion 
— Yes Tonight Josephine, Walkin' 
In The Rain, The Little While Cloud 
That Cried, If You Believe, 
Somebody Stole My Gal, Such A 
Night and of course the perennial 
Cry. All draw immediate audience 

recognition and Ray still invests 
them with tremendous personality. 
He also includes newer songs like 
Help Me Make It Through The 
Night, If You Go Away and You've 
Got A Friend. 

To today's pop fan, Ray is very 
much a curiosity, a relic of an era 
when pop music was in its extreme 
infancy. To the older music fans, he 
represents an era when such music 
was tuneful, simple but memorable. 
However, he is a leading landmark 
in the history of popular music, and 
will be remembered long after many 
of today's contemporary stars have 
been forgotten. 

CHRIS WHITE 

Boref Si: 

Wemlilef 
IN AN unashamed end-of-the-year 
extravaganza. the multi-million 
selling hit machine paraded their 
maker Frank Farian's collection of 
all-purpose and universally popular 
pop in a display of couturier 
ostentation that would not have 
disgraced showtime at the Paris 
Lido. 

The presentation was as pacy as it 
was pretty. Passing lead mikes 
between Liz, Marcia and Bobby, the 
group worked their way good- 
naturedly through a siring of hits, 
impressive in its consistency if little 
else: Ma Baker. Daddy Cooi, 
Belfast, Sunny, Rasputin, 
Plantation Girl, Brown Girl in the 
Ring, It's a Holi-Holiday their last 
hit and its successor, Gotta Go 
Home from the new album. Oceans 
of Fantasy released this week to 
coincide with the tour. 

Unfortunately, Liz Mitchell's solo 
spot, a sea shanty introduced as a 
gospel, only served to exercise her 
flat voice. 

But Boney M probably know 
better than most their musical short- 

comings and to their credit it never 
interferes with their undemanding 
approach. It also gives their family- 
sized followers a lot of obvious fun. 

There was little chance of a bad 
view at Wembley. Most of the 
audience were little more than three 
feel tall. The rest appeared to be 
their mums, dads and, I swear, 
grandparents. Such universal 
appeal, combined with Svengali 
Farian's canny commercial touch, 
will be the key to their longevity. 
Even if it is more at home at the end 
of the pier than at a rock concert 
hall. 

Tte BewiiSos: 

Notre Dme 

Mi 
LONDON SHOWCASE concerts 
for newly formed bands have been 
known to work out more success- 
fully. It was unfortunate that with 
many media people in attendance 
the sound quality and lighting 
(particularly disappointing as the 
band is very visual) were not good. 

There was enough energy and 
promising new material, however, to 
predict a healthy future for these 
first signings to Virgin's new 
company Dindisc. The vocal attack 
of ex-Rezillos Fay Fife and Eugene 
Reynolds is never less than bitingly 
aggressive and the set began to come 
alive with Ms Fife's lead on Where Is 
The Boy For Me? — the first single 
through the new deal. 

The Revillos' style — with two girl 
backing singers — suits well old 
classics such as Cool Jerk and Hippy 
Shake but pick of the songs at the 
Notre Dame were the effective and 
even melodramatic Jack The Ripper 
and The Fiend. 

DAVID DALTON 
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INFINITY RECORDS MOVRiCOROS 

1 flreal Pullcney Slroot. London W1R 3FW 

AU'avail^le from CBS DISTRIBUJ'ION 01960 7155 
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PICTURE DISC PRESSINGS 
COLOURED P. V. C. PRESSINGS 
LABEL SIZES 

7" + 10" + 12" 
7"+ 10"+ 12" 

Normal + 6" + 7" + 12" 

ORLAKE LIMITED 
dagenham 

Phone 01-592 0242. 3 lines 
rURES - COLOURS - LABEL GIMMICKS 

Po GoWOOD & S« [Wmt&s) Ltd05 
VL/ 32CHURCHST DAGENHAM ESSEX 
'A SPECIALISED PRINTING SERVICE TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY' 
INCLUDING : INLAY CARDS • POSTERS • SIDE LABELS 
DIRECT PRINT NYLOS ■ BLISTER CARDS -RECORD SLEEVES 
CENTRE DISC LABELS ■ SELF ADHESIVE LABELS 

PHONE ALAN BROWN OR PHIL DOUGLAS ON 01-595 51 15 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT RATES 
Effective 13lli May. 1978, Music Week Classified 

Advertisement rates are: 
C3.50pcr single column centimetre. 

Box number charge El 00, and scries discounts will remain 
at; - 

6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15% 
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE 
SOLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE 

(MINIMUM CHARGE C6.00) 
The per word rate is discontinued. 

The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Artwork Thursday 
5pm, one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be 
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy lor typesetting. 
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement. 

For further information contact Jane Bartlett. Tel 
01-836-1522. 40 Long Acre, Covent Garden. 

London WC2. 
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims 

arising out of advertising on the classified pages. 

ALL RECORDS, 
tapes bought/exchanged. 
10p-£2.20 each cash paid (10p-£2.50 exchange). 
Absolutely NONE refused. 

Bring ANY quantity In ANY condition to: 
RECORD & TAPE 

EXCHANGE 
38 Netting HllF Gate, 

London W11, 
(01-727 3539) 

ANY LP's, cassettes may be 
sent with SAE lor cash 

(estimate on request). 

C1.000.000 CASH BUDGET 
available for unwarned or 
deleted stereo LP's. 8 tracks 
and Cassettes Highest prices 
paid No quantiiv is roo large or 
too small. Phone, telex, write 
or visit us for a generous cash offer. SCORPIO MUSIC. 2933 
River Road, Croydon, PA 
19020. U.S A Phone 215 785 
1541 or Telex 843356. 
Recstapcs CRDN 

m 

scs 

RECORD AND CASSETTE 
BROWSERS, STORAGE 

RACKS ETC. 

The major supplier to EMI for past 12 years. 
Also Boots, Harlequin etc. 

Contact Mr H. Lederman on 01-739-8700. 

149-151 Hackney Road, London E2 

m 

^OLES^S 
Telephone 01-2001263 

WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN 
53 Colindale Ave., 

London NW9 
Callers Welcome 

24 hr answering service 
01-349 1388 

SP&S is money tin the bank 
. champagne suppers, or strawberries and cream in January. 

In a word SP&S is PROFIT for you. You choose from an unbeatable range of ex- 
catalogue LP's, cassettes and 8 tracks 1 5 million in fact, all major label and covering 
the total music spectrum 
Your bargain loving customers will be delighted, and so will you with prices that can 
make more than 50"n on gross. 
If inflation is the watchword - SP&S could be the password. 
Fancy a helping; Then phone your nearest showroom now! 

tUROPES LEADING WHOLESALER OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS 

Wharf Road Stratford London EI5 2SU Tel: 01-555 4321 
Telex: 8951427 

Glampor House 47 Bengal Street Manchester M4 6AF       
Tel: 061-236 4086. 5P(&>S RECORDS 

——1 

V, 

•' MK ReCord Dealer "'- *"' • • 
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S. GOLD a SOWS LIMITED 
BRITAIN'S NO. 1 

Complete manutaclurcrs catalogue in stock at all times 
TOP 75 ALBUMS, SINGLES AND TAPES 

PLUS ALL TV, PRODUCT 
Our prices - strict trade on LP's and Tapes over £150 value 
otherwise 3 percent handling charge. Singles at strict trade olusd per cent handling charge. ?Jo rounded up figures to disquile mllaled prices. Accessories Include Card, Polythene & PVC cov 
ers. Blank cassettes, Mirrors, Record & Cassette Cases Mirror badges & up to the minute sew-on patches. 
We can supply anywhere in the world and extended linance can be arranged for export customers - our service to Northern Ireland Is 
without doubt, the finest, and we otter a 24-hour service to the 
whole of the UK. We are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse and 
would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around. We have been in the business tor four years. 
REMEMBER THE NAME- YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT 

S. GOLDS SONS LIMITED 
777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS 

PHONE 01-558 2121/2 24 hour answering service 01-556 2429. 

DESTINY ARE THE NORTHERN SOUL 
LEADERS!! WHO SAY'S SO? WE DO! 
THE COUNTRIES LEADING INDEPENDENT 

LABEL 
HAS ALL THE BIG SOUL SELLERS 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE. 
DS 1001 OUT ON THE FLOOR - DOBIE GRAY 
DS 1002 GONE WITH THE WIND IS MY LOVE - 

RITA & THE TIARAS 
DS 1004 BLACK POWER - JAMES COIT 
DS 1005 I GET THE FEVER - CREATION 
DS 1006 ON A MAGIC CARPET RIDE - MISS DEE DEE 

Forthcoming release in October. 
DS 1007 The big instrumental disco record everybody 
wants 
SPRING RAIN - THE DESTINY ORCHESTRA 
Ring this no. for more info, we carry many other specialist 
labels. 
0602 410055 (Pauline or Sally) or get them from the 
following one-stops- 

Lightning Records 01-969 5255 Pinnacle 01-734 4543/4 
Wynd-up 061-798 9252 

Manufactured and Distributed by; 
DESTINY RECORDS. Part of Colony Records Ltd.. Unit 
4, Hurts Yard, Nottingham. 0602 410055. 

si3nao>w Aiinvj 
n.Hkciing & Uislrihuiion 

NEW SINGLES THE FALL "ROWCHE RUMBLE" (STEP FORWARD SF in TRANSMITTERS 12" E.P. "HUNTING FOR THE UGLY MAN" (STEP FORWARD SF 1212) VERMILION AND THE ACES "THE LETTER" 
1979 FAULTY CAV/U^UE A^TKILEN'OWFROM SPARTAN OR DIRECT FROM 

•It 13 Blenheim Crescent. London W|| 2IzF Ungl.ind Tel 01- 727073-1 

SHOOTING UP THE CHARTS 
CRUEL TO BE KIND - NICK LOWE 

1,000's in stock in picture covers, only 30p + VAT (minimum order 50 
oTchES lUNLIMITED, DEPARTMENT Y, 6'12Sttfford Street St. 
Georges, TELFORD, Shropshire TF2 9NQ. TELE (09521617625. 

GROOVY (The Record Shop Owner) 

CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP! Wo Undersell All Importers See For Yourself Send For Our Lists TO-DAY! 
GLOBAL RECORD SALES 3 Chopstow St Manchester (0612385369) 

7" White 
Cardboard Sleeves 

top quality 
£16 par 

thousand + VAT 
Ex-Jukebox 

records 14p each 
+ VAT(mln.200) 

Carriage Included In above 
prices. 

C.W.O.to 
89 Stone Road, 

Stafford 
Tel; Stafford (0785} 

40488 
bullet i 
•— cp®Qocpas 

FOR SALE 
Seven top quality browsers in 
Rosewood laminate finish each 
with a capacity of 450 LP's. 
Two matching counter units 
(6' 0" and 3' 0" long) together 
with matching glass-topped 
and fronted display counter 
(5' 0" long). Quality units in 
V.G.C. 
£600 — buyer to collect tel. 
01-546 5400 (daytime) 01-979 
8706 (evening). 

RECORD ADAPTORS 7" CARDBOARD & PAPER COVERS Adaprors- BOO-M 1,000-C7 7" paper covers- 500- C6.50 1,000—02. 7" cardboard covers, callers price 500 Ol 1,000-£20. Postal deliveries add C2 per 500 (C.B.C only,). Discount larger quantities C.W.O or C.O D extra P 6 P, & VAT incl. where otherwise staled KENNEDY'S, 'The Globe'. 6 Church Lane, Outwood Nr. Wakofiold WF1 2JT Customers before calling — ring 0924 822650 or L ceds 35604. 

RECORD SHOP 
(LEEDS) 

Well made L.P. browsers for 
sale (cost £80-C100 each) to clear £35 to £45 each. Also 
metal racks, LP.'s and tapes to 
clear £5 and £7.50 each. Ring 
0924 822650. 

EQUIPMENT 

CLEAR PVC RECORD 
COVERS 

Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to 
film - to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film, 
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP 
Records. 

BUY BULK DIRECTLY 
& RECEIVE DEL IVERIES B Y RETURN 
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices 

PANMER LTD Telephone01.903 6068/9 
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex. 

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS 
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving 
maximum strength. Buy direct from the 
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery 

Samples, prices and discounts on application. 

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS 
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM 

LP size: 1000 C34.60 including VAT and carriage. 

Samples of all items available. 
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED 

10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ. 
Tel: 0533 833691 

RECORD DISPLAY UNITS 
(White wall mounted 6 months old.) 

2 x 21 Compartment. 
1 x 18 Compartment E500O.N.O. 
1 x 12 Compartment. 
1 x EMI Gondola 24 Compartment „ 
1 x EMI Gondola 12 Compartment L200O.N.O, 
2 x Lockable Cassette Racks (Capacity: 120 each) 
£30 each. 
1 x Singles Display Rack 22 Compartment £30 
1 x Counter Unit 3ft. 6ins. high x 5ft. long £25 
SANYO ELECTRONIC CASH REGISTER ECR- 
OZLE. 6 months old guaranteed. With itemiser, 
adding facility, receipt + till rolls. 25% off. £400 
O.N.O. 

Telephone evenings 
0600 890384 or 021 378 3238 

# 

DANDA 
POLYTHENE RECORD 
CARRIER BAGS 

All Types and Sizes of Carrier Bags at real CUT prices 
SPECIAL OFFER Full size 14" ■ 16" for LP Records Printed to your own specifications on both 
sides of the bag 150 Gauge - f 14 75 per 1.000 minimum order 35,000 Stock Records bags always available. Immediate delivery Quick delivery For funhor derails £f samples send coupon or Telephone. 

01-341 0067 or 01 348 2961 DANDA PACKAGING CO LTD . 8 Priory Road, London N8 
Name  
Address   
Telephone:  

PVC ALBUM COVERS 
Sizes 7". LP b Double-LP. Also 200 gauge Polythene LP Covers. For SERVICE. QUALITY b VALUE 

Contact; M & G Packaging Ltd., 53 Pavilion Drive, Loigh-or. Sea, Essex Tel: 0702 712331. 

DISPLAY TITLES 
BROWSER DIVIDERS for CLASSIFICATION OF 

ARTISTS. COMPOSERS, etc 
Enquiries for samples 
HUNT-LEIGH (Showcard b O'spiay) Co . 119 Afianbu'g Gardens Lonoon ^wi < UQ Tel 01-223 3315 

Heavy weight white card record 
sleeves direct from 

manufacturers 
£17 - 1,000 
£80 - 5,000 

includes VAT and 
carriage£14.50—1,000 to callers 

RECORD CENTRES 
£6.50-1,000 
£30-5,000 
R.B.G. 

WHOLESALE 
UNIT 12 

Chamber Mill, 
Heron Street, Oldham 

Lanes 061-633-5093 

SEGREGATE! 
POP ^ASS/r 

With record dividers from 

"SIGNS FAMILIAR" 
■.ni'ioih. wiiili*. plusin: rmrrrl ilivulet;. 
with sncul t:llia Itxi'Mc heuiMhis 
(plus Ii.Hlcsyrntiuls in culuur if rc-quiied) 
Uulieai.iMc prices MSI service. Rmq ct write 
SIGNS FAMILIAR, 
Howdale, Downham Market, 
Norfolk PE38 9AL 
Phone: (03663)2511/4. 

AGENCY 

RECORD COMPANY 
SECRETARIES 

are you on our boi Agy 734 5774,5 

by Martin Studios 
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LIGHTNING RECORDS LIMITED 
841 Harrow Road London NW10 5NH 
Telephone. 01 -969 7155/01 -969 5255 

Telephone Orders. 01-969 8344 
Telex. 927813 LARREC 

selected AuthoPiseid 
CUJS ■DefiLERs  

vctpiil.S 
Con/tact ur 

AJOW! 
AMD FoR All Vovfl 
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POSITIONS 

REDUNDANCY? 

SAGA RECORDS 
ARE EXPANDING! 
we've had no redundancy, and we need: 
A custom pressings - customer contact person, 
A sales person - London and key accounts; 
TwoSecreiaries'P A.'s; An Export Manager; 
A tele-sales person; 
An inhouse graphic artist 
Apply in writing to; The Director/Personnel, SAGA RECORDS, 326 
Kensal Rd., London W10. 
(Please do not telephone.) 

LEADING INDEPENDENT 
RECORD COMPANY 

FSWAiCSM. COiTiTOLLEFi 
Duties will include supervision of accounts department, 
royalty accounting, contract work, administration, etc. on 
a world-wide basis, and to become a member of the 
Management Team directing the Company. Top salary and 
company car available. 

Reply in confidence to: MW BOX NO. 668. 

SALES 

REPRESESWATSVES 
required for leading styli and audio accessory 
distributors covering established territory 
Kent/Essex/N. & E. London. 
Salary, Commission, company car provided. 

Write in first instance to; The Managing Director, 
D.S.C. CONSUMER PRODUCTS LTD., Industrial 
Estate, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd, N. Wales. 

^UUU 
RECORDS 
REQUIRE 

RECIONAl PROMOTION 

PERSON 

WE OFFER EXCELLENT SALARY 
PLUS COMPANY CAR TO THE 

RIGHT APPLICANT 

PLEASE CONTACT 
KAREN WILLIAMS 

01-485 5622 

SENIOR PA/SECRETARY 
MUSIC INDUSTRY 

£0000+ 
Mnnajiing Dlroclor of Iho Pink 

Floyd's group of music compnnloB and 
business enterprises needs an 
excellent secretary/PA. 

This is a demanding and 
challenging post, requiring meticulous 
skills and the ability to work hard, long 
hours under considerable prossuro. 
Candidates must have hud experience 
of sec/PA work at a senior level. 

Working conditions at Iho 
recording studios in Islington aro 
stimulating, if somewhat hoctlc. 

Write with full details to: Box AD. 
Evened & Desoutter, Adverllslng, 
Marketing and Public Relations, Swiss 
Centre. 10 Wardour Streel, London Wl. 

VAN SALESPERSONS 
FOR 

LOWOM & SOUTO 
AREAS 

You'll be selling some of the fastest moving records 
and tapes in the business, with the backing of one of the 

UK's major wholesale groups. 
Good basic salary plus excellent commissions. 

Please apply in writing to the Sales Director. 

PA S-® Export iMoinieageir 

An important position in a busy export department, 
initiative and drive with typing ability important. 

Good salary. 
Please apply in writing to the Export Manager. 

We also have vacancies for experienced personnel 
in our Mail Order, Warehousing, Secretarial, 
Accounting and Administration departments. 

Please apply in writing to the General Manager for 
further information on these appointments. 

5PG6 RKORD5 
EUROPES LEADING WHOLESALER OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS 

Wharf Road Stratford London E15 2SU 

VAN SALES IN 
CENTRAL LONDON 

We're looking lor a dynamic 
person to represent us in 
central London, selling our 
range of top imports 
A knowledge of the current 
import scene is desirable. 
We offer good wages f lop 
commission. 
Phone now 01-961 3133. 
Helen Webster 

A DRIVER 
SALESPERSON 

Required for London area, 
to sell records. 
Salary negotiable. 
Commission, 
Telephone 01-656 4070. 

AUDIO SEC. 
for Musicians' Union to work with 

SECRETARY OF 
ITS MUSIC 

PROMOTION 
& PUBLIC 

RELATIONS 
COMMITTEE 

Varictl work includes assistance with prod, of union joumdl, organisation of work shops, week end schools, admin, of music grants £j supply of promo material. C72 p.w. 10a.m. 5 30p.m. L.V.'s. Close Oval tube. Ring Brian Blam on 01 582 G2G0. 

PAs 
and 

SECRETARIES 
in the 

MUSIC BUSINESS 

PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY 
Nobody will look aftor you the way 

PATHFINDERS 
Personnel Services Ltd 01-629-3132 
32 Maddox Street Wl (1 minute from Oxford Circus 

tube) 

REPS 
calling on Record Shops in 
G.L.C. area wanted for 
additional very profitable, light weight line. 
Ring in confidence 01 736 
7682. Volcanic Rock. 

BUSINESS 
FOR SALE 

LEASEHOLD record shop for solo 
in Essex. 10 yr. lease at C1,000 p.a 
Rent review after 5 yrs. T/O appro* 
€35,000 Premium €10,000 - stock 
at valuation. Please apply MW BOX NO. 667 

BUSINESS WANTED 

iRECOlBD STOP/STOPS 

Birmingham city or suburbs. 
T/O £40,000 minimum. 

Lease/Freehold. 
Principles only. 

Tele: 021 422 0853 after 5.30pm. 
Mon-Fri. 

SH0PFITTING 

rut 

01-3902101 V 
/Z\ D. 54 LOWER MARSH LANE 

KINGSTON-SURREY 
SHOPFIITERS LIMITED Major supplier to EMI 

MERGHANDISING 

it# 
9,^ 

MIRROR BADGES 
AND 

SHAPED POP 3D BADGES 
FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

• SAMPLES & LIST ON REQUEST 
• BIG FAST SELLING RANGE 

• UP TO 4 COLOURS 
• BADGES MADETO YOUR DESIGN 

Pin Badgo Co.. P O. Box 22, Banbury (0295) 57321 
Show Room: Thorpo Way, Ouenhorpe Rood, Banbury 

SH0WSHIRTS 
Custom printed T-shirts. Sweatshirts, Paper Jackets. Badges Car Stickers b Hats. 

Competitive Prices Any quantity undertaken 
659 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON SWf> Telephone 731 5056 or 731 4986 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ARE YOU INTERESTED? We're clearing our complete 'till price stock of Musicassottcs at €1.35 each plus VAT ono. EMI TOP 30 BOARD with box of lottors €20. Revolving advertising sign €15 Tele. 0206 240236. 
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THE BAND THAT 

SHOOK AMERICA 

RETURN WITH 

FACADES 

A NEW ALBUM FROM 

CAD rh&k 

PL25249 
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE 

m vwmx 

ncn %P* • 
telephone orders \ < : 
0215253000 \. 
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iysmeii is m®! 

suffering by 

blacking Polydor 

1 FEEL 1 must write as a 'Merseysidc militanl' to explain my action 
and clarify the position regarding 'blacking' Polydor product, which 
was taken not by the GRRC here, but by individual dealers. 

Decisions arc taken by the 
manufacturers without any concern 
for the independent dealer and 
without any knowledge of the 
"street level" record business as we 
see it every day. 1 find it 
disappointing that record companies 
do not consult the dealer on any 
decision, be it marketing, release 
schedule, pricing, TV advertising or, 
in Polydor's case, margins. 

I am insulted by this attitude of 
treating the independent dealer as a 
mere hot-dog salesman, making a 
quick buck on the latest big seller. 
The indie dealer, to survive, has to 
be enthusiastic about records, know 
the catalogues and understand why, 
when and to whom his records sell. 

He has an understanding of the 
market much better than the costly 
computers and market research 
afforded by the companies. But still 
the manufacturers treat the artists as 
gods; the dealers as opportunists. 

Polydor has a monopoly of its 
artists' records so I cannot change 
supplier, but I can decide to not 
slock those artists records at all. I 
am sure a lot of fellow dealers feel 
the same but are afraid to take such 

action. All I can say is that after 
three weeks the effect on my sales is 
negligible. 

Record companies have created so 
many 'superstars' that if one is not 
available the customer will simply 
choose one of the many others on 
the market. I have realised I can do 
without Polydor now and in the 
coming months without damaging 
my business. 

Alone I will have no effect on 
Polydor's attitude, but as a point of 
principle 1 feel I should refuse to 
stock or advertise Polydor product. 
I even obliterate Polydor lilies on 
the charts before I display them. 
D. Crosby, managing director, Rox 
Ltd., Borough Road, Birkenhead, 
Merscyside. 

Mc©€M®cl 

_Stores^ 

We have the best in: 
•U.S. new wave and Rock/independently produced discs 
•Japanese and Australian Imports 
• Obscure in demand records for the collector 
• Blank video tape cassettes 

® EXCELLENT EXPORT SERVICE 

® LOW PRICES 

©CONSTANTLY UPDATED 
CATALOGUE 

(We do not sell Retail! 

the exporl people 

»IM TKAIMM, " 

CttMPAiW 
POST OFFICE BOX 198MW • DURHAM, Kl.C. 27702 USA 

TELEPHONE: 919/682-9607 » TELEX: 579337 

Bep replies 

to Boots 

banning 
HOW SMALL minded of 
Boots to ban Polydor 
salesmen from its shops 
because Polydor reduces its 
profit margin. 
This is an issue not to be 
left alone and dealers must 
fight, but why stand the 
reps up against the wall and 
massacre them? They are 
not decision makers. 
The salesmen's objective is 
to achieve targets in order 
to earn a living. If you wish 
to hit Polydor hard why not 
stop buying the product — 
or can't you survive without 
it? 
Come on Boots, be 
practical, leave the reps 
alone. Do you want tele- 
sales all the time? Is it your 
wish to exterminate the 
record rep, because should 
you succeed your problems 
would not end and the 
companies would still 
continue to cut your profit 
margins. (I am a rep of 
course, but not with 
Polydor). 
Name and address supplied. 

Juke Box Jury frustration 
HAVING SEEN the recent Juke Box Jury series I am moved to vent my anger 
and frustration. The records played were of generally poor standard but were 
surpassed with the pathetic disco version of Max Bygraves' Ma He's Making 
Eyes At Me. It's typical of the current wave of disco madness which seems to 
have turned the industry into a farce. 

There are thousands of us out here with good, new, original material begging 
for a chance, but we can't even get into a studio to show what we are capable of 
producing. 

The time and money spent on the Max Bygraves record could have given 
somebody the break they have been dreaming of for years. But that, of course, 
would have been a gamble and heaven forbid that a 1979 superexec should be 
expected to lake a gamble on an unknown. 
M. Andrews, Lillie Road, London SW6. 

Anger over 

EMI delay 
AT THE time of writing I have been 
waiting for 14 days for delivery of an 
order placed with EMI. I have 
phoned three limes and each lime I 
have been informed, quite 
pleasantly, that it has not been sent 
due to a one-day strike. 

The sales I have lost in the last 
fortnight and the customers I have 
lost permanently are my problem, 
but the fact that CBS, WEA, 
Polygram etc all seem to gel over 
minor problems like one-day strikes 
by simply delivering one day late, 
must be a problem for EMI and their 
future partners Paramount. 
Tom Russell, Music Centre, 
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow. 

Ifiiiamson's 

pod! miistes 
I WOULD like to send good wishes 
and thanks to all my good friends 
within various shops throughout 
Essex and the surrounding area, 
many of whom I got to know very 
well during my six years of selling 
WEA product, prior to re- 
organisation. 

My wishes of course are for a 
successful weathering of the various 
storms alive in the record business at 
present, and for prosperity in years 
to come. Thank you all. 
Steve Williamson, Burnt Ash Lane, 
Bromley, Kent. 

Music Week welcomes 
letters on all subjects 
relating to the music 
industry. If you have 
something to say write to 
the Editor, 40 Long Acre, 
London WC2. Note: the 
Editor reserves the right to 
shorten or edit letters. We 
cannot print anonymous 
letters but will withhold 
names and addresses from 
publication if requested. 

A FEW weeks ago Mike Haies wrote of the 
difficulties of doing a deal with big record 
companies, now JIM GODBOLT describes the 
frustrations of getting past protective 
secretaries to the man at the top. 

Who is St tying 

yp ill those 

Mrkitmi meiT 

AS" ADVERTISEMENT manager (a posh euphemism for space 
scrounger) for Jazz Circle News and the house magazines of the 100 
Club and Ronnie Scott's my field isn't pop with its enormous 
financial turnover but jazz, a music of minority appeal. The majors 
are therefore extremely reluctant to spend money promoting it and 
the advertising revenue, by which all magazines, and jazz mags 
particularly, stand or fall, is cruelly hard to come by. 

Not that I'm complaining. Nobody twisted my arm to lake these nerve- 
wracking and ulcer-inducing jobs and 1 own up to holding the sublime belief 
that people want to read about jazz music as well as listen to it. Hence this 
involvement in the grim economics of jazz magazine publishing and in pursuit 
of vital advertising I have become particularly familiar with the sayings of 
receptionists and secretaries. 

These are a special kind of lady fiercely protective of their bosses. You don't 
gel past those birds without a fight, by God you don't. 

The following dialogue is typical. 
"May I speak to Mr. Tycoon, please?" 
"Who is it?" 
Not "Who is it, please?" or, better, "Who shall I say is calling him?". 

Heavens! What am I suggesting? Politeness? Get back to reality, Jim! 
I give my name. That's always been a problem. In a tone of utter incredulity 

she enquires, "Jim 'Ooo?" or "What did you say your name was?". 
Sometimes she will utter a vague approximation of this — like Goldberg, 
Gunboat, Godlio, or Bugbolt. To which she almost automatically adds; 

"He's at a meeting"; or "He's just popped out"; or "He's gone to lunch" 
or "He's tied up". 

Record company executives seem to spend an inordinate amount of time at 
meetings, are always popping out, the ladies, with feminine delicacy, not 
slating where, those lunches are most protracted affairs. And as for them being 
lied up, who are these brigands who prowl around offices tying up executives? 
Can't the police act? Shouldn't these girls, enough of them anyway, be issued 
with sharp knives to free the boss from the thongs that bind him? 

But — should Mr. Tycoon be in his office and the fact acknowledged — the 
next question I am asked is: "Where are you from?" 

Now, 1 well know what that question means — what company do I 
represent? — but the crude phraseology just begs for the flippant riposte. 

"Well, I was born in Battersea, raised in Sidcup and now live in Gospel Oak, 
just north of Kentish Town". Another waggish rejoinder is "N.W.5" or "Way 
back". Or a combination of both. You say NW5WAYBACK quickly and it 
sounds no less dotty than many a company name these days. In a mood of 
devil-may-care I tried it once. 

The bird yelled out to Mr. Tycoon: "Guy here says he's from 
NW5WAYBACK". 

"Never heard of them. Ask him what he wants." 
"What's it about?". 
'Its, as my dear mum used to say, is something the cat brought in and the 

reply that now tantalises the lip of my tongue is; "If I knew what it was about, 
dear, I'd be silting behind your bosses' massive desk instead of having to 
negotiate a virago like you merely to proffer my beggging bowl but I know, in 
my heart of hearts, that this wouldn't endear me to either boss or virago — but 
one day, when my premium bond comes up . . . 

To speak to my man can take up to half a dozen calls or more and to actually 
sec him personally an achievement. To get an advert is yet another feat. I don't 
exaggerate. 

Not that I blame the marketing executive for his reluctance to spend money. 
1 even feel sorry for some of them. It can't be pleasant watching a space 
scrounger genuflecting on the kneel-worn part of the carpel in front of his desk 
and they don't get behind that large piece of furniture spending the company's 
promotional budgets on jazz, but, since the majors do release jazz records and 
advertise the fact, albeit haphazardly, then harry them 1 must. 

To be fair, many of them are genuinely sympathetic, one or two of them are 
genuine buffs who nudge their bosses to release the gems in the archives and see 
them properly packaged. 

I've encountered only a few really unpleasant moguls. One granted me 
audience but within seconds I was to be made aware that he was a busy man 
and it wasn't long before 1 was brushing past his potted palms on the way out. 
But — and here's the rub — and I tell no fibs — the very next morning one of 
the mags I represented received no less than twenty review copies from this 
company — all of the same record. This abundance of copies was no help to 
any of its reviewers. The album had nothing to do with jazz whatsoever. 

Now, my faith is the simple, no doubt naive, belief that a marvellous music 
should have its share of the printed word, that the industry that essentially 
relics on profits from lesser music by H Hardmcal and Co. should pay their 
mile towards this. 

The jazz movement in this country is well over fifty years old. From the first 
release of 'hot' 78's buffs have been evangelistic in spreading the message. Up 
to a point they have succeeded . . . but as for the larger public . . . well, can 
only wish this young man, who wouldn't know Dizzy OUlcspie from 
Horsccollar Draper, the very best of luck. 
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Muluthj Maker 

' RECORD REVOLUTION 
HERALDED BY EMI 
3-D SOUND 

Kenny Bnkcr Unit in 
'Jazz Today' series ■ 

Mil BANS FIELDS 3 
FROM PALLADIUM 

ci 

-A 

PIMISTDDDBUKC CUFIOimE-  

Srlr.rr   - 
FRONT PAGE of Melody Maker, 
1955 vintage. 

THERE'S NOTHING new in 
the record business. 

The seventies may have gone out 
on a receding tide of 12", coloured 
vinyl, picture bag singles, but back 
in 1955 Melody Maker was giving 
banner headlines to a "Record 
Revolution Heralded By EMI 3-D 
Sound". 

This headline caught Dooley's eye 
in the vintage Magazine Shop in 
Earlham Street, WC2, which has 
just acquired a boxful of old MMs. 
Some date back to 1945 (cover price 
3d) and are now fetching £1.50 
(news of which has had e\-MM 
editor Jack Hutton, now Spotlight 
Publications managing director, 
delving in his attic for back 
numbers). 

These old papers make fascinating 
reading for anyone who has been 
around the music business for a few 
years. In September, 1945, for 
instance, MM had front page stories 
about Ivy Benson's all-girl band 
playing a gig in Berlin for Field 

Marshal Montgomery and about 
Joe Loss landing a Mecca ballroom 
season. That issue also had the 
classic headline "Legless Rabin 
Saxisl Fights Bandstand Blaze". 

In July 1946 MM was writing 
about the war between theatres and 
television and about the gamble of 
"Hawaiian-style maestro Felix 
Mendelssohn staking his whole 
career on accepting TV bookings". 
Also in 1946 Geraldo made page one 
with his provincial tour dates, while 
"19 year old north London 
clarinettist Johnny Dankworth who 
has been building himself a first 
class swing reputation" suffers a 
temporary career set back by being 
called up. 

Six years on, in January 1955, 
Dankworth was on the front page 
with news of "his famous 
Dankworth Seven". In that issue the 
page one lead was about "EMI in 
£3,000,000 deal to take over 
Capitol". And the irony of that 
won't be lost at Manchester Square! 

mood at 

[RCA moet 
FOR A company that only a week 
previously had said goodbye to 30 
employees, the RCA assembly at 
Gat wick Park Hotel for their annual 
sales meeting was in a surprisingly 
buoyant mood. 

Several people echoed the 
sentiment expressed to Dooley by 
one staff member that they 
understood the necessity for the cuts 
and that the meeting was a chance to 
achieve a unity of purpose. 

There was certainly no let up on 
the in house jokes at the last night 
dinner with apologies being given 
for David Bowie not turning up to 
perform as the cabaret "because a 
slip up in the personnel department 
meant he was made redundant last 
Wednesday. " 

In a raffle, MD Ken Clancy won a 
cookery book donated by Logo's 
MD Geoff Hannington. More 
coveted were the video recorder and 
the music centre. 

Newly appointed commercial 
marketing manager John Howes 
announced a surprise series of sales 
awards which he hoped would 
become a regular feature of sales 
meetings. 

Awarded gold discs were Dave 
Hardaker as top salesman, Trevor 
Charlesworth (northern area) as lop 
area manager and Jill Wyer as top 
telephone sales girl. 

Fmetball season kicks off 
THE MUSIC Industry Football League — co-sponsored by Music 
Week and Adidas — kicks off into its second season this Saturday (16) 
and also announces an innovation for 1979/80. 

This year, in addition to the League Championship and knockout 
Cups, there will be an Invitation Cup open to any music industry 
teams whether they are in the league or not. 

Any team wishing to compete in the invitation competition is 
requested to contact Ray Williams on 01 439 7731 immediately — 
closing date for applications is September 28 and the first round 
matches will start on November 11. 

Meanwhile the league now comprises one division of 12 teams: CBS 
Records, Chappcli Publishing, Different Records, DJM, EMI, Gas 
Songs/Heath Levy, Ice Records, Lightning Records, Magnet Records, 
Our Price, Pye Records, WEA. 

A PLAY, claimed to be the first to have country music as its subject, opened at 
the 1CA Theatre in London this week. Written by Alan Williams, The While 
Dogs Of Texas is set in the Silver Spurs Club, Slough, where proprietor Smiley 
Plowright (David Hatton) re-lives the legends of the Confederacy through its 
music. 

With music by The Cruisers, alias The Slops whose single Glad I'm Not A 
Woman is out on the Black Bear label, the play has Steve Marshall as musical 
director and is directed by Ann Mitchell. It is at the ICA until September 22. 

■I \ 
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FIVE YEARS AGO 
BILL GROVES appointed A & M 
sales manager   Pye Records, 
tapes and publishing group returns 
record profits for year 1973/4   
David Sandison leaves EMI to head 
CBS press office BBC launches 
its new Beeb label   At 
Phonogram sales conference 
managing director Tony Morris 
attacks price-cutting by the multiples 
  Cathi Gibson joins Mervyn 
Conn Organisation to head record 
and publishing divisions   At 
CBS conference managing director 
Dick Asher says its US parent is to 
invest a further £8 million in 
developing the UK company   

PERHAPS WISHING to prove that 
he has a magnetic attraction for 
money. Virgin chairman Richard 
Branson dressed up in this strange 
attire for a joint Virgin/Atlantic 
celebration for the official opening 
of Virgin's New York office. 
Pictured (left to right): are Jerry 
Greenberg, president of Atlantic 
Records which distributes Virgin 
product in the US; John Kalodner, 
West Coast A&R director, Atlantic 
Records; Richard Branson; Ken 
Berry, president. Virgin Records 
Inc.; Simon Draper, Kurt Nerlinger, 
vice-president of promotion. Virgin 
Records Inc.; Simon Draper, 
managing director. Virgin Records; 
Dave Glew, senior vice-president 
and general manager, Atlantic 
Records. 

THERE WAS an air of anticipation at the BPI annual meeting 
last week, heightened by the Mayfair Hotel's fire alarm ringing 
as we filed into the Mayfair Theatre and by the knowledge [hat 
gracing the stage there in the evenings is a musical about the 
Marx brothers   but anyone expecting fireworks was 
disappointed as Len Wood conducted the meeting through its 
business with a daunting firm hand at the lunch afterwards 
retiring director general Geoff Bridge revealed that it was 42 
years to the day since he started work as an office boy. 

AT WEA conference John Fruin assured salesmen that 
"whatever you may have seen happen to other corporations" 
there was not the slightest chance of Warner Communications 
being taken over by anybody   and Fruin revealed that 
former EMI plant manager Roy Matthews has been hired as a 
technical consultant for the West Drayton factory   
Meanwhile over at Pye conference, there were many tributes to 
retiring Tom Grantham and a present of a video cassette recorder 
from the company Trevor Eyles told Pye salesmen: "One 
company recently reduced its head office staff by 30 — if we did 
that we'd finish up with minus three" A & M conferring at a 
hotel in Killarney last weekend and K-tel gathering in Malta this 
weekend for autumn product presentations. 

inveigled to surprise party in Koiana iireet pui 
Kid Jensen soon to be heard reading verse on Thin Lizzy album. 
INTERPOP ORGANISERS can't really blame companies for 
failing to support an event which clashes with the busiest period 
of the entire music industry year and which takes place in the 
less-than-exotic Connaught Rooms   Ramon Lopez, as well 
as losing someone's £10 wager thai he wouldn't do Manuel's 
"Que, que?" routine in his EMI conference speech, also noticed 
CBS single in disco rack during gala dinner and instructed Clive 
Swan to substitute more appropriately labelled record   
Midland Record Company boss Peter Riley off to Nashville to 
replenish Gusto archive stocks after initial imports sold out  
Hank Mizeli to sign long term contract with Hammer Records 
 Phonogram to re-release Van McCoy's The Hustle Bet 
you didn't know Pye had signed Patrick Moore (the stargazer) to 
play xylophone on brass band record? 

TEN YEARS AGO 
MOTOROLA LAUNCHING 
massive promotion campaign to 
back the 8-track cartridge Noel 
D'Abo joins Immediate Records as 
press and promotion manager   
Terry Noon named head of Larry 
Page's new Page Full Of Hits 
publishing company  In Philips 
staff movements Fontana label boss 
Jack Baverstock quits to go 
freelance; Dick Leahy is appointed 
singles coordinator; Mike Everett 
albums coordinator and Philips 
label head John Franz becomes staff 
producer   Robert Stigwood 
Organisation opens music 
publishing company in America  

Oished by MUSIC WEEK Lid , -10 Lohq Acre. London WC2and pnniod itv .ho pubhshers by Ponsord Press L.d Gwont. Regis.ored at the Post Office as a newspaper. 

THE NEW SINGLE 

THERE'S 

A REASON 

. . IS A SMASH! 
AVAILABLE NQW ON ISLAND WIP 6493 and 12" 12WIP 6493 

SCREEN GEMS-EMI MUSIC 21 Denmark Street. London WC? Tel 01-836 6699 
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biggest seling reguloHy 

releesed cdbum from 

pickwick 

Now wifh 16 fabulous tracks 

mere hol-dog safesnr 
quick buck on the latest big seller. 
The indie dealer, to survive, has to 
be enthusiastic about records, know 
the catalogues and understand why, 
when and to whom his records sell. 

He has an understanding of the 
market much better than the costly 
computers and market research 
afforded by the companies. But still 
the manufacturers treat the artists as 
gods; the dealers as opportunists. 

Polydor has a monopoly of its 

Record companies have created so 
many 'superstars' that if one is not 
available the customer will simply 
choose one of the many others on 
the market. 1 have realised 1 can do 
without Polydor now and in the 
coming months without damaging 
my business. 

Alone 1 will have no effect on 
Polydor's attitude, but as a point of 
principle I feel I should refuse to 
slock or advertise Polydor product. 
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WE DON'T TALK ANYMORE 
k BANG BANG 

I DON'T LIKE MONDAYS 
REASONS l O BE CHEERFUL 

AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE 

DUKE OF EARL 
GANGSTERS 
ANGFI FYFS 

IS SHE REALLYGOING OUT 
WITH HIM 

MONEY 
STREET LIFE 

WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG 

GONE GONE GONE 
GET IT RIGH T NEXT TIME 

SAIL ON 
DUCHESS 

y^Hallmart^u 
-G reRords ^ 

Also available on 8 Track 

rMotrTio 
& Cassette HSC3012 


